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There Earth produc’d the Gorgon, dreadful monster.
—EURIPIDES, Ion



Introduction

On a clear day in the spring of 1862, two orbs rose quietly into the skies
above southeastern Virginia. For the soldiers in the Confederate
encampment below, it must have been a wondrous, if demoralizing, sight.
These strange forms were Union hot-air balloons, each with two observers
in the basket, spies in the firmament. If the observers had cameras—and
word was that they did—they would be able to produce perfect records of
what they saw, instant maps of the Confederate positions that would soon,
no doubt, be conveyed to the upper reaches of the Union Army’s chain of
command.

“We watched with anxious eyes their beautiful observations as they
floated high up in the air,” Confederate general James Longstreet later
wrote of the encounter. To Longstreet and his troops, it was clear they were
witnessing a turning point in the history of war. It was also clear that there
was nothing they could do about it. The balloons, Longstreet lamented,
were “well out of range of our guns.”

One hundred and fifty-five years later, on a searingly hot afternoon in
June 2017, Steve Suddarth, a former US Air Force colonel, is radioing air
traffic control for clearance to take off from Albuquerque International
Sunport, the city’s main airport. The flight, he tells the tower, is a “photo
mission.” Riding shotgun in Suddarth’s white single-prop Cessna, I am not
sure I would have used such a mild term to describe our plan. The plane is
equipped with a military-grade surveillance camera, and we intend to watch
wide tracts of the city in a way many of its residents probably never
imagined was even possible.

Air traffic control grants us free rein within a broad swath of airspace
12,000 feet directly above the city center. As we climb out of the airport
through the choppy desert air, the landscape falls quickly from our wings.
Soon enough, the entire town lies rolled out below us, shimmering in the
afternoon sun.

Mounted on the windshield is a tablet displaying a satellite map of the
city. Using a wireless keyboard he keeps stowed beside his seat, Suddarth
clicks on a large white building in the center of town and a new image



appears on the screen. It looks like a satellite picture, superimposed
perfectly over the first, showing all the same buildings and roads. But when
Suddarth zooms in, the image becomes like a sample of pond water seen
through a microscope—full of life. There are cars, trucks, and buses on the
streets, stopping and starting at traffic lights, turning at junctions, parking
along sidewalks. Everything is moving. This is live video delivered from
the camera. The frame covers two-dozen city blocks.

Suddarth explains that the camera is linked to the Cessna’s autopilot,
which is programmed to steer the airplane in such a way that the target area
never falls out of the frame. To demonstrate, Suddarth takes his hands off
the controls, and without pause the airplane pitches left. Once the airplane
finds itself in range, he says, the camera will put us into a wide circular
orbit. Our particular target—a mall, Suddarth tells me cheerfully—remains
dead center on the screen.

After completing the loop, we swing the camera over to the University of
New Mexico. On the athletics field, tiny shadows dart about on the screen:
students exercising.

From the university, we turn to Sandia Heights, an affluent neighborhood
on the northeastern edge of the city. Using the tablet, I zoom in on a four-
lane road cutting across the area. A bright blue car is turning onto a tree-
lined street. I follow it. Suddarth is talking about the system’s technical
details, but I am absorbed in the story unfolding before me. The car is
driving slowly, and it seems to be meandering. Maybe they’re lost, I think,
or perhaps they’re on a joyride. Or maybe they’re up to something.

And then, sitting in this odd little plane steered by a robotic camera, I
start to feel uncomfortable. The people in the car don’t know they are being
watched. Even if they did, like Longstreet and his soldiers there is not much
they could do about it. More to the point, I am troubled because, whatever
their story, it is none of my business.

The story of how we got here, though, is my business, and theirs too.
Even before 1862—before, even, the advent of manned flight—it was
obvious that an eye in the sky would be a great military asset. As seen from
above, your adversary is an open book. You can determine where they’re
hiding, track them wherever they go, even anticipate their next move. By
the First World War, every major military power had eyes in the sky, with
dramatic consequences for those on the ground. Battles were won and lost
on the strength of aerial surveillance. One reporter, writing about the



airborne camera in 1917, declared it to be “many times deadlier than its
equivalent weight of high explosive.” In the years since, militaries never
stopped seeking a wider, sharper, more penetrating view of the ground.

I started studying airborne spycraft in 2012, when I was a senior at Bard
College, a small liberal arts school nestled on the banks of the Hudson
River about two hours north of New York City. Looking for a new
academic diversion beyond my regular coursework, I had founded, along
with my freshman-year roommate Dan Gettinger, the Center for the Study
of the Drone, a research initiative that sought to put Bard’s protean
approach to intellectual inquiry to the many vexing issues posed by the
advent of unmanned vehicles. One of our earliest projects involved
comparing civilian accounts of military drone attacks to the descriptions of
Harpies in classical literature, namely the Argonautika, a third-century epic
poem by Apollonius of Rhodes.

Our timing, it turned out, had been providential; by the time Dan and I
graduated, public interest in drones had swelled so much that we figured we
might still get some more mileage out of our idea. The day after we donned
the cap and gown, I began working for the college as the codirector of the
center.

Over the years that followed in that role, I studied many disquieting
technologies—Hellfire missiles, laser-guided bombs, the prospect of
Amazon delivery drones—but there was only one that reliably haunted my
dreams.

It’s called WAMI (pronounced whammy), which stands for wide-area
motion imagery. This is what Steve Suddarth and I used to spy on the
unsuspecting residents of Sandia Heights. If the aerial-surveillance
technology of 1917 was more dangerous than TNT, this is a weapon of
mass destruction. By name and by design, WAMI watches a very broad
area, in some cases even a whole city. It is so powerful that when you want
to look at something closely, you simply zoom in on the image itself; the
camera continues to record the entire view. While I tracked the blue car, the
camera was still watching the rest of the neighborhood, recording residents’
every move.

In this way, WAMI creates unprecedented new forms of power for those
who control it and equally unprecedented woes for those on the ground who
find themselves in its crosshairs. It is emblematic of the path of all forms of
modern surveillance, toward a view of the surveilled that is more



penetrating, more contiguous, more detailed, and entirely inescapable. It has
other names: WAPSS (for wide-area persistent surveillance system), WFOV
(wide field of view), WAAS (wide-area airborne surveillance). I call it the
all-seeing eye.

The idea of the all-seeing eye originated with a small, determined group
of engineers working against the clock to solve an urgent crisis arising from
the military operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. They designed the
technology around a simple logic: the more ground you can cover, the more
people you can watch. And the more people you watch, the better your
chance of catching the “bad guys.” It is a line of thinking not all that
dissimilar from the National Security Administration’s “collect it all”
approach to surveillance, which originated during the same wars. In the
NSA’s case, it was a philosophy that begat, with the Snowden leaks in 2013,
one of the greatest privacy scandals in modern history.

In the case of WAMI, it gave rise to a formidable weapon that appears to
have saved hundreds, if not thousands, of lives on the battlefield—by
enabling the killing of countless bad guys. As a result of these exploits, it
has secured a place in the penumbral pantheon of American spy tools and
inspired many others to pursue a wide-area view of their own.

Those pursuing WAMI technology today include a number of groups
much closer to home. One surveillance-company executive put it to me this
way: even a camera one-tenth the size of the Air Force’s Gorgon Stare—
which plays a starring role in this book, if such a thing can be said of a
camera—is still thousands of times more powerful than that employed on
regular police and FBI aircraft. How could any law enforcement agency not
desire such a technology?

For this reason, there are mounting efforts to bring the all-seeing eye to
US law enforcement, part of a drastic expansion of aerial surveillance of all
kinds in our skies. A particularly important test case took place in the city
of Baltimore, where a determined entrepreneur has been striving to
demonstrate that WAMI will not only crack otherwise unsolvable crimes—
in particular, shootings and assaults—but also deter people from engaging
in criminal activity in the first place.

Such cases point to a nearly certain prognosis: someday, most major
developed cities in the world will live under the unblinking gaze of some
form of wide-area surveillance. Those that don’t will pick up related
technologies—often also military in origin—based on the same maximalist



philosophy of surveillance and control. It matters not that WAMI was first
fielded, like so many of these other weapons, for a circumscribed purpose.
Any surveillance technology, if it is powerful enough, will always take on a
life of its own. Once it’s out, the all-seeing cat never goes back in the bag.

Not only that—it evolves. Labs, intelligence agencies, and private firms
in America and abroad are working to develop the next generation of
surveillance technologies, designed to watch the broadest possible area at
the highest possible resolution. As a result, wide-area surveillance is getting
cheaper, lighter, faster, and more powerful.

And smarter, too. In their pursuit of a wider view, the engineers and
intelligence agencies behind WAMI created a device so powerful, humans
could no longer keep up. When I was flying over Albuquerque, I could
track only one car at a time, though the camera was recording an area
encompassing hundreds of vehicles and people. If there was something
more interesting elsewhere in the footage, I missed it. There is simply no
way a single human brain, or even a large team of human brains, can
process all of the information from an all-seeing eye.

That being the case, there is today an ongoing quest to build artificial
intelligence that can do the watching for us. Such a machine is as close as
anything to a holy grail in the world of spycraft. If a camera that watches a
whole city is smart enough to track and understand every target
simultaneously, it really can be said to be all-seeing; it may even be capable
of predicting events before they happen. And when such a camera and its
computers find their way into new domains, and become fused with the
surveillance systems in all other areas of modern life, what you get is
nothing short of omniscience.

For those behind the cameras, the totalist approach to surveillance is a
boon. For those on the ground, like the occupants of the blue car, it leaves
little room to hide. To be sure, aerial surveillance can certainly be used for
purposes we can all agree upon, from firefighting operations to disaster
relief. But there is a very real line beyond which the all-seeing eye becomes
a dragnet that is incompatible with the tenets of civil liberty, particularly if
the one doing the watching is a computer. The billion-pixel question is,
where do we draw that line?

With this book, I wanted to give both the technology’s proponents and
detractors an opportunity to air their arguments as to why we should or
should not welcome our panoptic future with open arms. These voices



include the engineers who developed WAMI, most of whom have never
before publicly discussed the implications of their creation. Some seem
almost remorseful about what they have brought into existence. Others, less
so. But even the technology’s most ardent champions agree that it has
significant dangers.

If we want to safeguard the precious little privacy we have left against
those dangers, we need some ground rules. As you’ll see, I have laid out a
blueprint for what those principles and rules might be, not only for WAMI,
but for all the forms of wide-area surveillance technology discussed in this
book: all-seeing ground cameras, fusion systems that cross-check the
footage from those cameras with social media posts, cell phone trackers that
can pick up an individual’s every move even when they’re indoors—the list
is a long and harrowing one.

There is ample evidence from recent history to suggest that it is possible
to rein in any new tool of surveillance before it gets the better of us. But we
need to act soon. The technology is real—we’re not talking about flying
cars or mind control—but it still isn’t too late to define, concretely and
proactively, how it should and shouldn’t be used. Otherwise, if left
unimpeded, wide-area motion imagery will only become more widely used
and, yes, abused.

The task at hand hinges, first and foremost, on understanding what,
exactly, the all-seeing eye is. Hence this book. It’s time to stare back at
what’s watching us from above. Starting with the remarkable story of how it
got up there in the first place.



P A R T  I

The Origin of the All-

Seeing Eye



1

A New Threat

O� M���� 27, 2002, seven months after the invasion of Afghanistan, US
Navy SEAL Matthew Bourgeois was killed by what appeared to be a land
mine as he conducted an ordnance-disposal operation at Tarnak Farms, a
compound near Kandahar that had until a few months earlier served as the
residence of Osama bin Laden.

He was the 31st US service member to die in the war, but the first to fall
victim to a new hazard that would come to define, more than any other
weapon, American warfare in the early 21st century.

The following year, on March 29, 2003, four US soldiers died when an
insurgent detonated 100 pounds of C-4 in the trunk of a white taxicab at a
checkpoint near the city of Najaf, about 100 miles south of Baghdad. Two
months later, Army Private First Class Jeremiah D. Smith was escorting
heavy-equipment transporters along a road in Baghdad when an object
exploded under his vehicle, killing him instantly.

Something unexpected was happening. It didn’t even have an official
name—in the Pentagon report, Smith’s death was attributed to “unexploded
ordnance”—but it soon would. No other adversary weapon in the wars of
the past two decades has done more to shape US military tactics,
technologies, and policies than the improvised explosive device, better
known by the acronym “IED.”

Very quickly, it became clear that the US military was ill equipped to
protect its soldiers from the bombs themselves, and unprepared to fight the
elaborate insurgent networks behind the attacks. Seven months into the war,
General John Abizaid, head of the US Army Central Command, wrote a
classified memo to Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld and the chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, warning of the potentially catastrophic effect of
widespread IED use. If the United States and its coalition partners were
going to lose the war in Iraq, Abizaid predicted, the IED would be the
reason.



To stanch the bleeding, it was clear that—as with every major threat the
US military had faced since the First World War—airborne surveillance
would need to be a part of the response.

Just Watch

Up until the US invasions of Iraq and Afghanistan, most of the imagery that
the Pentagon and the intelligence agencies collected from the sky consisted
of still photographs—a medium that would have been familiar to any pilot
who had flown over the Western Front in 1915. Even pilots who flew the F-
117 Nighthawk, the military’s most advanced fighter jet, identified their
targets using a binder of black-and-white printed satellite images, according
to Steve Edgar, a retired Air Force pilot who flew the stealth fighter in the
late 1980s and early 1990s.

These still photos, produced by an arsenal of spy planes and satellites that
would periodically revisit each target on America’s lengthy list of areas of
interest, were sufficient for the Pentagon’s Cold War needs. The type of
targets the United States was most concerned about—nuclear submarine
bases, missile silos, and so on—tended not to move. If you took a
photograph of an adversary airfield on a Tuesday, it would still be there
during a bombing raid on Friday. Even those targets that did move, like a
column of tanks plodding along a highway, would generally pursue a
predictable course at a predictable speed.

This is how, by using little more than black-and-white photos, many of
which were several months old, Nighthawk pilots achieved a 75 percent hit
rate during the Gulf War, a feat described by an official record as
“unparalleled in the history of air warfare.”

By the early 2000s America’s primary enemy was no longer a country,
but a disparate group of stateless combatants who moved constantly and
unpredictably. If a satellite took a photo of an al-Qaeda leader at breakfast,
by the time it revisited the area at lunchtime he was long gone. Using
traditional airborne surveillance against these groups would be like trying to
follow O.J. Simpson’s white Ford Bronco by taking a photo of the entire
city of Los Angeles every hour and a half. As James Poss, a US Air Force
major general who spent close to three decades working in intelligence



operations, liked to say of traditional airborne surveillance: all anyone
needed to escape the US Air Force was an ignition key—that is, access to a
motorized vehicle.

In April 2001, sensing this changing tide, Donald Rumsfeld called for the
Pentagon to evolve from its outdated Cold War footing. Instead of keeping
America’s small number of large, expensive intelligence-collection systems
pointed at a few known enemies, Rumsfeld wanted to have many sensors
looking at everything all the time, both in the battlefield and in civilian
areas: an eye that never blinked.

To do this, his office noted in a report, the Pentagon would need to
accelerate the development and fielding of advanced unmanned aircraft.
One such aircraft was the Predator, the drone that would later become the
emblem of remote warfare.

At the time, the Predator was neither well known nor revered. A fragile
motorized glider made by a California company better known for building
nuclear reactors, the Predator had, until three years earlier, been considered
an experimental aircraft—and an unpopular one, at that.

It flew at only 70 miles per hour, and in its early deployments in the
Balkans in the mid-1990s, Serbian ground forces had shown that it was easy
to shoot down. Pilots were understandably chary of swapping the cockpit of
an actual airplane for a windowless ground-control station equipped with
joysticks and computer monitors. Many of those who volunteered to “live
life at 1 G” often did so grudgingly after missing out on coveted
assignments in manned aircraft units. Worse still, the Predator was
unarmed. Its primary payload was a video camera, mounted in a round gray
pod bolted under its nose.

But those who had spent any amount of time around the Predator knew
that its camera—technically two cameras, one for daytime and one for night
—was indeed something of a weapon, and a deadly one, at that. Since it
captured moving footage, targets with an ignition key could no longer
escape detection. And because the Predator did not need to land to replace
its pilots, it could remain airborne for 24 hours—it never blinked. Chances
were that a Predator’s quarry would have to stop somewhere to rest before
it did. (The original unarmed Predator was subsequently equipped with
Hellfire missiles in 2001, but to this day many consider its surveillance
powers, not its lethal ordnance, to be its most transformative feature.)
 



An MQ-1 Predator drone on the ramp at Southern California Logistics
Airport during a training operation in 2009.
The appearance of US Department of Defense (DOD) visual information
does not imply or constitute DOD endorsement. US Department of
Defense/Paul Duquette

 
What Rumsfeld didn’t share when he called for a new paradigm of post–

Cold War surveillance was that the government was already more than a
year into its first experiment in bringing the Predator to bear on this new
generation of enemies. In a classified operation in 2000, the CIA had flown
a Predator over Afghanistan to track Osama bin Laden, the original
ignition-key target.

It would later emerge that the Predator had come within a hair of turning
the course of history during that operation. At one point, the Predator had
found bin Laden strolling across Tarnak Farms in the open air. Unlike
surveillance satellites or spy planes, which were limited to photographs, the
Predator was able to take up an orbit over the area and wait for the Navy,
guided by the Predator’s video feed, to dispatch a cruise missile to the
compound in order to take out the al-Qaeda leader and his closest
associates. But for reasons that would likely seem baffling with the benefit
of hindsight, a decision was made to hold off on pulling the trigger. It was
America’s last open shot at al-Qaeda’s leader before 9/11—an opportunity
made possible by a single video camera on a drone that nobody wanted to
fly.



“What Did We Miss?”

As soon as the IED became a known quantity in late 2003, the Air Force
was eager to put its small number of Predators up against the problem. With
its high-power video cameras that could reportedly make out an earring
glimmering in the sun from 20,000 feet, the Predator had already proven in
unclassified operations in Afghanistan that it was particularly useful in
helping troops on the ground steer clear of danger.

But the chances of a Predator actually finding a buried IED or a group of
“emplacers,” a term that refers to those individuals responsible for installing
the device, were slim at best. Even the most ambitious efforts to beat the
IED in this way fell short. In an operation in 2004 called “the Blitz,” the
Pentagon dedicated several Cold War spy planes, dozens of drones, and a
number of tethered blimps to a single 20-kilometer stretch of road in
Baghdad. But it made no discernible difference to the rate of IED blasts and
resulting casualties.

Every so often, a Predator crew tracing their camera along a roadway
would get lucky and spot an incongruous pile of garbage—a common sign
of an IED—or, even more rarely, a group of emplacers digging a hole. But
these were flukes.

For those Predators assigned to watch over ground troops on patrol, it
was, however, common to bear witness, in exquisite digital detail, to the
devastation that a roadside bomb could wreak on a convoy of soldiers or a
crowded civilian thoroughfare. Watching these scenes, a pilot’s instinct
might be to look away. But “your job,” Brad Ward, a former Predator pilot,
told me, “is to keep staring and to keep watching.”

Because of their unique perspective, Predator crews felt a heavy burden
of responsibility when those on the ground were injured or killed. After
witnessing an attack, drone crews would pore over video from the minutes
leading up to the attack. “What did we miss?” they would ask. It was
always crushing to discover, all too late, the telltale patch of distressed earth
where the IED had been buried. “Oh,” they’d say. “We missed that.”

The Pentagon and the intelligence agencies soon realized that instead of
trying to find every IED planted in the ground before it went off, they
should seek, and then kill or apprehend, every member of the team who put
it there.



To better watch its new mobile targets, the Air Force had developed a
rotation system that allowed its Predators to focus on or “stare” at a single
target indefinitely without blinking—if need be, for days or even weeks on
end. As one drone began to run out of fuel, a second drone would come in
to replace it. The pilots on the ground would rotate in and out—unlike with
manned aircraft, this was simply a matter of switching seats—as would the
intelligence analysts watching the feed.

With this continuous view, a new doctrine of airborne intelligence
emerged, called persistent surveillance. The premise was that you can rotate
as many drones and crews as you want, James Poss explained, “but the eyes
don’t go off the target.”

These surveillance missions would run as long as necessary. The US Air
Force spent 630 hours watching Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, the elusive leader
of al-Qaeda in Iraq, before killing him with a strike in 2006.

If you watched a target enough, you learned everything about him—what
time he gets up, where he goes to take his coffee in the morning, what time
his guards rotate out, whether he has a family. “Is there one guy that gets in
the white pickup truck all the time, or is it two guys all the time?” said
General Michael Wooley, who headed the Air Force Special Operations
Command from 2004 to 2007, in a rare interview near the end of his tenure.
“Is there a dog in the back of the pickup truck all the time or occasionally?
Do [the men] both smoke? Do they smoke with their left hand or their right
hand? Do they hang their elbows out the window, or do they have the
window up? Do they flick their cigarette out the window, or do they put it
out in the ashtray?”

Ward, who flew some of the very first persistent-surveillance missions,
called it “the God’s eye view.”

Crews would get to know their targets so well, Ward said, that it was not
uncommon for the operators to develop an odd kind of affection for the
pixelated characters on the screen. Some of the younger operators would
give the targets nicknames. The target who smoked a pack of cigarettes a
day might be Cancer Man; the one who had to stop and pee every thirty
minutes, Tiny Tanker. Ward didn’t like this. “Don’t give them nicknames,”
he remembers telling some of the younger pilots. “Because you may watch
them die.”



The Soda Straw

In the early years of the wars, these drones, along with dozens of teams of
special-operations units on the ground, had focused their efforts on a small
number of very senior leaders. They were like “spear fishermen,” explained
General Michael Flynn in a 2015 interview. (A decade before becoming
embroiled in Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation into Russian
interference in the 2016 presidential election, President Donald Trump’s
former national security adviser had served as the head of intelligence for
the Pentagon’s special-operations forces.) Every senior leader killed in a
strike or captured in a raid in Iraq and Afghanistan was summarily replaced,
and the intelligence community began feeling like it was engaged in a
morbid game of whack-a-mole. “What we really needed,” Flynn said, was
“net fishermen.”

For one simple technical reason, Predator drones were not good net
fishermen. To understand why, imagine you are watching a football game
from the nosebleed section of a very large stadium. You are the Predator’s
operator; the 100 yards of turf is the battlefield. Like a drone, you have a
single video camera to record the action. This presents you with a dilemma.
Should you zoom in closely and follow the ball as it moves from player to
player, or keep the camera zoomed out, with a view of the entire field?

With the camera zoomed in, you can certainly capture the ball’s journey
in great detail, but you will miss everything else that happens on the field.
If, on the other hand, you zoom all the way out in order to watch all the
action at once, the players are so small on the screen that you can’t even
distinguish your team from its opponents. This is referred to as the soda-
straw problem, because watching a target with the camera zoomed all the
way in gives operators such a narrow field of view that it can feel like
looking through a plastic straw.
 



Scott Swanson, the chief pilot for the CIA’s surveillance operation against
Osama bin Laden in 2000 and the first US airman to fire a missile from a
modern drone in active combat, poses with the Predator’s camera turret,
arguably the drone’s most transformative weapon, at Tuzla Air Base,
Hungary, in the fall of 1998.
Courtesy of Scott Swanson

 
In war, the soda-straw problem can be a serious, sometimes lethal

handicap. A leaked 2011 Scientific Advisory Board study concluded that
the narrow-field view was one of the primary drawbacks of advanced
drones. Say a Predator crew is watching a group of people walking down
the street. If you want to figure out whether they are military-aged males,
you have to zoom in. But if the group is large, you won’t be able to see all
of them at once. So you zoom out again, but then you may not be able to
tell whether the object one of the men is carrying is a gun or a garden hoe.

Operators can switch between zooming in and zooming out, but each
option carries the risk that the operators may miss something important.
Scott Swanson, a Predator pilot who was the chief pilot for the CIA’s aerial-
surveillance mission tracking bin Laden in Afghanistan and went on to
become the first operator to fire a missile from a Predator drone in combat,
describes the challenge of knowing when to zoom in and when to zoom out
as “part art, part luck.”

In one operation that was described to me, intelligence analysts using a
Predator to track a convoy carrying a significant target of interest faced a
nerve-racking decision when the vehicles split at a junction and began
heading in separate directions. Not knowing who was in which vehicle, the



operators had to pick one of the cars on little more than intuition. In the end,
they turned out to be wrong and the target was lost. This was not an
uncommon situation.

Even following a single vehicle could be difficult with soda-straw vision.
When a vehicle approached a T intersection surrounded by tall buildings,
the operators would have to anticipate which way it was going to turn in
order to position the drone such that it didn’t lose visual contact.
Anticipating the possibility that they might lose sight of a target behind a
building, crews would take note of the pattern of hot spots on the vehicle’s
hood—the areas of higher temperatures that could be seen by the drone’s
infrared cameras—so that it could be picked out from among the other
traffic once they regained a view of the road.

Generally, Predators would keep their cameras tightly zoomed in on their
targets, but to push the football analogy a little further: individual players
do not win and lose football games—teams do. With the camera zoomed in,
you miss the larger patterns and strategies of play, the broader scheme of
things, the network of players. Even if it kept its camera all the way zoomed
out, a single Predator assigned to watch over a 40-square-mile area would
be able to spot—much less follow—at most only one in twenty moving
vehicles. The Predator crews watching Zarqawi found that he was
associated with 17 different locations around Baghdad. With his “net
fishermen” analogy, Flynn was suggesting that such associated locations
should also be targets. But if the Pentagon had decided to watch all of those
places persistently, even if they were just a few blocks apart, it would have
needed 17 individual rotations of Predators, more than the Air Force’s
entire inventory at the time.

A New Manhattan Project

In the fall of 2004, while Air Force colonel Steve Suddarth was assigned to
Strategic Command, the organization responsible for the US nuclear missile
program, he was ushered into a tiny office hidden deep inside the Pentagon.
An engineer by training, Suddarth is tall and pale, with a soft, kind face and
a disarmingly gregarious manner that would easily belie the gravity of his
job.



Suddarth’s handler for the day, an engineer named Hriar Cabayan, closed
the door to the office and produced a classified document. It was the 2003
memo from General Abizaid to the secretary of defense and the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, outlining the danger that IEDs posed to coalition efforts in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Cabayan explained that Abizaid had called for a “Manhattan-
like project” to deal with the IEDs. In Abizaid’s estimation, it was a
problem that matched the “complexity and urgency,” as one Army report
put it, of the nuclear threat. In response to the memo, the Pentagon had
created the Joint Improvised Explosive Device Task Force, a secretive
enterprise that would work exclusively on the issue.

Casualties from IEDs were continuing to mount and the senior command
was willing to try anything that had even a remote chance of saving a life.
Abizaid had told his staff a few months prior to Suddarth’s visit that any
technology with a “51 percent” chance of success qualified for deployment
to the battlefield. Soldiers in Iraq had taken to tying leaf blowers to the
bumpers of their Humvees to clear the roadside trash that was often used to
conceal planted bombs.

At the time, Suddarth was serving as Strategic Command’s chief liaison
officer with the Department of Energy’s national laboratories, the research
complexes that work primarily on nuclear-weapons-related projects.
According to Suddarth, Cabayan believed that if any organization could
make a Manhattan-like contribution to the war effort, it would be the
national labs that had emerged from the Manhattan Project itself.

Suddarth left the Pentagon determined to do his part. He began by
surveying the developmental technologies that were being put forward by
government research laboratories and defense contractors around the
country. The “51 percent” benchmark had drawn a bevy of little-known
defense firms looking to capitalize on the Pentagon’s eagerness to try
untested technologies. One of the more infamous products to emerge from
the project was the Joint IED Neutralizer, a much-hyped short-pulse laser
cannon that could allegedly defuse the devices at a distance. Some task
force officers reportedly described it as “bullshit,” though not before the
contractor, a little-known Arizona outfit called Ionatron, was awarded
millions of dollars in contracts.

The task force—which would later become the Joint Improvised
Explosive Device Defeat Organization (JIEDDO)—would go on to spend
over $75 billion on counter-IED technologies, many of which were



futuristic and untested: laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy systems,
which use plasma to detect the ammonium nitrate in explosives; specialized
drones; ground-penetrating radars; electromagnetic detection systems; and
so on.

Suddarth relishes in the details of his work. He is often given to long,
meandering technical ruminations in response to simple questions. He
approached his new assignment with an intense fastidiousness. In total, he
examined over a hundred different technologies. Even when I spoke to him
in 2016, a dozen years later, he refused to discuss any of them in detail—
except for one. Suddarth had heard that a group of engineers at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory were working on a surveillance system they
claimed would be ideal for rolling up insurgent networks. The moment he
saw it in person, he knew he had found what he was looking for.
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Enemy of the State

O�� F����� ������� in the winter of 1998, a researcher at the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, the nuclear-research facility about an
hour’s drive from downtown San Francisco, went to the local theater with
his wife to see Enemy of the State. The choice of movie might have been
somewhat odd for a date night, but it was a decision that proved to have
historic consequences.

In the film, a rogue cell within the National Security Agency embarks on
an illegal operation in pursuit of a labor lawyer named Robert Dean, who
has unwittingly taken possession of evidence linking the spy agency to the
killing of a congressman who had refused to support a bill that would have
granted the government wide-ranging powers to spy on American citizens.
As Dean scuttles around the Washington, DC, area, not entirely sure why, or
by whom, he is being chased, the NSA deploys a dizzying arsenal of
surveillance technologies. Agents tap into his calls at the click of a button,
bug his wristwatch with a tracker, and hide a camera in the smoke detector
in his living room.

The government’s ultimate weapon is a giant video-surveillance satellite
that it stations over the eastern seaboard for the duration of the action.
Zooming in on the DC area, the satellite beams down a crisp, stable view of
the ant-like Dean and his associates. It tracks Dean’s nanny as she drives to
pick up his son from school. It records his meeting with a mysterious
stranger on a rooftop, and it follows him in a blue El Camino as he speeds
across the state of Maryland. As far as the movie’s plot is concerned, the
satellite can see everything. In an interview, the movie’s director, Tony
Scott, called it the NSA’s “Big Daddy.”

Such satellites didn’t actually exist at the time, and the movie makes a
compelling case for why we might be wise to keep it that way. But
watching the film with his wife, the Livermore researcher found something
else: inspiration. (For security reasons, he requested that his name be



withheld.) Whereas his fellow moviegoers saw a herald of doom, he saw an
opportunity. What if such a device could actually be created? he thought.
Wouldn’t that be amazing?

Lawrence Livermore was founded in 1952, at the behest of Edward
Teller, the Hungarian nuclear physicist who was instrumental in the design
of the first hydrogen bomb. Initially, it was tasked with the development of
thermonuclear warheads that could help the United States keep pace with
Russia’s rapidly expanding strategic arsenal. The lab had been responsible
for the Minuteman missile and the core elements of the Strategic Defense
Initiative, better known as the Star Wars program, which sought to develop
satellites that could shoot down nuclear warheads before they entered US
airspace.

By 1998 the lab had expanded its mandate beyond the nuclear arsenal,
but it remained focused on the country’s grandest and most sensitive
national security and intelligence programs. Taking a fictional Big Daddy
satellite and turning it into a (secret) real-life weapon would come right
under its bailiwick. After the movie ended, the researcher rushed home and
called his program manager. It was late, so his call went to voicemail. “I
have a great idea,” he said breathlessly. “Call me.”

On Monday morning, a number of the researcher’s colleagues convened
in an office at Livermore, and the researcher explained his idea in detail.
Imagine all the things that the government could do with a wide-area
persistent video-surveillance satellite. But many in the room were
unmoved. Sure, they said. It would be great, if it wasn’t totally impossible
—which, they assured him, it was. A satellite watching such an enormous
area would itself have to be immense, and it would generate far too much
data for any computer to process.

One colleague, however, offered a dissenting view. Perhaps it wasn’t
possible with currently available technology, but given the ongoing
advances in digital cameras and computer processing, it might be possible
in the not-too-distant future. Perhaps it was worth looking into the matter a
little further.

With that, a small subset of the group launched an in-house program to
explore—theoretically, at first—how emerging digital-imaging technology
could be affixed to a satellite in order to produce something like Enemy of
the State’s Big Daddy.



Film the Whole Thing All the Time

As it happened, the group wasn’t alone among the Livermore community in
its dreams of building a fanciful surveillance satellite. In 2001 they were
approached by John Marion, a lanky, soft-spoken engineer with a round,
youngish face who was working with Edward Teller, still an active presence
at the lab at the age of 91.

A decade earlier, as part of the Star Wars program, Teller had proposed a
project called Brilliant Eyes, which involved launching a constellation of
several hundred small, cheap satellites that would orbit the Earth arranged
in such a way that “all the earth could be watched all the time.” At a
conference in 1992, Teller suggested that the information collected by these
satellites could be put toward “peaceful applications in everybody’s
interest,” such as providing communications coverage in remote areas,
warning of natural disasters, managing air traffic, and reporting on the
weather.

Though the US government had largely abandoned Star Wars and with it
Brilliant Eyes by the time Enemy of the State was released, Teller had not.
Working with Marion, Teller was now developing a blueprint for a global
weather-tracking system that involved unleashing many thousands of small
balloons into the atmosphere and then watching them with dozens of
satellites.

In the spring of 2001 Marion had attended a briefing presented by the
digital-photography group, which included a clip from Enemy of the State.
He realized that their project was based on the same principal as Teller’s,
and he joined the project shortly thereafter.

The logic of Cold War aerial photography was to capture the widest
possible area. The Predator’s mandate was to stare, narrowly and
unblinkingly, at a small number of individual enemies. The Livermore
team’s idea was, Why not do both? Build something capable of achieving
the same wide-area coverage as a traditional still-photography satellite, but
that recorded video with enough magnification power to watch every
individual moving target within that area simultaneously.

Being nuclear laboratory researchers, when the team members considered
possible applications for such a technology, their minds first turned to
nonproliferation operations. At the time, Saddam Hussein was mostly
refusing to cooperate with weapons inspectors looking for evidence of



weapons of mass destruction (WMD) at several Iraqi facilities. Meanwhile,
colleagues from another department at Livermore were preparing a
classified report showing that North Korea was launching a new uranium-
enrichment operation with the assistance of Pakistani engineers. For its part,
the CIA had begun to collect reports that North Korea was, in turn,
coordinating with Syrian engineers and officials, who would later go on to
build a nuclear reactor at Deir ez-Zor.

The facilities where these alleged activities were thought to be taking
place were known, but the activities themselves were difficult, if not
impossible, to confirm. What could you find out, Marion and his colleagues
wondered, if you put their proposed camera right over one such “enigma”
facility and just watched? “If you have an area where you know bad stuff is
going to happen,” Marion told me, describing the group’s thinking, “but
you don’t know what’s going to happen, or when, or who, or what they’re
going to do, the only solution is just to film the whole thing all the time.”

One could follow the facility’s staff members leaving the site and track
them to their homes, revealing their identities and, by extension, their
educational and professional backgrounds. If they had degrees in nuclear
physics, there was probably something suspicious about their employment
at a purported lightbulb factory. Because the satellite would record the
whole area persistently, one could also play the recorded footage
backwards. If a truck entering the facility were tracked back to a uranium
mine, one could make a reasonable guess that the facility was not, as
claimed, a fertilizer plant.

Marion pitched the idea to a former colleague at the National
Reconnaissance Office, the agency that managed the US spy-satellite
constellation. But the budget was steep—$50 million just to build a
functioning prototype. According to Marion, the NRO official worried that
if he backed Livermore’s effort, he’d lose his job.
 



One of Lawrence Livermore’s earliest wide-area camera prototypes bolted
to the nose of a civilian Eurostar AS350 helicopter. This aircraft flew secret
test missions over various locations in California, including downtown San
Diego.
Logos Technologies/John Marion

 
Undeterred, the team pitched the Department of Energy, which agreed to

provide a smaller budget for further research. The funding would not be
sufficient to build a whole satellite, but it was enough to build a camera.



From the outset it was clear that such a camera would have to be larger
than anything in existence: it would have to be capable of taking in an
entire city-sized area in one frame with enough resolution to detect
individual cars coming to and from the center of the action. The team had
originally flown a professional survey camera out of the side of a police
helicopter over Santa Rosa. Though that system was capable of capturing a
wide area, it could record only one frame every ten seconds, too slow to
track an ignition-key target.

As a second attempt, with the funding from DOE, the researchers wired
together two 11-megapixel video cameras. It wasn’t a polished unit, but it
could take more frames per second, and it was at least ten times more
powerful than a Predator’s cameras. It was also relatively inexpensive. A
German company called Vexcel later built a single camera of roughly equal
capabilities, but it cost $800,000—by comparison, Livermore’s home-brew
unit cost just $80,000.

To replicate the steady, top-down view as seen from the satellite in
Enemy of the State, the Livermore researchers decided to go to the source.
They reached out to Wescam, the company that had run the aerial filming
for the movie. The crew, it turned out, had created the “satellite” imagery by
flying a helicopter at high altitude with a film camera pointed directly down
at the earth.

Nathan Crawford, a general manager at the company, invited the
engineers to meet in Los Angeles, where he was working on the set of
Terminator 3. The engineers watched Crawford’s team film a complex stunt
scene using a camera mounted on a tall crane. They were deeply impressed.
Crawford had already been involved in a number of classified technology
projects at Wescam’s defense unit, which had developed the Predator’s
stabilized camera-mount. Thanks to a lengthy career in camera work, he
also possessed the rare ability to film a golf ball flying through the air at
great speeds—a useful skill if you wanted to emulate a satellite tracking a
cohort of nuclear scientists going about their daily routines from several
hundred miles above the surface of the earth.

The new, improved camera first flew in a series of tests over the San
Fernando Valley in the fall of 2002. In one flight simulating the arc of a
satellite in orbit, Crawford, sitting in a helicopter, climbed from 1,000 feet
to about 15,000 feet while keeping the camera fixed on a Shell gas station.
The task was much like filming a golf ball on a long tee shot, except that in



this case he was the one soaring through the air, and his target was fixed in
place on the ground.

Attack the Network

When the United States confronts a challenge of Manhattan Project–like
proportions, it is likely that a little-known group referred to as the Jason*

Defense Advisory Panel will have a hand in shaping the response, often
before the general population understands the nature of the problem, or
even that the problem exists. Formed in 1960, Jason consists of a rolling
membership of eminent civilian physicists, chemists, biochemists,
mathematicians, and economists—including at least eleven Nobel laureates
over the years, at the most recent count—who periodically meet to evaluate
a highly complex topic of great national security import and develop
recommendations for how the defense and intelligence establishments
ought to go about addressing it.

Though Jason rarely makes headlines, the group has had a remarkable
influence on many headline-grabbing topics. One early Jason study
concluded that the use of small nuclear weapons against North Vietnamese
infrastructure “would be uniformly bad and could be catastrophic.” Another
endorsed a startlingly expensive—and largely unsuccessful—effort that
came to be known as Igloo White, which sought to track North Vietnamese
forces moving along the Ho Chi Minh Trail using advanced remote-sensing
techniques. More recently, the group has weighed in on the merits of
plasma-gun technology, simulated the impact of severe solar storms on the
US electric grid, and provided guidance for the Human Genome Project. Its
goal is to stay ahead of the curve; in 1991 it met to assess the potential of
remotely piloted aircraft and small satellites, two technologies that wouldn’t
become mainstream for another two decades.

In the fall of 2003 the CIA and the Pentagon’s research and development
directorate turned to the Jason Defense Advisory Panel for help on the IED
problem. The Jasons agreed to conduct a joint study on the topic, with an
eye to endorsing any technologies and strategies it identified that appeared
to be particularly promising. The CIA’s chief scientist, John Phillips,
assigned the task of coordinating with Jason to the agency’s Dan Cress, an



expert in seismic, acoustic, and electromagnetic surveillance who was
concurrently working on an assignment addressing Syria’s WMD program.

In the Jasons’ first meeting on IEDs, held in La Jolla, California, in
January 2004, a series of briefers described how improvised explosive
devices work, identified some of the groups that appeared to be responsible
for planting them, and explained why they presented such a severe threat to
the US strategy in Iraq and Afghanistan.

The group also saw presentations on a variety of tools designed to detect
and neutralize improvised bombs. Cress was unmoved. As an intelligence
officer, he didn’t see it as the CIA’s job to select the best steel plating for a
Humvee’s underside. The intelligence community’s goal was to find the
terrorist cells behind the IEDs. He decided that the second meeting, to be
held three months later, should focus on how to dismantle these groups,
rather than going after the explosives themselves—a strategy known as
“attack the network.”

When Cress spoke to John Phillips about whom to invite to the second
meeting, the CIA’s top scientist described a surveillance project that he had
learned about during a recent visit to Livermore. Phillips said that he had
sat in on a presentation by an engineer named John Marion, who described
an interesting idea for a surveillance satellite.

Marion still had not found a sponsor organization to provide the funding
necessary to build a device that might actually be used in real operations,
though not for lack of trying. In a single 12-month span, Marion—who was
normally based in California—clocked over 100 nights in the Key Bridge
Marriott, a ten-minute drive from the Pentagon. Casting about for new
potential applications for the technology that could interest sponsors beyond
the nonproliferation community, the team struck on the idea that a wide-
area camera might be just as useful against a terrorist network as it would
be against a team of foreign nuclear scientists.

A briefing by Marion was a regular fixture on the Lab’s tour agenda for
visiting officials from other agencies—it was seen as a way of introducing
the officials to some of the cutting-edge work happening in his department.
In late 2003, shortly before Phillips’s visit, Marion had added a few slides
to his presentation describing how his team’s camera could be used against
a network of insurgents.

When Cress saw the presentation for himself, on a visit to Livermore the
following March, he invited Marion to attend the second Jason meeting,



right on the spot.
At the meeting, which was held the following month, Marion sat in

silence as the Jasons worked over the attack-the-network problem. Many of
the Jasons appeared to be unsatisfied with the options that were brought
before them. There were multiple disparate IED cells in each of Iraq’s
major cities, but they were exceedingly difficult to find and track.

At one point in the proceedings, one of the Jasons grew exasperated. If
only there were a way to surveil the adversary’s entire area of operations all
at once, he said, it would be much easier to connect the perpetrators to the
attacks. Marion was the next speaker called up to present.
 



Wide-area motion imagery records a very large area in such high resolution
that users can zoom in on areas of interest while the camera continues
recording the entire view.
Emily Wissemann

 
IEDs were going off in Baghdad almost every day, Marion explained; if

you filmed a large portion of the city with a wide-area camera, you were
bound to catch an explosion in your frame. You could then download the
imagery and watch the incident. From the point of the blast, you could find
the people who had installed and triggered the IED and track them
backwards to where they had come from simply by rewinding the tape.

Predator crews already employed this strategy whenever they were lucky
enough to chance upon an IED emplacement team in the process of planting



a bomb. Instead of killing the group on the spot with a Hellfire missile, they
would use the Predator’s other weapon—its camera—to follow the figures
on the screen in the hope that they would be able to lead them back to other,
more senior members of the network. With a wide-area camera, one didn’t
have to rely on a chance encounter with an IED team to begin such an
investigation.

Once you had backtracked a vehicle to an address, you could watch that
house as though it were a suspected nuclear facility, tracking all the vehicles
and people that came and went. Hidden in plain sight among the general
population, each IED cell consisted of up to eight people, including
triggermen, bomb makers, financiers, emplacers, and a cameraman. Each
vehicle (a “proxy” in spy parlance) that stopped at the location (sometimes
referred to as a “node”*) could, in turn, be tracked both forward to its next
stop and backward to the place it had come from, thus revealing new nodes
in the network. With a wide enough camera, there was no soda-straw
problem. If two cars split up at an intersection, you could follow them both,
as well as hundreds of others, with a single airplane.

To prove they could follow vehicles in this way, the Livermore team had
flown the camera in a helicopter over an oil-storage facility in the desert
south of the town of Mojave. Actors in two vehicles had driven in a series
of patterns between two separate areas of the facility. During the test,
Marion told the facility’s security guards that he was filming a movie,
which was technically true. When one of the guards asked where all the
cameras were, Marion pointed to a small speck in the sky: “Up there.”

Any vehicle that visits a node would become a new proxy, and any
location that those new proxies visit would become a node, and so on. As
one former senior intelligence official, Keith Masback, told me, if you’re
dealing with a true network, patterns will soon emerge. Proxies involved in
separate incidents might visit the same location. One proxy might travel
between two known significant nodes, connecting a local insurgent cell to a
broader regional organization.

Cress and the Jasons were rapt. Here, finally, was someone speaking the
intelligence community’s language. With a full picture of the group’s
structure—an “association matrix”—the intelligence agencies needn’t rely
on the whack-a-mole strategy. Instead, they could use subtler, more
devastating techniques. Using what’s known as “social network analysis” to
map out relationships among members of a group, one could, according to a



detailed Pentagon instruction manual known as the Commander’s
Handbook for Attack the Network, identify particularly crucial members of
the group who “can be killed, captured, or influenced to achieve the desired
effect” of disrupting its operations.

One Jason member, the eminent physics professor Roy Schwitters, told
me that he will never forget Marion’s briefing. The group decided to
immediately draft a classified two-page letter endorsing the wide-area-
surveillance concept, and sent it to John Phillips of the CIA and Ben Riley,
who worked for the Pentagon’s Rapid Reaction Technology Office, a
program established shortly after 9/11 that focused on building and
deploying weapons for counterterrorism operations as quickly as possible.

Shortly after the Jasons’ endorsement was issued, Cress arranged a
meeting with Phillips and Riley. Cress had calculated that it would take
about $6.5 million to further develop Livermore’s technology to a point
where it could be offered to one of the military branches for deployment.
Phillips and Riley committed to splitting the investment between the agency
and the Pentagon. For his unstinting early faith and support, Marion still
calls Cress “the Godfather.”

The program had caught its first big break, just as the tests themselves
began to yield revolutionary results. That same month, Nathan Crawford
flew a second prototype camera to San Diego and ran a series of circular
orbits over the airport, the harbor, the downtown, and the Marine Corps Air
Station in Miramar.

Though the airplane was flying in circles, thanks to a trick of image
processing that would prove to be just as elemental to the development of
the all-seeing eye as the camera itself, the footage was clear, still, and
maplike. Working with a team from the MIT Lincoln Laboratory that had
independently taken an interest in wide-area surveillance for IED networks,
the engineers had built computer software that rotated each frame ”north
up” on the screen, and pinned each pixel to an actual point on the surface of
the earth, creating a smooth, stable view of the ground.

The resulting imagery had the appearance of a moving satellite image—
like Google Earth, but alive. Everything that was stationary on the ground
was stationary in the image (unlike regular aerial footage, in which
everything moves relative to the video frame), while anything that was
actually moving—cars and people—would “pop,” as Crawford put it,
against the still background. Though vehicles and people only appeared as



small specks of a few pixels, that was all one needed to follow them
anywhere they went.

Instead of playing a smooth, continuous video like a Predator drone
camera, it captured just two frames per second, creating an effect not unlike
those old CCTV video clips in which figures appear to teleport by a couple
of feet each second. But the coverage was vast, and eerily similar to the
scenes from Enemy of the State.

Angel Fire

This was the footage that Steve Suddarth saw when he visited Livermore as
part of his counter-IED research mission in the fall of 2004. The entire city
of San Diego was laid bare—a perfectly still townscape populated by
moving cars and people who stood out clearly against the background.
Boats could be seen entering and leaving the port. At one point, an airplane
flying at a lower altitude skipped across the screen. Suddarth says it was the
most amazing thing he had ever seen.

Suddarth was so impressed, he decided his own contribution to the IED
effort would be by way of wide-area surveillance. On a church charity trip
to Mexico a few weeks later, Suddarth met a fellow congregant who worked
at the Los Alamos National Lab, a nuclear-research facility like Livermore,
located near Santa Fe. Riding in Suddarth’s airplane back to New Mexico,
where they lived (Suddarth was a licensed pilot and often traveled in his
single-prop Cessna), the two men decided to propose a collaboration
between the Air Force and Los Alamos to try to tackle the IED problem
with an aerial-surveillance system of their own.

Suddarth felt that Livermore’s prototype had a crucial drawback: the
imagery couldn’t be transmitted live from the sky to the ground. Instead,
Livermore had proposed that the imagery analysts would download the
videos at the end of each mission, working through the footage the way
police might pore over CCTV tapes following a robbery. As Suddarth saw
it, a live transmission system would be much more useful. Not only could
you hunt insurgents in real time, but you could also steer your own forces
away from danger as they worked through the battlefield.
 



A screenshot from Lawrence Livermore’s test surveillance flight over San
Diego in 2004. The USS Midway, a decommissioned aircraft carrier that
now houses a military museum, is visible in the top left corner. Steve
Suddarth, who was shown the footage during a classified effort to find
technologies to use against IEDs in Iraq, called it “the most amazing thing
I’ve ever seen.”
Logos Technologies/John Marion

 
When Dan Cress heard about Suddarth’s idea, he was sufficiently

convinced to arrange for $200,000 in seed money from the CIA’s
Intelligence Technology Innovation Center to begin working on software
for the live link. Cress hoped that Los Alamos and Lawrence Livermore
would cooperate and collaborate on a single project, with Livermore
generating the imagery and Los Alamos building the software.

But Livermore and Los Alamos were famous rivals in the small world of
nuclear weapons development—Suddarth jokes that this was the true Cold
War nuclear rivalry—and some of those involved believed that Livermore
was indisposed to share what was already shaping up to be a revolutionary
project that could put an end to the IED problem and, perhaps, even
fundamentally alter the way the United States did aerial surveillance. Los
Alamos, in turn, had few incentives to put hard work into a program for
which it might not get any credit.



So, to Cress’s dismay, instead of waiting for test footage from Livermore,
the researchers in New Mexico opted to build their own hardware, a Rube
Goldberg–like four-camera setup that they named Angel Fire. On its first
test, the engineers flew the system over a mall in Albuquerque. At one
point, a delivery van darted along a narrow alleyway at considerable speed.
In a meeting in a secure room on Capitol Hill in late 2005, Suddarth showed
the footage to a group of congressmen, who recoiled with a mix of awe and
horror. “All you have to do is write the ticket,” one said. It was true,
Suddarth conceded. “I knew what vehicle he was driving, I knew where the
vehicle came from, I knew where it went, and I knew what time exactly” it
happened, “and I knew what speed he was going,” he told me. “The only
thing I didn’t have was a picture of the driver.”

Engineers on the Beach

Livermore, meanwhile, was ramping up its own project. With the $6.5
million in seed money, the team built a new prototype camera made of no
fewer than six individual cameras strapped together. It was decided that the
camera wouldn’t go on a satellite—the tests had demonstrated that it
actually worked just as well aboard an airplane flying in circular orbits over
the target area. They called the camera Sonoma.

Thanks to the Jasons’ weighty endorsement, the idea was now being
taken much more seriously at the Pentagon. Less than a year after the Jason
meeting, Sonoma was adopted by the Army Research Laboratory. Given its
potential to address the IED problem, the Army set the effort on an
accelerated track toward deployment, and in February 2005 it took full
control of development despite objections from Livermore, which,
according to various accounts, wanted to continue much of the work in-
house and keep its hold on certain proprietary technologies its engineers
had built. The Army hired Logos Technologies, a Virginia-based contractor
that hired Marion after his relationship with the Livermore leadership had
grown acrimonious, to build the final sensors. The entire project was
transferred to a hangar in West Palm Beach, Florida, for the last cycle of
development, testing, and preparations for deployment.



There was still some hope that the two national laboratory teams would
work together, so Suddarth and several researchers from Los Alamos joined
the Sonoma team in Florida. Suddarth brought with him an Air Force
colonel named Ross McNutt, an instructor at the Air Force Institute of
Technology who was teaching a seminar on rapid technology development.
Los Alamos had agreed to let McNutt and the students from his class
participate in Angel Fire as a hands-on exercise in the principles that
McNutt, who had written his PhD dissertation at MIT on rapid technology
development, wanted to impress upon them.

Ultimately, the efforts to merge the two programs would be quashed for
good. The Air Force Research Laboratory took control of Angel Fire in
much the same way that the Army had taken Sonoma, and many of the
original engineers, including Suddarth and McNutt, were removed from the
program. But for a few weeks in Florida, the two teams worked side by
side.

Even with Army and CIA backing, this wasn’t a large, polished program.
It felt more like a startup. Between each test flight, engineers would write
code to patch the system’s many bugs on laptops fed by generators. The
project barely scraped by financially. Subcontractors like Kitware, which
built the image-correction software for Angel Fire, would receive funding
spasmodically, $20,000 at a time.

Nevertheless, Nathan Crawford, who had left Wescam to provide
services for Livermore and started his own company, Consolidated
Resource Imaging, worked to imbue the effort with a Hollywood ethos and
aesthetic. The movie industry had a way of staying on schedule that he felt
would keep the project on track. He built large, well-appointed trailers for
the engineers and stocked the fridges with their favorite snacks and drinks,
as though they were celebrities. As a result, field tests sometimes felt like a
large film production rather than a classified intelligence operation.

The work itself, however, was more grueling than glamorous. It was
common for engineers on board to develop symptoms of oxygen
deprivation from the many hours they spent in the test airplane’s
unpressurized cabin during tests. Some of the engineers started losing
weight. Marion called it “the hypoxia diet.”

For the most part, the Livermore and Los Alamos researchers were glad
to suffer if it meant getting the job done more quickly. Unlike the many
Department of Defense programs that are designed to move methodically



and ponderously, like long-distance runners (when you build a nuclear
submarine, you want to get every detail right, you want to test and retest,
you want to evaluate), this operation was, by necessity, a sprint. On
September 14, 2005, a single bombing in Baghdad killed 112 people.
Indeed, reports of IED attacks seemed to be the only consistent news
coming out of Iraq. These stories weighed heavily on the engineers. Every
day until they deployed was another day that attacks would kill service
members and civilians. “There started to be a figurative body count on this
program,” said Crawford.

During that brief period of collaboration in Florida, the engineers tested
the camera for hundreds of hours over nearby towns, recording the
unsuspecting population below. The workshop was half a mile from the
ocean, but most of the team members only made it to the beach once, on
their single day off when the test planes were in for repairs.

Sitting on the sand one afternoon, Crawford and Marion talked about
what the camera might be capable of beyond rolling up networks of
insurgents. They had often discussed how it could be used to patrol ports
and borders, or search for survivors of a natural disaster. During the test
flights in San Diego, the team had flown the camera over Otay Mesa, a
neighborhood that abuts the Mexico border, in a demonstration for US
Central Command and Border Patrol. Within hours, the camera had
recorded a number of individuals crossing into the United States illegally.

And yet, though Crawford understood the project’s potential, he couldn’t
help but feel a little unsettled. There was something inexorable about the
process they had set in motion. The engineers had created a thing of raw,
unsubtle power, and it was clear from the outset that it would have
consequences beyond the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. When I first spoke
to Crawford on the phone in early 2017, he told me he’d spent the previous
fifteen years expecting a phone call from a reporter. “This is a story that has
been waiting to be told,” he said later. “A lot has happened, and we need to
learn from it.”

Observe, Detect, Identify, and Neutralize



In early 2006 the cameras were ready. With their 66 million pixels, they
were capable of observing an area more than six kilometers wide, thousands
of times what a Predator could see through its soda-straw sensor. Mounted
aboard a Short Brothers 360 twin-prop cargo plane, one of the few available
civilian aircraft large enough to fit the cameras, the operators, and their
associated equipment, the system could watch hundreds of vehicles at once.
 

The original, custom-built six-lens Constant Hawk camera system that was
deployed to Iraq in 2006.
Logos Technologies/John Marion

 
In order to turn the video into stable satellite-like imagery, the Lincoln

Laboratory had built a 1,000-pound stack of multicore Intel PCs that were
“stitched” together with parallel processing software to form a single, giant
brain connected to the camera aboard the airplane. This processing unit,
according to its creators, was so powerful that it would have made that
year’s TOP500, an annual ranking of the most powerful supercomputers in
the world. But since it was classified, the system wasn’t on the list.

The program’s secrecy was almost absolute. In a final test flight in
February 2006, one day before the system was originally scheduled to be
deployed, two aircraft—the program’s entire fleet—collided in midair,
killing three crewmembers. The local papers and the subsequent accident
investigation reported that the planes were flying a seemingly innocuous



fuel-tank test at the time of the accident. It wasn’t for another 14 years, with
the publication of this book, that it would be revealed that the airplanes
were in fact preparing to take the first-ever operational wide-area cameras
to war.

The program also had a new name. Sonoma, it seems, was too tame for
the Army’s tastes, so it had been changed to Constant Hawk. (The project
had briefly been referred to as Mohawk Stare, because the Army planned to
mount the system on the Vietnam-era OV-1 Mohawk, one of the strangest-
looking aircraft ever made, but the plan to use the aging Mohawk was
eventually scrapped due to a variety of technical and safety concerns.)

Ultimately, five airplanes were dispatched to Baghdad in the summer of
2006, and the program was incorporated into an entirely unpublicized
special-operations unit, known as Task Force Dragon Slayer, which was
focused on countering IEDs and mortar attacks. The need on the ground
was more urgent than it had ever been. US forces in Iraq were encountering
more than 80 IED attacks every day.

Like the early Predator, Constant Hawk had its skeptics. Numerous
Pentagon officials told Crawford, who deployed with Consolidated
Resource Imaging to maintain and operate the aircraft in the field, that it
simply wouldn’t work. In light of this skepticism, Constant Hawk’s initial
deployment was only intended to last 90 days, but it performed so well that
the aircraft remained active in Iraq until the US withdrawal in 2011.

The Army also began working to build a larger version of the camera
along with a second infrared unit for nighttime surveillance operations. The
following year, ground forces in Afghanistan requested that Constant Hawk
be deployed to their war, too—which ultimately happened in January 2009.

Constant Hawk was capable of exactly the kind of persistent surveillance
that had been perfected with the Predator, except that it watched whole
neighborhoods at once—not just high-value targets or ground patrols, but
the entire environment surrounding them. Whereas a single Predator
assigned to a 40-square-mile area could monitor only 5 percent of moving
vehicles on the ground, 95 percent of vehicles could be tracked with the
wide-area system.
 



A Constant Hawk–equipped Short Bros. 360 airplane shortly prior to
deployment at Mitchell Field in Milwaukee in 2006. The multilens camera,
at the time one of the most powerful in existence, is visible in the rear cargo
door.
Constant Hawk Development Team/John Marion

 
Only a single short clip of Constant Hawk footage was ever made

available for me to watch, under tight security at the offices of a defense
contractor somewhere in Virginia. But even this one sample made clear the
extent to which the life of the city could be captured in its totality under the
giant camera’s view. In the clip, a long line of cars waits for fuel at a gas
station. People can be seen strolling along the streets. At one point, a herd
of goats crosses through the frame. The video is eerily peaceful—one might
even call it serene.

That quietness, however, belies a much more violent story. Shortly after
it was deployed to Iraq, Constant Hawk was transferred to Task Force
ODIN, a new unit created specifically to find, track, and kill insurgents
using advanced and experimental airborne technologies. Besides being a
reference to Odin, the wizard of Norse mythology, god of wisdom, death,
and divination, the name stands for “observe, detect, identify, and
neutralize.”

“When I do stare, see how the subject quakes,” the mad king tells the
blind Gloucester in Shakespeare’s King Lear. Broadly speaking, ODIN’s
goal was to put fear in the enemy, and it did so with its eyes. Clicking
through the imagery frame by frame, analysts at the airfield where Constant



Hawk was deployed would follow each suspicious vehicle both forward and
backward from the site of an explosion. When the vehicle stopped at an
address, they’d pass the location to strike and capture units operating on the
ground. Two of the aircraft were equipped with a second, 16-megapixel
camera that could take high-resolution close-ups of the targets with the
same penetrating acuity as a Predator’s soda-straw feed.

Every few days, couriers would personally deliver the data—which was
stored on commercial hard drives—to Ramstein Air Base in Germany and
an NGA facility in Virginia. The data also found its way to the CIA, where
Cress and his colleagues used it to try to develop a fuller picture of the
adversary’s network (Cress would later say only that the imagery was
“helpful”), as well as to a site referred to by one Army document as “Area
59.”

Under this new concept of surveillance, the enemy’s ignition key went
from being an asset to a liability. To illustrate the point, one defense
executive discussing operations like Constant Hawk in 2013 quoted the
scene in Jurassic Park where Dr. Alan Grant faces down a T. rex: “Don’t
move. He can’t see us if we don’t move.” With WAMI, the only way to
avoid detection was to keep very still.

Though the technology was held together by nothing more than zip ties
and “good intentions,” as one engineer put it, Constant Hawk soon turned
from an experiment into an extensively used prong of the Pentagon’s
counterterrorism intelligence and surveillance operations. A single variant
of the system collected some 10,000 hours of surveillance over Afghanistan
in just two years.

As more people tuned in, the intelligence community came around to the
idea that a wider view was not only possible, but desirable. After a year, the
Pentagon established multiple intelligence cells focused specifically on
analyzing Constant Hawk footage in Washington, DC.

Much about Constant Hawk’s operations remains classified. Even the
airplane’s cruising altitude is considered privileged information. One senior
commander who worked within Task Force ODIN referred to the aircraft in
reverential terms when we spoke, but declined repeatedly to go into
specifics. When I asked Crawford to describe the operation, he would only
say that the program very quickly succeeded in the role it was intended for:
finding the people responsible for planting IEDs and mounting ambushes.



“We’d say, ‘the guy lives in this house here,’” he told me. “And they’d go
knock on his door.”

Crawford believes that up to 600 US service members, and countless
Iraqi civilian lives, were spared thanks to operations involving Constant
Hawk. To be sure, the technology did so by enabling a killing spree of its
own. Task Force ODIN is said to have “eliminated” more than 3,000
suspected insurgents, and captured hundreds more, in its first year alone.
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The Gorgon’s Stare

C������� H��� ��� soon joined in Iraq by Angel Fire, which was
deployed in support of a set of Marine Corps units in August 2007. The
Marines Corps leadership had requested Angel Fire after watching it in
action at a military exercise where it demonstrated the unique ability to
track friendly and enemy forces simultaneously. They hoped that it would
help stem the heavy losses that they were experiencing as a result of
sophisticated ambushes and sniper attacks, particularly in urban zones.

In the field, the system was reportedly beset by technical glitches and
many of its features were unusable, but it worked well enough to remain in
theater for 18 months. All told, the aircraft flew more than 1,000 sorties
over Iraqi cities and beamed some 5,000 hours of live footage down to
Marines on the ground. Like Constant Hawk, the Angel Fire program was
soon wreaking havoc on Iraqi terror networks. Ross McNutt, the Air Force
instructor who worked on Angel Fire, told me that when analysts
discovered a location that appeared to be linked to an attack within the
airplane’s 16-square-kilometer view, they would pass the address to a raid
force. Using the same eerie phrase that Nathan Crawford had used to
describe Constant Hawk Operations, McNutt said that ground units would
move on the address, “knock on the door and say, ‘Sir, can we have a
moment of your time?’”

As more people heard about Constant Hawk and Angel Fire, many
wondered why the two technologies had never been merged. It seemed
obvious that they would have complemented each other well. Constant
Hawk had more pixels, but Angel Fire transmitted live video straight to the
ground, so that intelligence analysts didn’t have to wait until the airplane
landed to track insurgent networks or snipers waiting on rooftops.

But for reasons entirely nontechnical in nature, it could not be so. Aside
from the rivalry between Livermore and Los Alamos, efforts to create a
single merged program were marred by internal strife within each team.



Marion was fired from Livermore in 2005. Suddarth and McNutt’s
relationship became strained; Suddarth felt that McNutt—whose technical
contributions, Suddarth claims, were minimal—undermined his leadership
and took credit for work he had never done, while McNutt, for his part, was
frustrated by the plodding, procedural approach of the commanders running
what was supposed to be a fast, experimental program. The Air Force
Research Lab argued with the Air Force Institute of Technology and Los
Alamos. The Army Research Lab clashed with Livermore.

The programs’ newfound sponsorship by different branches of the US
military only intensified the feuding and further obstructed a merger. The
Marine Corps accused various Army officers of trying to obstruct its efforts
to acquire Angel Fire as a way of strong-arming the service into investing in
Constant Hawk. In response, the Army suggested that the Marines had
misled units in the field about Angel Fire’s capabilities. In turn, the Marine
Corps countered that Constant Hawk didn’t meet its specifications. Air
Force and Marine Corps officials turned to Congress to keep Angel Fire
alive, sending dozens of emails to Senate and House staffers urging them to
support their camera over the Army’s.

Some in Congress grew impatient. The infighting was slowing down the
development process while troops continued to die in Iraq. Running the two
projects in parallel was also expensive. The four Angel Fire surveillance
systems deployed to Iraq in the summer of 2007 had cost about $25 million.
That same year, the Pentagon counter-IED program awarded the Air Force
an additional $55 million for Angel Fire and the Army $84 million for
Constant Hawk. Senator Kit Bond, a Republican from Missouri, issued a
seething public statement accusing the Pentagon’s rival factions of “gross
mismanagement.”

Among those following the saga was Mike Meermans, the staff director
of the House Intelligence Committee. A former Air Force Officer,
Meermans is a well-known figure in the world of airborne intelligence. In
2014 he was inducted to the shadowy “Intelligence, Surveillance, and
Reconnaissance Hall of Honor,”* for his role in a number of classified Cold
War aerial-surveillance programs and his subsequent work for the House of
Representatives. Among other accomplishments, in 1996 he had convinced
his boss, Representative Jerry Lewis, to fund the ongoing development of
the Predator, a historic decision that likely spared the program from an
untimely termination.



In 2005 Meermans noticed that Constant Hawk and Angel Fire were
becoming regular topics of conversation within the intelligence and defense
organizations under his purview. Steve Suddarth’s Angel Fire briefing on
Capitol Hill had left those who attended both alarmed and impressed. Word
was that these systems would save hundreds of lives in Iraq once they were
deployed. People told Meermans that soon even a 90-megapixel camera
might be possible.

When Meermans and his colleagues tallied the tens of millions of dollars
being spent in parallel on Angel Fire and Constant Hawk, they decided to
intervene. The group drafted a classified directive for the DOD, according
to Meermans: “We’re going to stop building two separate systems and
we’re going to build one.”

The new camera, named simply Wide-Area Airborne Surveillance, would
combine elements of both systems. It would generate a wider view than
either of the existing systems, enough to watch a whole “city-sized” area,
and it would send live footage to the ground. It would be optimized for both
live overwatch missions and after-the-fact analysis. It would have a
secondary infrared wide-area camera. And, unlike Constant Hawk and
Angel Fire, it would be mounted on a drone.

After hearing of the directive for what was effectively a wholly
unprecedented program—a solution to the Predator’s soda-straw problem,
no less—a number of senior Air Force officials began lobbying Pentagon
leadership for control of the initiative, claiming, among other things, that it
could mount the system on a Reaper, its new strike-capable drone.

One of those officials, Major General James Poss (the same officer who
had remarked that in the past all anyone needed to evade the Air Force was
an ignition key), had seen a WAMI prototype being demonstrated at a
military exercise. He had watched a young lance corporal approach an actor
posing as an insurgent. Under questioning, the actor claimed innocence, but
analysts rewinding the footage found that he had actually just come from a
“radicalized” mosque. Operators told Poss that following a car bomb attack
you could backtrack the vehicle to the insurgent safe house where it had
been loaded with explosives. TiVo, he remembers thinking, drawing a
connection to the commercial technology for recording and rewatching TV
shows, combat TiVo!

After the Pentagon agreed to give the program to the Air Force, an
internal planning group, the Joint Requirements Oversight Council, issued



Memorandum 106-08, a short document that sketched out performance
targets for the new camera. Initially, the exact details of the memo were
kept secret even from Congress. Later, a military funding bill called the
performance targets “murky.” But for the Air Force, it was more than
enough to work with. According to people who reviewed the document, it
simply called for a camera that could watch more ground—and, thus, more
vehicles, more people, and more networks—more persistently, more
unblinkingly, than anything in existence.

Big Safari

The situation in Iraq was as bad as it had ever been. Days after the new
WAMI program was given to the Air Force, in July 2007, suicide bombers
had killed 50 Iraqi civilians celebrating the national soccer team’s victory
against South Korea in the Asian Cup. The new program was given Quick-
Reaction Capability status, meaning that the effort to develop and deploy
the technology would be fast-tracked. Under guidelines issued by the
JROC, the deadline was set for 18 months.

Many Air Force officials believed the only organization that could build
such an unprecedented spy plane in such a short time frame was Big Safari,
an Air Force skunkworks that develops modified surveillance aircraft, often
for urgent covert and classified missions. Military officials speaking
publicly about this highly secretive unit often hesitate to call it by its name,
referring to it instead as “a particular Air Force organization.”

It was Big Safari that was responsible for modifying and operating the
Predator in the CIA’s mission against bin Laden over Afghanistan in 2000.
The following year, it had armed the Predator with laser-guided missiles
with an eye to possibly returning to Afghanistan to kill the al-Qaeda leader.

As part of that effort, a private technical contractor working for Big
Safari had single-handedly designed the transatlantic control system that
allowed Air Force pilots to fly the Predator remotely from ground stations
in the United States. This remote-control system was a temporary fix to a
niggling legal issue. Germany, which had hosted the pilots for the unarmed
operations in 2000, was unwilling to allow operators to conduct an



extrajudicial killing from German soil. Ultimately, it was an innovation that
gave rise to modern remote drone warfare as we know it today.

Big Safari often works at staggering speed, and the Predator program was
no exception. The contractor designed the remote-operations system over
the course of a few weeks, and the whole unit was deployed less than a
month after he finished. (Nicknamed the Man with Two Brains, the
contractor is a revered—and feared—figure in Big Safari’s tight-knit
community. He keeps his identity a closely guarded secret; when I
interviewed him for Wired magazine in 2015, I was not allowed to record
our conversation, and before sitting down with me he scanned my person
with a small black device to make sure I wasn’t wearing a wire.)

Big Safari’s ability to move so quickly stems largely from a development
philosophy that engineers call “the 80 percent solution.” To expedite
deployment, Big Safari will work on an airplane until it’s 80 percent done.
The logic being that the final 20 percent of the work often takes just as long
as the first 80 percent. In the Big Safari mind-set, “good enough” is better
than too late.

Because of its focus on speed and risk, Big Safari often chafes against the
regular Air Force, which prefers its programs to be developed cautiously
and meticulously, with each modification vetted by committees and
program officers. During the Predator project, Colonel Bill Grimes, the
commander of Big Safari at the time (and another Hall of Honor inductee),
set up a secret phone line between his engineers in Ohio and test pilots in
Nevada, allowing his staff to modify the aircraft without having to run each
decision up the Air Force chain of command. The unit’s informal motto is
“Those who say it cannot be done should not get in the way of those doing
it.”

Unlike other military units, Big Safari doesn’t hold open competitions for
large contracts. Instead, it has special authority to grant deals to whichever
company it chooses, at any price that it wants. One of Big Safari’s regular
contractors is Sierra Nevada Corporation, a privately owned company based
in Reno, Nevada, that has received billions of dollars in contracts from the
Air Force since 2000.

Shortly before the new surveillance project was given to Big Safari,
Meermans had retired from the Hill and taken a position at Sierra Nevada.
On his first day at the company, Meermans learned that his old employer,
the Air Force, had awarded his new employer the contract to serve as



primary contractor for the wide-area surveillance system that he had
conceived. He claims that he didn’t know his new job would put him right
back at the helm of the initiative, but he appeared to be glad that it had.

In spite of its secretive nature, Big Safari has made a tradition of
bestowing on its projects exuberant, sometimes even goofy, code names:
Stray Goose, Cobra Ball, Sweet Sue, Honey Badger, and so on. “Wide-Area
Airborne Surveillance System” was always just a temporary placeholder. So
someone in the community—Meermans thinks it may have been a retired
chief master sergeant—had given the proposed camera a new name, Gorgon
Stare.

When he heard it for the first time, Meermans thought, What the hell is
that? In the Greek mythological tradition, the Gorgons are three monsters
from the underworld. According to the historian Stephen R. Wilk in
Medusa: Solving the Mystery of the Gorgon, the mythological creature’s
“rigid, fixed, penetrating, unblinking stare” is its defining characteristic. In
The Iliad, the Gorgon is described as having “burning eyes” and a “stark,
transfixing horror.” The most famous Gorgon, the snake-haired Medusa, is
literally petrifying, as any person who sets their eyes upon her are instantly
turned to stone.

When I was reporting for this book, the mere words “Gorgon Stare” had
a similarly petrifying effect on nearly all of the military officials and
industry employees I interviewed. On more than one occasion, the person I
was speaking to simply walked away when I mentioned the program so as
not to run the risk of accidentally divulging a classified detail. Even those
who did stay and talk often hesitated to call it by its name.

In The Odyssey, Odysseus is seized by “cold fear” at the very thought
that “dreadful Queen Persephone might send / the monster’s head, the
Gorgon, out of Hades.” As it turned out, that was the whole idea.
“Ultimately,” Meermans said of the name, “it made a lot of sense.”

DARPA Hard

In the interest of completing its projects as quickly as possible, Big Safari’s
new technologies are rarely developed in-house. Instead, engineers utilize
existing components, a process they liken to picking athletes for a sports



team. But when Congress conceived the program that became Gorgon
Stare, no such camera—not to mention the kind of computer that would be
required to power it—was available. Someone would have to will the
technology into existence. As it happened, a special military lab already had
something in the pipeline.

In the defense community, there is a term, “DARPA hard,” that refers
uniquely to the type of engineering that happens at the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency, the storied military-development unit that
tackles blue-sky science and engineering challenges that other government
agencies might consider too daunting or risky. Things like hypersonic cruise
missiles that fly at five times the speed of sound, programmable
microorganisms, intelligent drone swarms, and so on.

Securing a position as one of the agency’s program managers is also
hard. When Brian Leininger set out, in 2006, just as Congress was secretly
directing the Pentagon to build a new unified wide-area system, to apply for
a position as a “PM,” he understood that the only way to get the job was to
pitch the agency’s director, Anthony Tether, on a “DARPA hard” idea.

Leininger had worked at Lockheed Martin for 25 years, at one point
overseeing the Maritime Systems & Sensors division, a $4-billion-a-year
business. He was versed in silicon design, fiber optics, radar technology,
and other emerging technologies. After hearing about Constant Hawk,
Leininger decided to approach Tether with an idea for an enhanced wide-
area-camera program. In an interview with the DARPA director, Leininger
pointed out that the existing wide-area surveillance cameras were not
sufficiently powerful to follow anything smaller than a vehicle. But
networks, Leininger explained, are made up of people, not cars, and an
effective camera ought to be able to track individuals on foot.

Leininger also believed that the cameras ought to cover a much wider
area than the current cameras. Though the 30 square kilometers that
Constant Hawk recorded was much larger than the coverage area of any
other airborne video system in the Pentagon’s arsenal, it was still not
enough to map out the large, diffuse networks that were proving to be the
most difficult to fight. Fifty percent of the vehicles of interest that analysts
tracked in the footage left the camera’s field of view before stopping at a
location that ground troops could visit.

Capturing a wider view in enough detail to track individuals on the
ground would require a much large number of pixels. Even a 100-



megapixel camera (which did not yet exist) wouldn’t be powerful enough.
And because people on foot move in less predictable ways—unlike a car, a
person can stop and turn around in the space of half a second—the camera
would also need to have a faster frame rate.

A number of engineers and officials, including John Marion and Dan
Cress, had urged DARPA over the years to adopt or create a wide-area-
surveillance program of its own. It was an ideal technology for the agency
—audacious, complex, and time-sensitive. But Tether had resisted their
entreaties, perhaps because they didn’t seem sufficiently DARPA hard.

Nobody could claim that Leininger’s proposal wasn’t hard, and in March
2006 he was hired. Leininger soon drew up a detailed, and daunting,
proposal. His camera would fly at an altitude of 20,000 feet in a figure-of-
eight orbit. It would cover 50 square kilometers at enough resolution and
with enough frames per second to track even fast-moving individuals.

Such a camera would obviously create far too much information to send
down to individual soldiers on the ground—that would be like trying to
send 40,000 photographs via email to a friend every second. Instead, the
camera would transmit only 65 soda straws of live footage—“chip-outs”—
cut from the entire frame of view down to analysts on the ground, giving
each a Predator-like view that they could independently steer to any area
within the camera’s field of vision. Leininger had also decided that the
system needed to be small enough to fit on a drone.

When Leininger explained the technical requirements to his newly hired
deputy, Richard Nichols, a former Army infantryman, Nichols thought he
was “off his rocker.” Nichols was not alone in his skepticism. In several
meetings with John Marion, the Constant Hawk engineer had encouraged
Leininger to curb his ambitions. A camera on the order that he was
proposing would be a technological nightmare, Marion said. It would be
massive, and it would need vast amounts of computing power, since a faster
frame rate, in turn, requires faster computers and more onboard memory.
But, in the manner of Big Safari, Leininger wouldn’t let those who said it
couldn’t be done stand in the way of someone doing it. He listened to the
arguments against, then ignored them.

DARPA approved the full proposal in November 2006. The agency
called it the Autonomous Real-Time Ground Ubiquitous Surveillance
Imaging System, ARGUS-IS for short. It is often referred to simply as
ARGUS.



In Greek mythology, Argus is a fearsome giant who is tasked by the
goddess Hera to guard her priestess, Io, who had been turned into a cow.
Argus, who is also referred to as Panoptes (which means “all-seeing”), is
particularly adept at this task thanks to the 100 eyes covering his head.
Here’s one typical description of the character, from the poet Elizabeth
Browning’s translation of Prometheus Bound:
 

The herdsman Argus, most immitigable
Of Wrath, did find me out, and track me out
With countless eyes, set staring at my steps.

 
ARGUS was therefore an appropriate name for what would be the most

all-seeing camera ever built. Even after DARPA formally launched the
effort, however, many officials still refused to accept that the proposed
system, like its hundred-eyed namesake, was anything more than a figure of
pure fantasy. When Leininger toured the Pentagon in search of a military
unit that would be willing to put money behind the concept and take it to
battle, some said they would only believe the technology was possible when
they saw it in finished form. Others just shook their heads, unconvinced that
the idea Leininger described was a serious proposition.

The All-Seeing Eye in Your Pocket

One of the more obvious challenges of Leininger’s proposal was achieving
the vast pixel count required for the camera. After building the computer for
Constant Hawk, the surveillance-technology team at MIT’s Lincoln Labs
had been examining this very problem. Bill Ross, the team lead, knew that
simply strapping more individual video cameras together wasn’t an option,
as this would add too much weight.

The heart of any digital camera is the chip, a flat panel of sensors that
absorbs light entering through the lens and converts it into a picture, with
each pixel representing the exact color and intensity of light that
corresponds to its place in the frame being captured. For another program,
the Lincoln Labs team had been experimenting with cell phone camera
chips, which had shrunk dramatically in recent years thanks to intense



competition among manufacturers seeking to build the smallest, lightest,
and sleekest handheld devices. Using a five-millimeter-wide cell phone
camera chip, they had managed to build a tiny surveillance device that
could operate on a single battery for extended periods of time while
producing high-resolution imagery. Ross was evasive about which
government organization the device was built for. To me, it sounded like
something you might hide inside a smoke detector in someone’s living
room.

It occurred to Ross and his colleagues that the same characteristics that
made the chips ideal for small hidden spy cameras might also be useful for
building a very large camera. Though each chip had only a few megapixels,
they could be stitched together into a large mosaic that sat behind a single
lens. A camera with enough chips could, in theory, produce much larger
images than Constant Hawk or Angel Fire.

With funding from the Rapid Reaction Technology Office, the program
that had partnered with the CIA to fund the initial development of the
program that became Constant Hawk, Ross’s team arranged 176 of the five-
millimeter cell phone camera chips into four identical grids, each behind a
separate lens. The resulting camera could collect 880 million pixels per
frame, 10 times more than Constant Hawk and 176 times more than a top-
of-the-line cell phone. They called it the Multi-Aperture Sparse Imager
Video System—MASIVS for short.

In 2007 Leininger visited Lincoln Labs to see MASIVS in development
for himself. Though he was put off by the engineers’ unconcern for protocol
(they weren’t wearing antistatic devices, which are used for protecting
delicate electronics during manufacturing), their cell phone chips idea had
potential. An order of magnitude increase in pixel count was a quantum
leap as far as surveillance technology was concerned—and from what he
could tell, the MIT team was well on its way to achieving it.

Taking Shape

In November 2007, just a few months after Angel Fire joined Constant
Hawk on deployment in Iraq, DARPA awarded the defense giant BAE
Systems $18.5 million to build a cell phone–based surveillance camera for



ARGUS. BAE’s effort would be led by Yiannis Antoniades, a Greek
engineer with a bushy mustache, a thick nest of curly black hair, and a wry
sense of humor. Leininger gave the company two years to come back with a
finished system.
 

A slide from a 2010 presentation by a senior US Air Force officer
illustrating the difference between soda-straw surveillance (far left) and the
two planned Gorgon Stare systems.
US Air Force/David Deptula

 
If ARGUS lived up to its original pitch, it would be exactly what Big

Safari had been looking for. And so, in a deal largely brokered without
congressional oversight, Air Force Secretary Norton Schwartz and Anthony
Tether, DARPA’s director, signed a memorandum of agreement in the fall of
2008 stating that DARPA would provide ARGUS cameras to the Gorgon
Stare program as soon as they were ready.

As it began building the camera, BAE selected cell phone chips made by
a company called Micron—an outfit that also produced chips for the
iPhone. Thanks to the millions of consumers lining up to buy smartphones
around the globe, the chips cost only about 15 dollars each. BAE proposed
to stitch the chips into four panels, each behind an individual lens, a design
similar to the Lincoln Labs camera. But BAE’s design would utilize more



chips. All told, the full camera would consist of 368 imagers, more than
twice as many as MASIVS.

This left the problem of the computer, which would need to be capable of
supercomputer levels of power to stitch together the 368 camera feeds,
orient, and smooth out the imagery. The solution for that challenge also
came from another unexpected corner of the commercial world: the video
game industry.

Like wide-area cameras, computer games generate thousands of pixels
that must be processed and assembled into coherent images. Over the
preceding years, the computer gaming industry had seen an arms race to
develop the most powerful graphics processing units (GPUs for short). By
2002, one firm, Nvidia, was doubling the capacity of its GPUs every six
months, three times faster than posited by Moore’s law, a theory that
predicted—accurately—that the number of transistors that can be fit onto a
single computer chip (and thus, by extension, the power of that chip) would
double every 18 months.

To run its MASIVS video feed smoothly, MIT had built a processing unit
using graphics chips from a PlayStation. Meanwhile, at Lawrence
Livermore, a researcher named Sheila Vaidya, who had been leading a
project that was exploring how to take advantage of recent advances in the
video game industry for surveillance, built a similar unit using the insides of
an Xbox.

As a result of outpacing Moore’s law, these computers were much more
powerful than those on Constant Hawk and Angel Fire, and yet also much
smaller and lighter. The use of GPUs for wide-area aerial-surveillance
processing systems soon became an industry norm. Many of the battlefield
systems that operated in the ensuing decade and beyond share much of their
computational DNA with your average video game console.

Drawing from these designs, BAE built a computer about the size of two
shoeboxes packed with 33,000 processing elements. According to
Antoniades, never before had so much processing power been packaged in
a device small and sturdy enough to fit on a drone.

In early 2009, to get a sense of what the final system might be capable of,
the engineers set up a single panel of cell phone chips outside a BAE
facility in Acton, Massachusetts. With 450 pixels, this camera, technically
just a quarter of a full ARGUS, would have already been the second-largest
system in existence at the time. Scrolling around the test images, the



engineers looked at a neighboring facility’s car park, more than a football
field’s length away. Zooming in a little closer on one particular car, they
realized they could read not just its number plate, but also every single
visible license plate in the lot.

“We Did What We Said We Would Do”

BAE finished building the first camera, on schedule, in August 2009. In its
final form, ARGUS had 1,854,296,064 pixels, enough imaging power to
spot an object six inches wide from an altitude of 25,000 feet in a frame
twice the width of Manhattan. It generated 27.8 gigabytes of raw pixel data,
enough to fill six DVDs, every second. Downloading the raw data in real
time would require an internet connection 16,000 times faster than the
fastest wireless internet service available in the United States in 2017. Just
processing all the pixels put the Xbox-styled computer’s 33,000 processing
elements through 70 trillion operations each second.

BAE began testing the camera aboard a Black Hawk helicopter over Fort
A. P. Hill, an Army base in Virginia. With the Black Hawk hovering 10,700
feet above the ground, the engineering team tracked a green mowing tractor
tracing lazy loops along a parched lawn on a remote corner of the facility.
They then watched two people walking on a road. The footage was so clear
that you could see the heat radiating from the ground and pick out the
windshield wipers on the cars.

Two months later, the team conducted another set of flights at Marine
Corps Base Quantico, also in Virginia. Yiannis Antoniades was watching
the operation from a white tent in a corner of a parking lot. When the
operators switched on the camera, 40 square kilometers of real estate
encompassing the entire base and surrounding area, all the way across to the
opposite bank of the Potomac River, came to life on the screens in front of
him.

One of the staff members stepped out into the parking lot. In the video,
the image was so sharp that you could make out the slight hunch in his
shoulders, even though it was taken from five kilometers above his head. “I
think we’ve done something good here,” Antoniades said to himself. “We
did what we said we would do.”



Seven years later, I saw the same footage from the flights at A. P. Hill
and Quantico, and even then it felt like I was peering into the future. At one
point in the Quantico footage, two people meet in a parking lot. One hands
a briefcase to the other, then they head their separate ways. The camera
follows them both. The two could have walked three miles in any direction
and the camera would still have had them squarely in view.
 

A screenshot from the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency’s
ARGUS-IS tests over Marine Corps Base Quantico in October 2009. The
image, about one-ten-thousandth of the total area that the camera recorded
from its orbit at 17,500 feet, shows an employee doing stretches in a
parking lot.
US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency/Brian Leininger

 
The footage is riveting to watch; it’s almost impossible not to project

story lines onto the actions of the antlike figures on the screen. A car cuts
diagonally across a parking lot—the driver must be in a rush, one thinks.
Two people meet and speak briefly outside a building—a chance encounter,
or is something illicit afoot? A pickup truck makes a sudden U-turn,
seemingly for no reason—maybe the driver knows he’s being watched and
is employing countersurveillance techniques.



Shortly after the test flight in Quantico, DARPA invited dozens of
Pentagon and intelligence officials to a demonstration at the base. On the
day the demonstration was scheduled, poor weather prevented the agency
from putting on a live flight—the idea had been to track each participant as
they drove into the facility—and instead the team played the footage that I
saw in 2016. But the effect was the same. According to several attendees’
accounts, many officials found the reel just as mind-altering as I did.

“We Can See Everything”

The war in Afghanistan had again flared up, and IEDs and ambushes were
now the leading cause of both coalition and civilian casualties in the
conflict. In 2009 alone, there were more than 7,000 IED attacks. Given the
crisis in Afghanistan, Big Safari did not want to wait for DARPA to finish
producing a full series of ARGUS cameras. So it had pressed ahead with an
earlier, less ambitious design know as Gorgon Stare I—an 80 percent
solution—that could be deployed while BAE put ARGUS through
production.

Gorgon Stare was by no means the largest Big Safari program in
financial terms, but Colonel Ed Topps, who became the unit’s commander
in 2010, considered it to be one of his highest priorities. No other system
the unit was working on, he told me, had the potential to make the same
kind of impact on the lives of the soldiers who were dying on the ground.
With the camera flying over the battlefield, Topps wrote to me in an email,
“we could find the factory, the warehouse, the bomb making location and
GET THAT INDIVIDUAL.”

Given Big Safari’s reputation, hopes had been so high for Gorgon Stare
that the Marine Corps and the Air Force had even canceled an order for five
additional Angel Fires in order to make way for an undisclosed number of
Gorgon Stares. But when the system was unveiled, it struggled to hit all the
high notes. The daylight and infrared cameras, which had been developed
by ITT Corporation, had roughly the same pixel count as Livermore’s
prototype camera, the Sonoma, meaning that it lacked the resolution
necessary for the more complex and sensitive operations that were a priority
for the ground forces waiting to take delivery of the camera.



The cameras and their accompanying processors weighed 1,100 pounds,
but the Air Force was insisting that the Gorgon Stare drones carry missiles
in addition to the camera, and the effort to fit everything on a single
airframe was adding time and expense. In response to a request for $79
million in additional funding for the program in 2009, the Senate Armed
Services Committee recommended that the program be terminated instead.

In 2010 an Air Force test squadron assigned to evaluate Gorgon Stare’s
readiness for deployment found the system seriously lacking. It could
transmit only small subsections of the full view of its camera from air to
ground. It often skipped frames, which made tracking vehicles difficult. Its
inability to follow people was noted as a major shortcoming. The ground
stations could link to only one Gorgon Stare at a time, meaning that it was
impossible to arrange the same 24/7 unblinking rotation that the Air Force
employed with its regular drones. There was an average of 3.7 technical
failures per flight.

“You’re speeding,” Topps was told by the testers, who summarized their
experience in a leaked memo issued on December 30: “DO NOT field”
unless these problems are fixed.

An Air Force spokesperson issued a response, noting that the leaked
document was only a draft, and explaining that three of the issues that the
test team discovered had already been resolved. Nevertheless, Air Combat
Command was threatening to kill the initiative completely. By one estimate,
the Air Force had by that point spent more than $500 million on
development and research.

Perhaps sensing that the program was in need of a boost, a number of Air
Force generals mounted a press offensive. Speaking to reporters from the
Washington Post, they offered a dramatic assessment of the system’s
abilities. “There will be no way for the adversary to know what we’re
looking at,” Major General Jim Poss is quoted saying, “and we can see
everything.”

(When I asked Poss about the article in 2016, half a decade after it was
published, he seemed a little embarrassed, though he pointed out, somewhat
proudly, that it had been quoted in a newspaper published by Hezbollah, the
Lebanese political organization that is designated as a terror group by the
US Department of State.)

A few weeks later, as the program continued to teeter on the verge of
termination, General James Cartwright, the vice chairman of the Joint



Chiefs of Staff, visited the Gorgon Stare unit as it was conducting final
testing at Creech Air Force Base in Nevada. In a ground control station,
Topps showed Cartwright the live surveillance footage from one of the
Gorgon Stare–equipped Reapers flying overhead. “It’s good enough,”
Topps recalls Cartwright saying. (Cartwright declined to confirm the
anecdote.) So said, so done. In Topps’s account, this was enough to keep the
program alive.

The first four Gorgon Stare–equipped Reaper drones were deployed to
Afghanistan three months later, in the spring of 2011. In the field, the
system achieved mixed results. One engineer who reviewed some of the
early footage called it “just terrible.” But the Gorgon Stare drones could
watch an area more than four kilometers wide, and beam ten individual
chip-outs from the full image directly to units on the ground who could
steer their view anywhere they wanted within the full field of view. As a
result, the four Gorgon Stare Reapers were employed prodigiously; in the
first three years in operations, the aircraft flew 10,000 hours of surveillance
over Afghanistan.

Aircrews stationed in Nevada piloted the drones while teams in the field
controlled the cameras. US Central Command focused the aircraft on “large
population centers,” though it still hasn’t disclosed the exact areas of
operations. Responsibility for imagery analysis was assigned to the 497th
and 548th Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Groups, both
divisions of the 480th ISR Wing (motto: Non potestis latere. Translation:
“You can’t hide”). After each flight, a group of analysts downloaded the
footage and perused it for insurgent network activity, comparing it to
footage from earlier missions to build a “God’s eye view” of the insurgent
networks. At any given time, the Air Force maintained a 30-day archive of
data at the operating base. A more thorough analysis was then carried out at
intelligence cells in Virginia and California.

Ed Topps traveled to Afghanistan shortly after Gorgon Stare was
deployed and visited the operations base. He sat with an analyst who picked
a random car driving down a city street and backtracked it to the house
where it had come from. To Topps, it looked just like a movie being played
in reverse.



Oculus semper vigilans

In 2012, the year after Gorgon Stare I was deployed, Big Safari took
delivery of 10 complete ARGUS cameras from DARPA, and thanks to
favorable feedback from commanders in the field, the program was allowed
to progress unimpeded. The second iteration of Gorgon Stare was
completed 18 months later. Nine drones were produced in total.

Most technical details about Gorgon Stare II remain closely guarded state
secrets. What we do know is that each system consists of two long pods
hung from the Reaper’s wings in the spots where the bombs and the
missiles would usually be. The pods house an ARGUS and a smaller wide-
area infrared camera, developed by the contractor Exelis. An unpublished
Air Force report from 2014 suggests that Gorgon Stare is also equipped
with a signals-intelligence sensor that would allow operators to intercept
adversary radio chatter and phone calls, presumably for use by the NSA,
but nobody I asked would either confirm or deny this report.

Gorgon Stare II deployed to Afghanistan in 2014. A military patch for
the program that was briefly posted on the Sierra Nevada website features a
Medusa’s head staring down on two small silhouetted figures. True to the
original mythological figure, she has snakes for hair. Her teeth are long and
sharp. One of her eyes is green, representing the daytime ARGUS camera;
the other is red, for the infrared sensor. The patch bears the motto Oculus
semper vigilans: “The eternally vigilant eye.”

Like the technical specifics of the cameras themselves, all information
regarding how Gorgon Stare is used in the field is technically classified.
The unit operating Gorgon Stare II from Bagram Air Force Base held total
reign over the country’s cities. A single drone could take in 40 square
kilometers, meaning that it could cover almost the entire city of Kandahar
—and up to 100 square kilometers if it flew at higher altitude. It could
probably beam chip-outs down to as many as 30 ground units at once.
General Larry James, who ran the Air Force’s intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance programs in the lead-up to Gorgon Stare’s deployment,
describes this as “the synoptic view.”
 



An MQ-9 Reaper equipped with Gorgon Stare departing for a surveillance
operation from Kandahar Airfield, Afghanistan, in 2015.
The appearance of US Department of Defense (DOD) visual information
does not imply or constitute DOD endorsement. US Air Force/Tech. Sgt.
Robert Cloys

 
According to Colonel Mark Cooter, who served as commander of the unit

responsible for analyzing Gorgon Stare imagery, teams working with the
footage could often track a range of suspects while also keeping an eye on
friendly forces at the same time. With just a couple of aircraft, one could
effectively watch a single area endlessly.

The technology was not without its issues. For reasons that were never
explained to DARPA’s engineers, Sierra Nevada declined to use DARPA’s
supercomputer, and instead opted for a processor that captured only two
black-and-white frames each second. Other sources, speaking off the
record, grumbled about reliability issues.

Even so, the program won a number of admirers. John Marion, the
engineer who had urged DARPA’s Brian Leininger to be less ambitious in
his approach, called it “astoundingly good.” The Man with Two Brains,
who would only say he was involved in the development of the system,
called Gorgon Stare “an orthogonal expansion into a whole other dimension
of surveillance.”

It also soon began to be used in roles well beyond its original mission set.
In addition to seeking out insurgents and IEDs, the camera’s TiVo features



were likely used to locate mortar teams attacking ground forces and bases,
to survey sites in the lead-up to ground raids, and even to spot smugglers
along the border (presumably with Pakistan). If analysts found an activity
of interest, they could isolate the clip and push it up the chain of command
via email in a matter of minutes. Mark Cooter, the intelligence commander,
alluded to having worked on certain missions that the creators of the
technology probably hadn’t envisioned. In southern Afghanistan, he said,
the line between counterinsurgency, counterterrorism, and counternarcotics
was not always clear.

Within months of the initial deployment, intelligence cells working with
the system asked for more aircraft, and the program was redesignated from
its “Quick-Reaction Capability” status—a sprint effort—to an “Enduring
Capability.” The following year, in 2015, the Air Force deployed Gorgon
Stare to Syria as part of the operation against ISIS.

In the years since, the Pentagon has invested tens of millions of dollars in
the continued development of the system. Responding to an “urgent
operational need,” in 2015 the DOD allocated $10 million to develop a
beyond-line-of-sight communication system that would enable Gorgon
Stare to fly more than 500 miles from the operators, an effort that was
ongoing as of 2018. The Air Force also worked for several years to
integrate into the system a device called a Near Vertical Direction Finding
sensor, which can locate a large number of communications devices within
a surveilled area.

In 2017 the House of Representatives Committee on Armed Services
described Gorgon Stare as “invaluable.” The same congressional report
cites “numerous” combat units that have referred to it as a “critical” system.
Michael J. Kanaan, an intelligence official who was the only active service
member the Air Force formally permitted to speak to me on the record
about wide-area surveillance, said that demand for systems like Gorgon
Stare will only increase in the future—though he, too, refused to call it by
its name.

The Pantheon



Less than two decades since wide-area motion imagery began life as little
more than a fixture of a Hollywood screenwriter’s overactive imagination,
it is safe to say that it is now very much here to stay.

Shortly after becoming involved with the early development projects,
Dan Cress, the CIA official, began organizing yearly wide-area-airborne-
surveillance conferences, where different groups would meet in the desert
to discuss, demonstrate, and collaborate on their programs. Initially a small
niche gathering, by the time Gorgon Stare was deployed, the conference
drew over 100 companies, labs, and organizations working on a range of
secret wide-area surveillance systems that, according to Marion, “can tell
where you’ve been and what you’ve been eating.”

In the intelligence community, all-seeing video became institutionalized.
The days of couriers shuttling suitcases full of hard drives back from the
battlefield are long since gone. The National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency, the spy agency responsible for aerial surveillance and
reconnaissance activities, now channels all-seeing surveillance footage
directly to its analysts in the United States. A program called Hiper Stare,
developed by the PIXIA Corporation, allows analysts to access the
government’s archive of wide-area video from anywhere in the world.
(Rahul Thakkar, one of the engineers who developed the software, received
an Oscar for his work on the computer graphics for a number of popular
films, including Shrek.)

Other wide-area systems were developed in parallel to Gorgon Stare and
they, too, have been used extensively. In 2007 the CIA and the NSA, which
was in the midst of an ambitious effort known as Real Time Regional
Gateway that sought to vacuum up every Iraqi electronic communication
that might be relevant to an IED cell, sponsored the development of a
system that combined a wide-area surveillance camera with a number of the
NSA’s classified electronic surveillance sensors. After the airplane
performed impressively at a large military and intelligence exercise called
Trident Specter, the Air Force adopted the idea and mounted the system on
an innocuous twin-prop plane, which it christened Blue Devil.

Blue Devil went to Afghanistan in December 2010, just 280 days after
the Air Force formally began working on the program. Shortly thereafter, it
was joined by a new variant of the Army’s Constant Hawk equipped with
MIT’s 800-megapixel MASIVS.



Concurrently, the Army contracted Logos Technologies, reportedly with
CIA backing, to put wide-area cameras on tethered blimps to help protect
forward operating bases in Afghanistan from Taliban mortar attacks and
ground assaults. In a matter of weeks following the contract, the company
sketched a design for what would go on to become the most widely used
wide-area camera developed to date, the 440-megapixel Kestrel.

First deployed in August 2011, the Army’s 38 Kestrel surveillance
blimps accrued over 200,000 flight hours. As of 2018, they remain in use at
two bases in Afghanistan and one in Iraq. Although Kestrel is primarily
used for defensive surveillance, it has also been used as an offensive
intelligence-collection device to identify suspected insurgents. In one
operation described to me, US analysts used the system to watch the funeral
of a suspected Taliban leader, and then tracked the attendees back to their
homes.

At DARPA, Brian Leininger, the ARGUS program manager, led an effort
to produce an infrared camera with the same coverage area and resolution
as the daylight version: ARGUS-IR. Though the materials and cooling
systems necessary for the design could at best be described as experimental
technologies at the time, Leininger’s former employer, Lockheed Martin,
completed the effort in 2014, producing two cameras of astounding
complexity and, judging by the snippets of footage I reviewed, from a flight
over Quantico, remarkable surveillant power.

As with the original ARGUS, it didn’t take long to find a customer
willing to take the infrared version to battle. Joint Special Operations
Command, the Pentagon unit responsible for sensitive counterterrorism
operations, including drone strikes and raids against high-value targets,
soon began building a surveillance aircraft equipped with ARGUS-IS and,
according to sources, the ARGUS-IR. Once deployed, the airplane will be
able to stare out over entire cities with equal acuity at high noon and
midnight.

To be sure, not all WAMI programs have been successful. In 2012 the
Army attempted to mount ARGUS on an experimental unmanned
helicopter called the A-160 Hummingbird, but abandoned the project after
it crashed during a flight test days before it was scheduled to deploy. The
next year, the Army called off an even more preposterous program that
aimed to fit a seven-story-tall blimp with a wide-area-surveillance system.
The Pentagon was forced to sell the prototype aircraft back to the



manufacturer for $301,000, one-one-thousandth of the $297 million that it
had spent developing it. It was therefore no surprise when the Air Force’s
attempt to build a second, larger and more complex version of Blue Devil
on a similarly gigantic blimp turned out to be an equally expensive disaster.

But these costly missteps appear to have done little to dim the Pentagon’s
appetite for wide-area surveillance. In 2018 the Air Force’s 427th Special
Operations Squadron, a tiny unit so secretive that the Pentagon is reluctant
to even acknowledge its existence, deployed modified CN-235 cargo planes
—equipped with all-seeing surveillance cameras mounted on the left side of
the fuselage—to Syria, where they shared the sky with Gorgon Stare. The
Air Force will say only that the 427th specializes in infiltration and
exfiltration. But the unit is also known to work closely with the CIA.

The Army, meanwhile, is building a fleet of surveillance planes known as
the Enhanced Medium Altitude Reconnaissance and Surveillance System,
for use largely in special-operations missions outside of declared war zones,
some of which will be equipped with wide-area sensors. As of 2017 the
Army had already deployed four of the aircraft for use in Africa and South
America, though it has offered scant detail as to what, exactly, they are
being used for.

The Army is also readying a fleet of multisensor spy planes called the
R0-6A, which will be equipped with a 174-megapixel six-lens camera
capable of reading the number on the back of a football player’s jersey, and
those of all his teammates, from four kilometers above the earth. They will
be ready for deployment by 2020.

In 2017 the Department of Defense also began building a new all-seeing
system destined for the Army Special Operations Command called simply
“Advanced Wide Area Motion Imagery,” which will be smaller and lighter
than existing cameras but just as powerful; DOD is also exploring a set of
technologies that suggest it is looking to build a wide-area sensor to be used
aboard the Army’s version of the Predator drone, the Gray Eagle.

The Air Force has even begun exploring the idea of a replacement for
Gorgon Stare. An internal study on the topic from 2018 noted 11 types of
targets the Air Force wants to track more effectively with this new system,
including forces in densely forested areas and individuals on foot in urban
settings.

And these are only the projects that are known. Sources I spoke to from
Big Safari, Livermore, the CIA, the Army, and the Air Force all alluded to



other systems, the details of which they said they were unauthorized to
discuss.

Unanswered Questions

The story of the all-seeing eye is remarkable. But it is incomplete. While it
is clear why the defense and intelligence establishment set out to build these
enormous cameras in the first place—to stop IEDs, to attack terrorist
networks, to save lives. But no substantive information has been made
public about what happened when these systems were actually put to their
intended mission. Did they work?

Many of those involved, like Big Safari’s Ed Topps, claim that Gorgon
Stare, like the other systems, has saved lives. But nobody is willing to
divulge exactly how it did so. The furious and ongoing investment in the
technology seems to suggest that it had some kind of effect, but the Air
Force declined repeated requests for even an approximate indication of
WAMI’s impact on the battlefield. These details are considered classified
operational information. Until they are declassified, it remains to be seen
whether the all-seeing eye lived up to the noble aspirations that spurred its
creation.

The little evidence that is available suggests that WAMI’s short history
has been a violent one. A laudatory webpage for an Air Force engineer who
won the coveted DOD “Scientist of the Quarter” award in the fall of 2014
noted that the Air Force’s Blue Devil, which he had worked on, was
“credited” with the capture or killing of over 1,200 people. An astonishing
toll on its own, the figure is all the more chilling when you consider that the
Blue Devil fleet consisted of just four aircraft that had been operational for
only a little over three years when the page was posted.

According to one Air Force official, Blue Devil helped lead forces to “a
number” of high-value targets involved in the IED networks, but it’s likely
that the majority of those 1,200 individuals rounded up with the system
were little more than low-level operatives. The US air campaign in Syria,
which is directly supported by Gorgon Stare Reapers and the 427th’s CN-
235s, has likewise decimated ISIS’s leadership and rank and file alike, but
the civilian toll of that campaign has been heavy. If WAMI has had any part



in the operations that took the lives of either those combatants or civilians,
or in missions that have directly saved the lives of others, the Pentagon
won’t say.

Either way, the public has a right to know, not just so that we can assess
the merits or demerits of the all-seeing eye as a weapon of war but also, just
as importantly, so that we can fully grapple with the prospect of its use as a
tool in times of peace. An inside joke among the engineers who built the
original all-seeing eye was that they might go down in history as the
creators of Big Brother. Today, it doesn’t seem all that funny anymore.
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A Murder in Baltimore

I� ��� ����� hours of August 17, 2014, I was riding my bike along
Lafayette Avenue in Brooklyn after a long night out with my brother and
his wife. At 2:43 a.m., as I crossed Lewis Avenue, I heard a popping sound
to my right and saw a group of four people darting silently into the
darkness, leaving behind a fifth person who fell, first to his knees, then to
his chest, in the middle of the street.

It took a few moments for me to realize that what I had just witnessed
was a shooting. As I circled back around the block to the victim, I heard
sirens approaching. A young man was lying on the ground, not moving. A
few feet away, a teenage girl was standing with her hands over her mouth,
staring at the boy with wide, teary eyes. The attackers were long gone.

Two days later, I managed to reach a detective who was working on the
case, and he asked me to come to the local precinct to answer some
questions. The victim, whose name was Taekwon Hart, was in critical
condition. He was nineteen years old.

In an interrogation room, the detective drew a map of the intersection and
some of the surrounding streets and asked me to show him how the
assailants had fled. I took the map, rotated it north-up, and drew an arrow
pointing west down Van Buren. I had no further information. I didn’t know
what the assailants were wearing or what they looked like.

A few days later, I called the detective to ask how Hart was doing. He
was going to survive, the detective said, but the investigation had stalled.
The shooting had joined the thousands of violent crime cases that remain
open in New York City every year.

If an all-seeing camera like Gorgon Stare had been flying over Brooklyn
the morning of the shooting, Hart’s assailants might not have walked free.
In the minutes after the attack, police could have tracked the perpetrators
forward in time as they escaped, as well as backward to where they had
come from. Even if the police couldn’t catch up to them that very day, they



would nevertheless have had a set of crucial leads. The simple logic of
wide-area surveillance—the more information you collect, the more likely
you are to find your adversary—applies as equally to the home front as it
does to the battlefield.

Like the US military, law enforcement agencies operate a variety of
surveillance aircraft, but they have many of the same drawbacks as
traditional military spy planes. The soda-straw sensors on most police
helicopters, for example, are great for chasing a single Ford Bronco down a
Los Angeles freeway. But they are incapable of watching more than one
incident simultaneously.

And since police helicopters are extremely expensive—a single system
may cost as much as $10 million to buy and thousands of dollars per hour to
operate—even large departments can afford only a small fleet of aircraft,
which are reserved for high-priority crimes. Most police work therefore
takes place without an eye in the sky. A single WAMI system, on the other
hand, could chase a Bronco and watch over a SWAT raid across town while
also keeping track of a number of lower-priority incidents, all at the same
time.

Nor are law enforcement aircraft particularly useful for the type of after-
action investigative work that might have helped find Taekwon Hart’s
attackers. The New York City Police Department’s helicopters usually take
at least 10 minutes to arrive on-scene following a call for service. If a
helicopter had responded on the night of the shooting—and as far as I can
tell, none did—the shooters would have been long gone by the time it
showed up. A WAMI would have been watching the whole time.

This synoptic view can also be useful in large, complex security
operations of the type that might be necessary during a terrorist attack.
Following a vehicle-ramming attack, say, analysts would be able to quickly
backtrack the vehicle to its point of origin in order to establish whether the
perpetrators are tied to a larger group that is planning further attacks the
same day. In the aftermath of an attack, analysts could likewise map out the
choke points and assist responders in directing the flow of people away
from danger.

All of the labs and companies that have produced WAMI were aware of
its potential for domestic use from the very beginning. In the fall of 2002,
just months after building the first wide-area prototype, the Livermore team
attempted to assemble an airship equipped with the system to send to



Washington, DC, to help find the perpetrators of a series of sniper attacks
that were terrorizing the city and surrounding areas.

Ultimately, the DC snipers were caught before the aircraft was ready. But
the team was undeterred. A report that it produced in 2006 describes how
Sonoma, the camera that would later evolve into Constant Hawk, could
track 8,000 targets simultaneously, making it perfect for the “more
ubiquitous and persistent surveillance” that, it noted, was now needed in the
post-9/11 era.

In the ensuing years, dozens of defense and security contractors have
worked to put these systems directly into the hands of US law enforcement
agencies at every level of government. As the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan
have wound down and demand from the Pentagon has slowed, these efforts
have accelerated.

Sierra Nevada, the contractor that built Gorgon Stare, has pitched its
peacetime version of the camera, Vigilant Stare, to the FBI and the Secret
Service, among other federal agencies. BAE demonstrated ARGUS for US
Customs and Border Protection in June 2015, as well as a number of other
agencies that no BAE or US officials will disclose by name, and it markets
its 100-megapixel Airborne Wide-Area Persistent Surveillance System
specifically for “harbor security, large sporting events, and anywhere wide
area surveillance is needed to help protect life and commodities.”

The defense firm Harris, which acquired the company that made the
infrared sensor for Gorgon Stare and more recently unveiled a wide-area
camera called CorvusEye 1500, has been particularly active in its marketing
efforts. In August 2015 the company provided one of its WAMI aircraft for
Urban Shield, a large yearly law enforcement and emergency-preparedness
exercise held in the San Francisco Bay Area. Responding to a fictional
terrorist plot to sabotage the local water supply, the airplane scanned a vast
expanse of suburbs, tracking both the “terrorists” milling about near the
Dunsmuir Reservoir and the movements of the response teams closing in a
few miles away.

Following the event, Harris lobbied the local sheriff who hosted the event
for an introduction to officials in neighboring Santa Clara, which was
preparing to host the 2016 Super Bowl (the effort was unsuccessful).

Logos Technologies, the Virginia-based contractor that makes a range of
wide-area cameras, puts on marketing flights for domestic agencies every
few months, while Commuter Air Technology, an Oklahoma-based



contractor that operates a variety of special-ops aircraft for the Pentagon,
maintains an airplane equipped with a 300-megapixel WAMI camera on
constant alert at one of its domestic facilities. It claims that it can respond to
emergencies anywhere in the continental United States within 24 hours.
 

A civilian GA8 single-prop plane equipped with a Consolidated Resource
Imaging WAMI surveillance system. A civilian GA8 single-prop plane
equipped with a Consolidated Resource Imaging WAMI surveillance
system.
Consolidated Resource Imaging/Nathan Crawford

 
MAG Aerospace, an aerial-imaging and -surveillance services firm that

has, according to promotional materials, surveilled over 13 million square
miles of territory for military units, offers a Cessna equipped with a state-
of-the-art Logos camera that can likewise be deployed on short notice for
customers anywhere in the United States. Consolidated Resources Imaging,
the company that ran Constant Hawk operations in Iraq, provides a similar
set of services with a GA8 single-prop airplane. Like all domestic WAMI
aircraft, to the untrained eye CRI’s GA8 has few external markers to
differentiate it from a regular benign civilian aircraft.

The defense contractor L-3 sells a specialized intelligence airplane,
SPYDR, that can be configured to carry wide-area-surveillance systems,
specifically certified for use in domestic airspace. The company’s tagline
for the system: “Your target cannot escape SPYDR.” (In the fall of 2018, L-



3 announced a merger with Harris, creating the world’s sixth-largest
defense company—one with an extensive WAMI repertoire.)

Much of the marketing material for these campaigns is available online,
and it is eye-popping stuff. In a promotional video for CorvusEye, a stern
narrator explains how a camera that watches an entire city is perfect for
fighting “illegal and threatening activities around borders, high-profile
events, and critical infrastructure.” Logos’s website features a sleek and
cheery “What is WAMI?” primer. Northrop Grumman’s promotional video
for its 200-megapixel HawkEye features a heavily armed police force
raiding a building under the airplane’s watchful gaze. The clip has all the
cinematic polish of a high-budget action movie.

Other companies that appear to be actively marketing and selling wide-
area spy technology for domestic surveillance services include Special
Operations Solutions, Stevens Aviation, Avcon Industries, Valair Aviation,
Support Systems Association, as well as Panopses, a firm founded by
Yiannis Antoniades, the engineer who designed ARGUS (Antoniades
declined to provide much detail when we spoke, though perhaps the
company tagline says it all: “The ubiquitous WAMI project”).

These firms are determined to get the all-seeing eye into as many law
enforcement agencies as possible, and their eventual success is virtually
certain. Someday, every major city in the United States will be watched by
a wide-area surveillance system. The question is, at what cost?

Man on a Mission

If there is one person who might be called the Henry Ford of wide-area
surveillance, it’s retired Air Force colonel Ross McNutt. Tall and imposing
in build but avuncular in affect, McNutt did not invent the technology, but
he has done more than any other individual to bring it into the mainstream.
Like his colleagues on the Angel Fire and Constant Hawk projects, McNutt
was enthralled by the idea of wide-area surveillance. While still in the Air
Force, he had developed an audacious plan for several more development
cycles of Angel Fire, culminating with a 24-lens camera with a complement
of precision bombs to strike targets identified in the footage.



Like the others, McNutt always knew that WAMI’s potential extended
well beyond the battlefield to the domestic sphere. Shortly after leaving the
Air Force in 2007—following the transfer of the Angel Fire project to the
Air Force Research Laboratory—he built an eight-lens camera modeled on
Angel Fire and founded a company, Persistent Surveillance Systems, with
the aim of providing wide-area surveillance services to domestic law
enforcement agencies. In a matter of years, McNutt would find himself
running the most extensive domestic wide-area surveillance program ever
carried out in the United States—and generating a huge amount of
attention, not all of it favorable, for both himself and the technology that he
so adamantly believes holds the answer to many of the problems that beset
the modern American city.

Upon founding PSS, McNutt sketched out an operating concept for
domestic wide-area surveillance that, like the camera itself, mirrored the
military’s approach abroad. A small civilian airplane would trace high-
altitude orbits over a city, feeding the video from the onboard camera in real
time down to trained analysts in a command center on the ground.

If any crime occurred that might benefit from an aerial perspective, the
analysts, who would be monitoring incoming emergency calls for service,
could zoom in to the location and begin tracking anybody who had been
involved in the incident both forward and backward. By the time detectives
began working on the case, the company would have prepared a detailed
map showing where suspects had been in the hours before and after an
incident, who they had interacted with, and, ideally, where they lived.

It wasn’t long before McNutt began to attract interest. His first customer
was the Philadelphia Police Department, which contracted the company to
carry out several trial flights in February 2008. Three months later, McNutt
demonstrated the system for the Secret Service and the FBI with a series of
live surveillance flights over Baltimore.

That fall, McNutt traveled to the International Association of Chiefs of
Police annual conference, in San Diego, where he met José Reyes Estrada
Ferriz, the municipal president of Ciudad Juárez in Mexico. Juárez had
become an epicenter of the Mexican drug wars. By some estimates,
residents of the city were statistically more likely to die in violence than
civilians in Afghanistan or Iraq. Ferriz felt that Persistent Surveillance
Systems was exactly what Juárez needed, and he hired the company to
establish a full-time surveillance program.



Less than two hours into the company’s first operational flight over
Juárez, in early 2009, the camera recorded a man being shot in the head in
an alleyway. According to McNutt, when police arrived on the scene, not a
single witness was willing to speak about what had happened, even though
PSS analysts had observed at least half a dozen people with a direct line of
sight of the shooting. One individual, who appeared to have been the
triggerman, had fled the scene in a car that had been idling nearby. The car
had then taken a long, circuitous escape route across the city, stopping at
three separate locations along the way.

PSS also tracked a second vehicle that had circled the scene of the crime
twice before speeding off to a house on the other side of town, as well as a
third vehicle that had fled from the scene moments after the shooting. Using
Google Maps, the analysts were able to provide investigators with a list of
addresses where each of the cars had stopped over the following hours.

Soon, the analysts were inundated with cases. After a different murder
weeks later, the team found that the two likely assailants had interacted with
the driver of a vehicle that had proceeded to head down to the local
precinct. The team realized that it was a detective who was likely
collaborating with the assailants. “It made you go ‘Oh, shit,’” said McNutt
as he later walked me through the footage.

Fearing that one of the cartels in the city might try to disrupt the
surveillance operations, McNutt and his employer had taken measures to
minimize leaks. Only a handful of officials in the Mexican government
were informed about the program, and the company often fed its findings to
a single law enforcement contact. McNutt also covertly provided
intelligence to the US Drug Enforcement Administration and other US
agencies, ostensibly as a form of insurance. The hotel that housed the
analyst cell was kept under tight security, and the team was instructed to
venture outside as little as possible.

In total, 2,643 people were killed in Juárez that year. McNutt showed me
a list of crimes his team had observed and investigated during the run of the
operation: “body dumping by a bridge; attempted execution; execution of a
city official; execution on street; double murder; murder in a mall parking
lot.” He showed me one especially troubling clip in which a police officer
was shot to death while driving to work. In the footage, the assailants
display the cool, coordinated precision of a Navy SEAL team.



The PSS program was cut short by an abrupt turnover in city government
just six months after it began. Even so, in that time the company’s analysts
had provided investigators leads for more than 30 murders.

A Billionaire’s Bet

McNutt wasn’t in Juárez long enough to significantly reduce the city’s
murder rate, but it did get him noticed back in the United States. In the fall
of 2015 McNutt was contacted by representatives of John D. Arnold, a
media-shy billionaire who had founded the energy-based Texas hedge fund
Centaurus Advisors. Through his personal foundation, the John and Laura
Arnold Foundation, Arnold had been funding the development of a number
of new crime-fighting technologies, including a criminal-sentencing
computer program called Public Safety Assessment that calculates an
offender’s risk of recidivism based on dozens of data points. Arnold had
learned about PSS through a podcast, and he was interested in sponsoring
McNutt’s efforts.

For McNutt, who still hadn’t managed to establish a long-term contract
with a US city, it was a welcome offer. In the lags between law enforcement
jobs, PSS had worked on less flashy projects, like surveying corn crops for
Monsanto, but McNutt had remained fixated on the idea of getting the
technology into police hands. He had come close to making deals with Los
Angeles and Dayton, but Los Angeles had ultimately decided that the
technology did not match the city’s specific needs at the time, while
Dayton’s proposed program was called off after it was met with opposition
from local residents.

A representative from Arnold’s foundation asked McNutt to propose an
American city where deployment of an extensive surveillance program
might serve to establish the technology’s credentials. McNutt wrote back 10
minutes later and suggested Baltimore.

In many ways, Baltimore was a logical choice. The city was battling a
crime wave of warlike proportions. The previous year had been the
bloodiest on record, and 2015 was on track to be even worse. Sixty percent
of the city’s recent murders remained unsolved.



The Baltimore Police Department had already demonstrated that it wasn’t
averse to new, experimental, even controversial technologies. The BPD had
also recently completed the installation of a large and sophisticated network
of CCTV cameras called CitiWatch that appeared to have led to a consistent
drop in crime rates around the city. Since 2007, it had employed StingRay
cell site simulators, which are used to track a suspect’s cell phone, in more
than 4,000 operations.

The Baltimore police had also been an early adopter of Geofeedia, a
software program developed with funding from the CIA’s venture-capital
fund, In-Q-Tel, that monitored thousands of local social media accounts to
help investigators find leads on past crimes, as well as identify people who,
based on the content of their posts and their known social connections,
could be deemed likely to commit future offenses.

In 2015 BPD used Geofeedia to assemble social media images from the
protests following the death of Freddie Gray, a 25-year-old black man who
sustained severe injuries while in its custody. Analysts ran the images
through a facial-recognition system to identify protesters with outstanding
warrants so that they could be arrested, according to a Geofeedia report,
“directly from the crowd.” After this and similar counterprotest operations
in other US cities were revealed the following year, the major social media
platforms revoked Geofeedia’s access to their data and BPD terminated the
program.

The city also appeared to be open to accepting offers of free, untested
surveillance services. During the Freddie Gray protests, BPD had agreed to
deploy software newly developed by a local social media monitoring
company, ZeroFox, which claimed that it could identify “threat actors”—
those individuals among the protesters who were most likely to incur or
incite violence. Working pro bono, ZeroFox designated as threat actors
numerous peaceful activists, including two prominent Black Lives Matter
organizers whose actions a judge later found to be wholly protected by the
First Amendment.

For years, McNutt had been courting the director of Baltimore’s CCTV
program, who maintained a keen interest in his work but had never been
able to secure funding to hire the company. After hearing from the Arnold
Foundation, McNutt contacted the official and explained that the money
would be put up on the city’s behalf.



Now the proposal quickly ascended the BPD chain of command. Within
a month, Baltimore police commissioner Kevin Davis approved the
program, and John Arnold made a personal donation of $360,000 to the
city. (An Arnold Foundation spokesperson declined to comment for this
book.) By January 2016, PSS was airborne over Baltimore. At first, the
initiative, which had been given the intentionally anodyne name
Community Support Program, was billed as a pilot project that would
conclude in the fall of 2016, at which point it would be presented to the city
government—which had not been privy to the deal—for approval as a
permanent operation.

Under the terms of its agreement with the police, as often as the weather
permitted the company would fly a single-prop Cessna with no police
markings equipped with a 192-megapixel camera in a circular orbit from
11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., with a 30-minute break to refuel. BPD had
designated two orbits—one that covered more of the western portions of the
city and another positioned slightly farther to the northeast—and would
direct the company to fly one or the other based on where criminal activity
was expected to be concentrated on any given day. The camera would
generate one 32-square-mile frame per second. In a single flight, it might
capture a homicide, three or four assaults, dozens of muggings, and
hundreds of drug deals. Typically operated at about 10,000 feet above
ground level, the aircraft would be difficult to detect with the naked eye.
McNutt was instructed to focus on what he calls “unsolvable crimes,” major
violent incidents with no human witnesses.

The Operation

When I first spoke by phone with Ross McNutt in the spring of 2016, his
tone suggested the controlled, slow-burning intensity of a military
commander in battle. “I’m dealing with a murder, a mugging, and about
forty dirt bikes,” he said, “but what can I do for you, sir?” After I explained
that I was writing a book about wide-area surveillance, he said that, as luck
would have it, he was in the middle of conducting a surveillance program.
If I promised to keep the details of what he was doing, and where he was



doing it, a secret, and as long as the book wasn’t published before the fall, I
could come down and see exactly what he was up to.

I arrived in Baltimore on a muggy, overcast morning in mid-July. McNutt
met me in a bland office building downtown and led me, through a heavy
metal door that was unmarked but for a small sheet of paper with the words
COMMUNITY SUPPORT PROGRAM taped to it, into a rather dreary office. In a
large conference room, McNutt switched on a pair of projectors and typed
some commands on a keyboard. A few moments later, the entire wall in
front of us lit up with an aerial view of the city stretching from downtown
Baltimore in the east to the Edmondson Village neighborhood in the west.

This was footage from the previous day; as the city was now cloaked in a
heavy cover of low-lying clouds, the plane was grounded, giving the
analysts a window to catch up on their extensive caseload.

McNutt began clicking a mouse. With each click, the footage moved
forward by a single frame. Tens of thousands of cars were visible, hopping
along the city’s streets and avenues in one-second intervals. McNutt
zoomed in. Tiny, single-pixel shadows seemed to be floating along the
sidewalks. Those, McNutt explained, were people.

As McNutt and I conversed, a staffer walked into the conference room
and hovered at the door. McNutt turned to him. “Yes, sir?”

“It’s a homicide,” the man replied.
“I should go deal with that,” McNutt said, leaving me alone in front of

his godlike view of Baltimore. When he returned, he appeared unfazed by
whatever had taken place in the adjoining room.

Rather than hiring ex-military intelligence analysts, McNutt explained,
he prefers to employ young civilians with experience in video games. The
PSS software even uses familiar gaming keystrokes for certain commands.
A good analyst can track a car three to four times faster than the car itself
travels on the ground. In one case, analysts had followed a motorcycle
allegedly involved in an assault on a police officer for over an hour as it
threaded its way through the city. Within two hours, the suspects had been
arrested. In some cases, analysts had managed to track a vehicle for up to
four hours.

The analysts found that vehicles that had been involved in violent crimes
tended to drive into the city’s downtown, perhaps in the hopes of losing the
police helicopters between the skyscrapers. After one homicide, a single
vehicle that the analysts were tracking stopped at 22 different locations. A



detective involved in one of the cases said that it would have taken weeks to
piece together such a detailed narrative of the suspects’ moves from CCTV
footage alone.

In another instance, after tracking a suspect from the scene of a shooting
to a nearby townhouse, investigators found that the address had been the
site of multiple calls for service in recent years. They scoured the names of
men who had been involved in those incidents and checked their mugshots
against CCTV footage of the suspect. Within minutes, they had a match.
The suspect, who just a few minutes earlier had been nothing more than a
fleeting pixel, now had a name. He was arrested that same day. (A BPD
spokesperson did not respond to multiple requests for comment.)

Sometimes the most valuable information about a suspect is gleaned not
from chasing them forward in time as they escape the scene of the crime,
but rather backward to the minutes and hours leading up to the act. As the
Angel Fire engineer Steve Suddarth, who has also been working to bring
WAMI technology into domestic use, put it, “Bank robbers put a lot of
effort into planning their escape and their hideout after their crime.
Relatively few, however, take the same precautions before the action.”

A suspect’s movements prior to a crime might reveal their regular home
address and help lead investigators to accomplices and associates. Even
mundane information about a suspect’s daily routine can be useful. In
Juárez, investigators would use information about a suspect’s whereabouts
in the lead-up to a crime to dupe him into believing that an associate was
cooperating with investigators. Thinking that his accomplices had turned
against him, a suspect might then offer a confession in exchange for a more
lenient charge.

Following a violent crime, the technology also allowed the analysts in
Baltimore to identify bystanders who might have information about the
incident but had not come forward on their own. The analysts were often
just as dogged in their pursuit of witnesses as they were in chasing the
perpetrators themselves. After one shooting that injured two elderly
bystanders, McNutt’s team tracked two dozen vehicles that had been in the
area at the time in the hope of finding someone who would talk.

Persistent Surveillance Systems had also developed techniques for
persistent surveillance that mirror those employed by the likes of the CIA in
operations abroad. In particular, by offering a single, seamless view of an
area, the cameras enabled the company to thread together complex



narratives that might not have been easy to discern from ground level. The
city offered many opportunities to demonstrate those capabilities. After
several months of operations in Baltimore, McNutt’s analysts noticed that
certain vehicles of interest were moving around the city in coordinated
patterns that reminded them of the tactics employed by Mexican drug
cartels in Juárez.

At the time of my visit, the team was staking out one location in
particular, a small, rundown convenience store that they believed was
implicated in a large-scale criminal enterprise. Every day more than a dozen
cars would visit the store, in some cases coming straight off a nearby
highway just to make a two-minute stop. To the analysts, it seemed unlikely
that all these people were driving so far out of their way just to buy a soda.
Some of the vehicles that came by the store had later been connected to
shootings and stabbings.

Technically, the Baltimore Police Department’s CCTV data-retention
policy required the city to discard any footage that wasn’t directly related to
an open investigation after 45 days. The policy might prove to be an
obstacle to such an operation (which was not a formal investigation). But
McNutt told me that because the camera will invariably capture evidence
that is related to an ongoing investigation somewhere in the frame, the
department could always find a reason to hold on to all the data indefinitely.
(By the end of the month following my visit, the company had conducted at
least seven such special operations and investigations.)

McNutt believed that the convenience store was selling ingredients used
to cut heroin for resale on the street. If the police launched a raid, he was
sure they could take down at least 15 distributors in one fell swoop. A
police supervisor had approved the aerial stakeout, but there was no
warrant, nor did the operation appear to be tied to an ongoing effort by
detectives on the ground. McNutt was going it alone.

Above the Law

Nothing in US federal law prohibits the domestic aerial spying activities I
have just described. When WAMI operators head out to fly military-grade
surveillance cameras over populous areas, they might inform authorities, as



Steve Suddarth did when I flew with him in Albuquerque, that they are
conducting a “photo mission.” But even that seemingly benign disclosure
isn’t necessary from a legal standpoint.

How so? Say you’re on a commercial flight and you pass over Baltimore.
You pull out your phone and take a picture. Much of the area that you have
photographed is private property, but have you violated anybody’s privacy?
You’d probably say no, and you’d be right.

But what if, instead of your phone, you use a professional camera
equipped with a telescopic lens that’s strong enough to make out individual
people in their backyards? Though your actions might raise some eyebrows
among your fellow passengers, they are, from a legal standpoint, no
different from the first example.

Let’s say you take it a step further. You fly a helicopter over the city at a
thousand feet. Now, with your telescopic camera, you can even make out
distinctive features of the people in your frame. Surely this isn’t legal, you
might say. Surely a bright line exists between snapping a photo with your
phone from an airplane window and focusing a telescopic lens from a few
hundred feet over someone’s backyard.

But there isn’t. Even if you happen to record someone sunbathing in a
backyard, it is not your fault. It’s theirs, for not taking better precautions to
protect themselves from aerial observation.*

This is because the airspace over America falls into the same legal
category as other public spaces like sidewalks, roads, parks, and beaches—
and it isn’t illegal to take photographs of private property, or private
citizens, from public space. As such, we have no expectation of privacy
from above. (Publishing particularly sensitive images may land you in
trouble, but here we are talking only about the act of capturing that data.)

Even the most secretive organizations in the US government are not
necessarily safe from aerial observation. In the spring of 1998 an NSA
employee who goes by the nickname Cheebie was standing in the parking
lot of the agency’s headquarters in Maryland when a civilian helicopter
equipped with a strange round object under its nose—a camera, he realized
in horror—flew directly overhead. A group of employees inside the
building worried that the helicopter crew might have even been able to see
into their offices through their open blinds.

As it turned out, the helicopter was being operated by a film crew
working on, believe it or not, Enemy of the State. They were taking a series



of establishing shots of the agency’s sleek glass complex. Wasn’t there
anything the agency could have done to prevent the flight? Cheebie and
other employees asked the NSA administration. There wasn’t. “Believe
me,” wrote one public relations official in response to the queries, “we
tried.”

A few days earlier, members of the film’s production team had met with
a group of NSA officials, and had explained that they were planning a series
of flights over the facility in the following weeks. The officials protested
the idea, but they had no grounds, legally speaking, to stand in the way. The
airspace over the complex is public. All the Enemy of the State crew had to
do was file a flight plan and call it a photo mission.

Capitalizing on this gap, as some might call it, in standing privacy law,
wide-area-camera manufacturers and users often turn the all-seeing eye on
peacetime populations in the United States and elsewhere without their
knowledge. Sierra Nevada flies Gorgon Stare cameras over suburbs in
Colorado for testing. PV Labs, a Canadian firm, has flown its 300-
megapixel camera over various US and Canadian cities, including Charlotte
and Wilmington, North Carolina, and Ontario. The Australian Department
of Defence has tested a wide-area camera in exercises over Adelaide (Au.)
and Ottawa. MIT Lincoln Laboratory has flown its giant surveillance
systems over downtown Boston. Harris has extensively surveilled the city
of Rochester, and the Air Force has spent hours recording Ohio State
University’s campus in Columbus. Steve Suddarth’s various flights over
Albuquerque have been used by researchers at the University of Missouri to
test a vehicle-tracking algorithm. In Pasadena, he flew a test flight over a
crowd of tens of thousands of people at the 2016 Rose Bowl.

Perhaps most alarming of all, in September 2007, as part of a $4 million
exercise backed by the CIA and NSA called Bluegrass, the people of
Lubbock, Texas, were surveilled by two all-seeing-eye cameras, plus two
radars that can detect thousands of moving targets on the ground
simultaneously, as well as a soda-straw airplane, for an undisclosed number
of days. The aim of the operation was to come up with ways of blending
multiple surveillance feeds into a single view of the battlefield (a topic
we’ll get to later in the book). A US Army lab that is in possession of the
footage describes it as a “large” data set. It is also a detailed data set. In one
clip that I reviewed, several cars are tracked along Flint Avenue, a quiet
residential street.



The CIA proposed conducting a follow-up to Bluegrass over an
undisclosed US city in 2014, with the goal of figuring out how to better
mesh traditional intelligence sources with social media feeds, but it appears
the operation never materialized, or was never revealed.

Such flights continue to this day. In the summer of 2017, shortly before it
was deployed to Syria, the Air Force 427th Special Operations Squadron’s
top-secret WAMI airplane spent more than 50 hours flying orbits over
Seattle, in some cases loitering over a single neighborhood (Bellevue and
Renton were favorites) for 4 or 5 hours at a time.

Even I have had a close call with a wide-area surveillance operation
without knowing it. In 2014 I attended an art fair in Grand Rapids,
Michigan. A week before my visit, the firm Consolidated Resource
Imaging, which is based in Grand Rapids, flew a mock surveillance mission
over the city to demonstrate how an all-seeing eye could be used for large
public events.

When it comes to law enforcement, police are likewise free to use aerial
video surveillance without a warrant or special permission. Under current
privacy law, these operations are just as legal as an officer spotting unlawful
activity while walking or driving through a neighborhood. Say, for example,
an officer sees a grove of marijuana plants through the open window of a
house. Since the cop is standing in public space—on a road or sidewalk—
he or she obviously doesn’t need “permission” to see the illicit plantation,
or a warrant to photograph the scene.

The only caveat to police aerial surveillance activities is that they must
employ a “publicly accessible technology,” a term that has been defined,
somewhat vaguely, in a small number of court cases. In two cases from the
1980s stemming from investigations in which police used daytime cameras
aboard low-flying aircraft to spot marijuana plantations from the air, the
Supreme Court had ruled that the law enforcement agencies had not
violated the Fourth Amendment, since both helicopters and commercial
daytime cameras are generally publicly available (if not exactly affordable).

In another case, Kyllo v. United States, which stemmed from an incident
in Oregon in which police looking for indoor marijuana plantations had
pointed an infrared camera at the plaintiff’s garage from a public vantage
point, the court ruled that the police’s actions constituted a warrantless
search, as an infrared camera most definitely did not constitute a publicly
available technology.



The courts have yet to rule as to which side of the “publicly accessible”
divide a 200-megapixel camera capable of watching a whole city at once
would fall, but so far no law enforcement agency using WAMI has faced a
legal challenge.

In case such a challenge ever were to arise in Baltimore, McNutt had
compiled a memo outlining the legal basis for wide-area aerial surveillance
in the United States. In effect, Persistent Surveillance System’s operation in
Baltimore was legally equivalent to a private citizen (“a guy with a
camera,” as McNutt put it) who submits photographic evidence of crimes to
the police. “It’s pretty much a slam-dunk case,” he said, handing me a copy
of the memo. Since the PSS cameras were not peering into people’s homes,
he explained, and since anything visible through the camera is visible from
the sky, a public space, the company was, at least for the time being, in the
clear.

Look Up

The laxity of US privacy law when it comes to the sky has not gone
unnoticed by US law enforcement agencies, and the last few years have
seen an astounding surge in persistent aerial surveillance over domestic soil
by way of advanced police helicopters, soda-straw surveillance planes that
continuously orbit targets in the fashion of Air Force Predators, and small
multicopter drones—all of which is setting the stage for a future in which
everybody is watched, all the time, from above.

On July 23, 2014, a Reddit user with the handle “jeandubrulee” wrote on
one of the site’s chatboards that a number of mysterious single-prop civilian
airplanes had been flying tight circles over McLean and Langley, Virginia;
one of the aircrafts’ tail numbers was registered to a company called NG
Research, but Google searches on the firm turned up little information.

Fellow Redditors following the discussion soon discovered the tail
numbers of at least five other aircraft that appeared to be involved in the
operation. One of the airplanes was sending out a transponder code—which
air traffic controllers use to identify aircraft—that the FBI had been known
to use for surveillance operations. Another aircraft, tail number N859JA,
had spent several days flying a similar pattern over Quincy, Massachusetts,



the previous year. No official explanation had been provided about the
scope or intent of the surveillance in either case.

The following year, in May 2015, at the height of the Freddie Gray
protests in Baltimore, a man named Benjamin Shayne observed a small
civilian airplane circling over the city for hours on end. “Anyone know who
has been flying the light plane in circles above the city for the last few
nights?” he asked on Twitter. Seven minutes later, a Twitter user named
Pete Cimbolic replied that he had found the airplane on a flight-tracking
website. It, too, was registered to NG Research.

Cimbolic, a former employee of the American Civil Liberties Union,
soon discovered that a second aircraft, a small corporate jet, had been
tracing another orbit pattern over western portions of the city. He forwarded
his discovery to the ACLU, which filed a Freedom of Information Act
request with the FBI, DEA, and the Marshals Service.

Evidence logs released in response to the FOIA request showed that the
FBI was behind the operations. It had begun aerial surveillance flights in
Baltimore on April 28, three days after the first violent protests broke out,
and had flown 36 hours of surveillance over the course of the following
weeks. It had used both daylight and infrared soda-straw cameras, as well
as electronic surveillance systems, the details of which it refused to
disclose. NG Research turned out to be an FBI front company.

In response to the FOIA request, the FBI also provided an excerpt of its
Domestic Investigations and Operations Guide, in which it asserts, like
McNutt and others, that Fourth Amendment protections do not extend to the
surveillance of citizens from public airspace.

The Freddie Gray surveillance operation was not in any way
extraordinary. A former FBI agent who ran a special-operations group told
me that aerial spycraft had long been part of the FBI’s modus operandi. In
testimony before the House Committee on the Judiciary that fall, FBI
director James Comey explained that when investigators are unable to
follow a target in a car or by foot, they will often resort to aerial
surveillance. Asked about the extent of these airborne operations, Comey
assured the committee that the bureau only operates a “small number of
airplanes.”

Comey’s idea of “a small number of airplanes” is probably somewhat
different from yours or mine. In April 2016 BuzzFeed reported that the FBI
had used more than 100 aircraft to conduct 1,950 surveillance flights in a



single four-month period in the fall and winter of the previous year. Most of
these flights had been operated by a series of front companies like NG
Research, all of which had similarly generic names—NBR Aviation, PXW
Services, and so on.

The FBI explained that it used its aircraft to chase high-priority
individuals such as “terrorists, spies, and serious criminals.” And, to be
sure, the planes’ flight paths did closely resemble the persistent-stare orbits
that Predator pilots employed on insurgent leaders in the Middle East. (FBI
spokesperson Christopher Allen told BuzzFeed that the planes may also
spend extended periods of time circling over a city simply waiting for a
suspect to come out of a building.)

And yet the number of flights dropped by over 70 percent on weekends,
which seemed to suggest that many of the targets weren’t necessarily the
type of high-value suspects that require 24/7 surveillance. On
Thanksgiving, the flights stopped almost entirely. Many of the operations
took place over Muslim-majority neighborhoods, such as San Francisco’s
Little Kabul and an area in Minneapolis known as Little Mogadishu.

The FBI is not alone among federal law enforcement agencies in its
expanding use of aerial surveillance. The Department of Homeland Security
operates a large fleet of surveillance planes, many of which appear to have
been used for missions in support of other state and local agencies.

Customs and Border Protection, an agency within the Department of
Homeland Security, is likely to be the first US federal agency to acquire
WAMI for routine operations. The agency, which maintains a small fleet of
unarmed soda-straw Reapers for border and maritime surveillance, has held
a strong interest in wide-area surveillance ever since the Lawrence
Livermore team demonstrated one of its early cameras on the southern
border. Representatives from DHS even attended some of the CIA’s regular
wide-area-surveillance conferences.

In 2012, after a DHS official met John Marion at one of the conferences,
the agency hosted a demonstration of a Logos surveillance blimp at
Nogales. On the first night of the operation, the camera led to the capture of
35 smugglers and migrants. By the end of the week, the authorities had
apprehended more than 80 people using intelligence gathered from the
camera. More significantly, over the course of the test period, the flow of
people moving through the area had tapered off to a trickle. The organizers



concluded that groups on the other side of the border had begun diverting
their routes to avoid the blimp.

Two of CBP’s Reapers are already equipped with a Vehicle and
Dismount Exploitation Radar, a wide-area ground-surveillance system that
was developed, like WAMI, as part of the Pentagon’s counter-IED project
in order to track insurgent forces roving in vehicles and on foot throughout
the countryside. According to CBP officials, the radars, which also allow
operators to peer deep into Mexican territory without leaving US airspace,
have spotted more than 30,000 people crossing into the United States
illegally, and have led to the seizure of over 12,000 pounds of cocaine. CBP
has already invested in a number of efforts to process the data from a wide-
area surveillance system, a strong indicator that it plans to buy into WAMI
sooner or later. (If it hasn’t already: one Department of Homeland Security
document from 2013 refers to a single drone, also based in Sierra Vista,
Arizona, that was equipped with a “Wide Area Surveillance System.” No
other CBP document appears to refer to the system, which is described as
being capable of scanning an area six kilometers wide.)

Aside from DHS and the FBI, the Marshals Service maintains a secretive
task force known as the Air Surveillance Branch, which provides “vital
intelligence during the investigation and arrest of some of the country’s
most dangerous fugitives,” according to the agency’s website.

Even state and local police forces are increasingly watching their
communities from the sky. In 2017 reporters from BuzzFeed ran US air
traffic data through an algorithm that detects flight patterns commonly
associated with surveillance activities, like repeated orbits over a single
location, and discovered dozens of new unreported programs. The team
found persistent surveillance programs over Los Angeles and Orange,
California, and Phoenix, Arizona, among other cities. An investigation
published by the Texas Observer in 2018 found that between January 2015
and July 2017 a single agency, the Texas Department of Public Safety,
conducted hundreds of flights over the state’s urban areas. These included a
number of missions that appeared to have ventured over, or at the very least
peered beyond, the Mexican border, as well as 38 sorties over Austin and
274 flights over the town of Roma, population: 10,265.

None of these operations have been widely publicized by the officials
who approved them, and some have been actively concealed. The Palm
Beach County Sheriff’s Office in Florida has been found to have run a least



one secret surveillance plane through a shell company called Five Point
Aerial Survey for several years.

With the advent of commercial drones, even the smallest police
departments can now put an eye in the sky. As of mid-2018 there were more
than 600 state and local law enforcement agencies operating drones in US
airspace. These small unmanned aircraft have only a fraction of the
endurance and imaging power of manned aircraft, but they can serve as a
powerful surveillance tool all the same. And soon, even an inexpensive
drone might be all it takes for a law enforcement department to cast a wide
surveillance net over an entire metropolitan area, a possibility I’ll examine
in the pages ahead.

Before long, US skies will also be home to larger drones capable of
conducting military-grade surveillance. Predators and Reapers have already
proven themselves to be unsurprisingly useful in domestic operations. In the
summer of 2011 a Department of Homeland Security Reaper helped resolve
a lengthy armed standoff involving four cattle thieves at a remote ranch in
Lakota, North Dakota. Using surveillance footage from the drone, a SWAT
team was able to descend on the property and arrest the men without
incident. The California National Guard has, in turn, deployed Predators
and Reapers to aid in the fighting of wildfires, and once used one of the
aircraft to help find a man who went missing in Eldorado National Forest.

These operations took place in heavily controlled airspace where the risk
of a collision between the drones and manned aircraft was minimal. But the
Federal Aviation Administration, NASA, the Pentagon, and a cohort of
large military defense contractors and industry groups have been working to
develop collision-avoidance technologies, air-traffic-management systems,
and policies that would enable large drones to have, as one Pentagon
planning document put it, “routine” access to the same airspace that you or
I use when we fly commercial.

The defense contractor General Atomics Aeronautical Systems has
already optimized a number of its Reaper drones for use in civilian airspace,
and company officials say they plan to have the Reaper fully certified for
unrestricted flights in domestic skies by 2025. In 2018 a variant of the
Reaper called the SkyGuardian crossed the Atlantic through entirely public
airspace. The SkyGuardian has enough carrying capacity for a Gorgon
Stare–sized camera, and it can stay airborne for more than 30 hours. Just
imagine what your local precinct could do with one of those.



A Shooting, Plainly Seen

On my final day in Baltimore, McNutt invited me to a briefing that the
Community Support Program had prepared for a team of three BPD
detectives investigating a recent murder. At approximately four thirty in the
afternoon on July 10, police discovered a 31-year-old man, Robert
McIntosh, who’d been shot several times on a quiet block in a
neighborhood known as Madison Park. McIntosh died on the way to the
hospital, and no witnesses to the crime had come forward. But the camera
had been watching.

In the footage from McNutt’s airplane, McIntosh can be seen standing
with a group of five men on the sidewalk. Suddenly, McIntosh is lying on
the ground and the group disperses. One of the men, whom the analysts
believe was the shooter, runs down a side street, while three others walk
away calmly to the southeast. A fifth individual gets into a silver sedan,
circles around the block, and picks up the alleged shooter in a nearby alley.

Tracking the sedan backwards in time, the analysts found that it had
begun its misadventure outside a public school 45 minutes prior to the
shooting. The car had taken a meandering route through the area, at one
point pulling into a dead-end street to rendezvous with a second vehicle, a
black SUV. The sedan had proceeded to a parking lot, where McIntosh’s
shooter was waiting. The driver and the shooter then joined McIntosh and
the other men on a sidewalk one block away.
 



A satellite image showing the coverage of the Community Support
Program’s surveillance orbits over Baltimore. The BPD would direct
Persistent Surveillance Systems to either the eastern orbit or western orbit
depending on where more crimes were expected on any given day. Each
orbit captured 32 square miles of the city.
Google Earth

 
After the shooting, the alleged shooter and the driver took a long drive

through the city, doubling back on themselves several times—behavior,
McNutt noted, that the analysts often observed in cars escaping crime
scenes. Eventually, they joined the rush hour traffic inching along West
Pratt Street, a major thoroughfare that cuts through downtown. A couple of
minutes later, the sedan drove along a street that I recognized. It was half a
block from the Community Support Program analysis center where the
briefing was taking place.

The analysts had unfettered access to Baltimore’s network of CCTV
cameras, which they used to supplement their aerial imagery. If they lost a
visual track on a vehicle from the air, they would turn to the footage from
nearby ground-level cameras to find it again. From the CCTV images, one
of the detectives was able to determine that the car was a late-model Chevy
Cruz. The CSP team had also synced up their footage with CCTV feeds
from around Madison Park showing close-ups of the remaining suspects
who had been with McIntosh at the time of the shooting.

When the analysts came to a slide showing the car sitting in traffic on
West Pratt, another detective noted that it was beside one of the city’s public



buses, which had recently been fitted with external CCTV cameras. He
suggested that the analysts check with the city’s transport authority to see if
the bus had picked up a good image of the car’s license plate number.*

All told, PSS had provided the investigators with the make, model, and
year of a suspect’s car, several addresses, and a rough narrative of the
shooting, all of which would have taken the detectives much longer to piece
together by any other means.

“This must be the best presentation I’ve seen in twenty-five years,” said
one of the detectives. “This is huge.” He asked why every city in America
wasn’t using one of these systems. “A lack of political will,” said McNutt,
who then asked that the detectives relay their praise to their supervisors.

The detectives stood up to leave. It would later surface that other BPD
investigators had declined to act on evidence collected by McNutt’s team
because the state’s attorney had not been made aware of the existence of the
program and any aerial imagery presented in court might therefore be
deemed inadmissible. But the detectives on the McIntosh case seemed to be
eager to use the leads presented in the briefing. “It’s like that movie,” said
the one who had identified the car, shaking his head. He paused, trying to
remember the name. Then, his face lit up: “Enemy of the State! ”

Hidden in Plain Sight

After the detectives left, McNutt pulled up a new video feed on the
projector. The plane was airborne that day, and now the imagery we looked
at was live. He zoomed into the troubled neighborhoods where he and his
analysts focused most of their attention. I was startled by how these areas
looked no different from the affluent parts of the city that CSP largely
ignored. It is a funny thing about looking down on the world from above:
nothing looks particularly suspicious—but by the same token, everything
looks somewhat suspicious. Unprompted, McNutt scrolled over to the
location of the CSP office, and for a couple of minutes we watched its
empty rooftop from 10,000 feet in the sky.

Practically nobody else in Baltimore knew that a spy plane had been
watching their every move for the better part of six months. Since the
project wasn’t funded from Baltimore’s own budget, the Community



Support Program had not been subject to the city’s regular approval
process, and BPD had not disclosed the existence of the program to the city
government, the Maryland state legislature, or the public defender. BPD
would later claim that because the flights were merely an extension of its
CCTV surveillance system, which had already been green-lit by the city
government years earlier, the airborne-surveillance project did not have to
be run by any city official beyond the police commissioner. In this way, it
was somewhat reminiscent of the rogue NSA cell in Enemy of the State.
Even the mayor was kept in the dark.

It is not unusual for cities that test new and controversial surveillance
technologies to keep these efforts from public view. In 2016 it was revealed
that the City of Philadelphia was running a number of SUVs equipped with
automated license-plate readers; the vehicles were disguised, poorly, as
Google Maps cars. An increasingly popular way of obscuring secret
programs is a technique known as “parallel construction,” whereby
investigators who use an undisclosed surveillance tool to uncover a crime
will then “rediscover” the evidence using a known surveillance tool they are
free to discuss openly in court (Human Rights Watch and other advocacy
groups claim that this practice violates principles of fair trial and other basic
human rights). In some cases, police departments have even opted to drop
charges against suspects rather than appear before a judge who might
require them to divulge the existence of a secret program like CSP.

And, just like CSP, most of the early efforts to use WAMI domestically
have been attended by spy-like guardedness. Los Angeles’s weeklong wide-
area-surveillance pilot program in 2012 wasn’t revealed to the public until
2014, by the Center for Investigative Reporting. When the story broke, the
police sergeant who oversaw the program explained that if the police had
disclosed the existence of the tests at the time, public pushback could have
grounded the initiative before it even had a chance to prove itself. In 2018
Consolidated Resource Imaging was awarded a contract by a state agency
to maintain a wide-area system on call for major events, security operations,
and emergencies, but the company has not disclosed which state awarded
the contract, and no state immediately came forward to announce itself as
the customer. Even many relatively benign WAMI operations are needlessly
obscured from public view.

McNutt told me that “the politicians”—meaning the BPD leadership—
didn’t want to reveal the existence of the Community Support Program until



they had “six or seven” solved murders to show for it. He said that, for his
part, he opposed BPD’s decision to keep his work in the shadows. He
wanted violent offenders in the city to know that the plane was overhead,
and that it took his team only two hours to catch up to the men on the
motorbike who had assaulted a police officer earlier in the month. Knowing
about the 192-million-pixel camera staring down on the city, people would
think twice before committing an offense. He was confident, too, that “90
percent” of Baltimore’s residents would approve of CSP, and the other 10
percent could be easily convinced of its merits.

Even so, before I left the CSP operations center, McNutt instructed me,
once again, not to speak to anyone about the program. Out on the street, I
walked for a few blocks along the route that the silver sedan had taken the
day of McIntosh’s murder. It was midday, and there wasn’t a cloud in the
sky. I couldn’t see the PSS plane, though I knew it could see me, and I felt
its presence intensely. Much more discomfiting, however, was the sight of
all the other people on the street, going about their business, unaware that
they, too, were being watched.
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Pixels into Ploughshares

W������ ������� ��� streets of Baltimore under an all-seeing eye, it’s
hard to imagine that this formidable technology, forged as it was for
military use, might someday be regarded with the same unqualified public
approbation as fire trucks or medevac helicopters. From the moment it was
conceived, however, long before a single drop of blood had been shed on
the battlefield under its shadow, its creators have insisted that it should,
could, and would be a force for good in the world. When the Constant
Hawk and Angel Fire engineers sat on the beach in Florida during their
joint development work in 2005, they agreed, according to the contractor
Nathan Crawford, that the technology “has to serve a positive purpose.”

The technology could search for survivors following natural disasters,
fight forest fires, improve people’s morning commute, and even reduce
insurance premiums. In fact, it has already proven itself to be just as adept
in all of these roles as it was in unraveling insurgent networks in Baghdad
or chasing murder suspects in Baltimore. There are, in short, many good
reasons for those who dread aerial surveillance to temper their fear and
mistrust.

Some of the earliest instances of wide-area surveillance over the United
States were, in fact, wholly benign. In the summer of 2008, mere months
after completing work on its first cameras, Persistent Surveillance Systems
provided an eye in the sky for a Fourth of July celebration at Fort Leonard
Wood, several college football games in Ohio, and Sarah Palin’s vice-
presidential-nomination acceptance speech.

In 2010 Consolidated Resource Imaging, the Constant Hawk contractor,
flew a wide-area surveillance system over the Gulf of Mexico following the
Deepwater Horizon oil spill. The camera tracked dozens of response ships
and containment booms simultaneously. Following the operation, the Coast
Guard reportedly estimated that CRI’s lone airplane had been able to do the
job of 10 helicopters equipped with narrow-field (soda straw) cameras.



It isn’t difficult to imagine what this could mean for disaster operations.
Over the course of the response to Hurricane Katrina, rescue helicopters
clocked thousands of flight hours searching for the estimated 60,000
stranded survivors who waited patiently for deliverance. A single wide-area
camera could have searched an entire neighborhood in one sweep. In one
exercise off the Scottish coast in 2016, a solitary albatross-sized catapult-
launched surveillance drone equipped with a wide-area camera was able to
peruse every square inch of an area the size of Wales in just 55 hours.

While it searches for survivors, the wide-area camera’s data could also
serve other purposes. In 2013 Sierra Nevada Corporation flew a Gorgon
Stare prototype over an area in Colorado that had recently endured some of
the heaviest flooding in the state’s history. According to Mike Meermans,
the Sierra Nevada executive, the Federal Emergency Management Agency
used the imagery to map out some of the affected areas. Persistent
Surveillance Systems has carried out similar operations in response to
flooding in Iowa in 2008 and in New Jersey and Pennsylvania following
Hurricane Sandy in 2012.

In 2018 the Indiana National Guard announced in a short online post that
a Gorgon Stare system had been employed as part of the relief effort in
North Carolina following Hurricane Florence. This was the first publicly
acknowledged instance of Gorgon Stare being actively used for an
operation over American soil. The scant information that the Indiana
National Guard provided suggests that the system had performed admirably,
demonstrating a side to the technology that would have been alien to those
who had used it in the context of war. According to the commander of the
intelligence squadron that had used the Gorgon Stare imagery, it had been
used for checking on the condition of critical infrastructure, identifying
blocked roads, and directing rescuers to survivors in peril.

Anticipating similar needs on its own shores, the Australian Department
of Defence optimized its first wide-area-surveillance airplane, a plain white
civilian turboprop mounted with a variant of the US Air Force’s Angel Fire,
for disaster relief efforts—in addition, of course, to counterterrorism.
(Unlike their US counterparts, Australian officials seem to have been less
interested in names that might strike fear into the hearts of their enemies.
Their WAMI program is called Wide Area Surveillance Activity Based
Intelligence; for short, that’s WASABI.)



One type of natural disaster for which Australia might find WASABI’s
continuous stream of data to be particularly useful is wildfires. The US
Forest Service maintains an active wide-area surveillance program that has
already demonstrated the technology’s utility for firefighting at a time when
fires are becoming more common and more severe.

Zachary Holder, a Forest Service official who manages the agency’s
WAMI program, often couches firefighting in the vocabulary of war. In his
world, the aircraft that drop fire suppressant are like attack planes—you
want to make sure they hit the right targets. The smokejumpers are like
troops on the ground, in constant danger of becoming pinned down. The
fire itself is a living, breathing adversary that you will only truly
comprehend, he says, if you figure out its “pattern of life.” Using the wide-
area camera, Holder’s unit can manage all of these dimensions of the fight
simultaneously. It can ensure suppressant drops are hitting their marks, keep
close tabs on smokejumpers, and anticipate the fire’s behavior as though it
were a network of insurgents. At the end of an operation, the footage can be
used for after-action evaluations to hone units’ firefighting strategies.
Holder calls the technology a “game changer.”

In 2017 the Forest Service awarded CRI a $4 million contract to lease a
new infrared camera 10 times larger than the one it had used for testing.
Holder estimates that the service would need only five airplanes equipped
with this sensor to put a wide-area eye in the sky over all of the US
wildfires that might need one in a typical season. If Holder has his way,
thousands of acres of land, not to mention more than a few firefighters,
could be spared from a fiery demise.

Taking to the Road

Other uses for WAMI are somewhat less heroic, though potentially no less
gainful for those both on the ground and in the sky. While conducting
overwatch for the Coca-Cola 600 NASCAR race in North Carolina in 2008,
Ross McNutt and his team weren’t nearly as busy as they might have liked
to be. The highlight of the operation was when a call buzzed in over the
radio asking if anybody had seen a man in a golf cart who had been
involved in an argument with a police officer. Zooming in on the footage,



the analysts followed the offender back to his trailer, where security guards
found him and asked him to leave.

Looking for something else to do as the day wore on, the team started
tracking the hundreds of vehicles that appeared to be roving aimlessly
around the venue’s vast parking lots in search of open bays. One
particularly ill-starred driver spent nearly two hours searching for a space.

In contrast to the drivers’ limited vantage point, it was easy to spot the
Speedway’s empty spots from the sky. McNutt realized that this information
could be used to better direct incoming traffic to the emptiest lots. He
calculated that he could spare thousands of cars more than an hour of
searching. He believes that if each of these visitors had bought a soda in the
additional hour they might have otherwise spent at the venue, the track
would have made an extra $250,000 in profit. His fee for surveilling the
three-day event was less than one-tenth of that.

McNutt’s math might be somewhat optimistic, but the idea that WAMI,
by providing a bird’s-eye view of the traffic below, could help untangle a
city’s snarled roadways is credible. Traditionally, the people who study and
manage traffic rely on complex theoretical models to describe driver
behavior. These models are crucial for answering all kinds of vexing
questions, like how to design a parkway that accounts for the frequency
with which drivers will change lanes, or how to time the traffic lights at
intersections to best accommodate the volume of traffic coming from each
direction. These models are often far from perfect, in part because they are
usually based on small sample studies rather than full-scale surveys—much
like a political poll that predicts the voting preferences of 120 million
people based on a study of 500 respondents who still use landline
telephones.

To address the problem, two researchers at Virginia Tech, Kathleen
Hancock and Rauful Islam, have been using a reel of wide-area footage of
downtown Hamilton, Ontario, encompassing thousands of vehicles to better
calibrate a number of widely used traffic models. So far, their results have
been encouraging. Compared to sample studies, the researchers say, wide-
area footage is like a census. With a precise narrative schematic of how
each of the thousands of vehicles moving through a city chooses its route, a
traffic authority could identify trouble spots, map out exactly how behaviors
at intersections affect traffic elsewhere, and much more accurately



anticipate the impact of disruptions like road closures or new construction
projects.

There’s more. From above, traffic violations are very easy to spot. In one
three-minute clip of footage from a midsize city that I reviewed, I counted
numerous violations that would have otherwise gone undetected, such as
drivers joining the wrong lane when turning at an intersection. The footage
from Hamilton, Ontario, is said to abound with cars ignoring traffic lights
and stop signs. Over the course of the surveillance program in Baltimore,
Persistent Surveillance Systems analyzed 42 traffic accidents and was able
to identify who was at fault in all but 7.

The implications for municipal revenue from traffic tickets, not to
mention the rapid settlement of disputes between drivers following an
accident, is clear—as is the potential upside for criminal justice. In 10
cases, analysts were able to identify drivers who had fled the scene of a hit-
and-run.

Something for Everybody

To be clear, WAMI is not cheap, and that puts the technology out of reach
for many. The operation in Baltimore cost $120,000 a month, and that was a
discounted rate. Ross McNutt’s full monthly fee, which gets the client about
100 hours of daytime surveillance, is $200,000. The traffic-surveillance
flights over Hamilton reportedly cost about $5,000 an hour. The US
Marshals Service, the Secret Service, and the FBI, among other agencies,
have all taken an interest in Vigilant Stare, Sierra Nevada Corporation’s
civilian version of Gorgon Stare, but in each case the camera’s cost was a
deal breaker. (Vigilant Stare’s price is undisclosed, though it is probably
within range of Gorgon Stare, which costs about $20 million per unit, not
including the airplane to carry it.)

But if a city was to use a wide-area surveillance aircraft as a shared tool,
accessible to any authorized party who needed an eye in the sky—the
police, the fire department, the traffic authority, and so on—and if the cost
was likewise shared among these agencies, that price tag seems much less
daunting. After all, that was part of the idea behind Gorgon Stare—instead
of serving a single unit on the ground, a solitary Reaper could serve dozens



of operations concurrently. While a firefighter watches over a multiple-
alarm blaze, a city planner might be examining traffic congestion on the
other side of town, while the police keep eyes on a neighborhood parade. At
the end of the day, everyone pays and everyone benefits.

If, even then, no individual city government were willing to pay for a
perpetual eye in the sky, the technology could be owned and operated by
state and federal organizations, which would dispatch the systems to areas
where they are needed, the way the Department of Homeland Security
dispatches a fleet of helicopters to major security events such as political
party conventions. One week a Vigilant Stare might be assisting a disaster-
response effort in Florida; the next, it’s in DC for the presidential
inauguration.

This is how Zachary Holder at the Forest Service envisions using his
future fleet of WAMI planes, and it appears to be the model for the
mysterious state agency that contracted Consolidated Resource Imaging to
keep an airplane on call at all times. A number of the engineers and
salespeople involved in the industry believe this will be the winning bet.

And that is assuming that the use of the technology would be limited to
public sector applications, which it wouldn’t. There is no shortage of
potential uses for an all-seeing eye beyond the government, and no reason,
at least from a practical or legal standpoint, that the private sector be kept
out of the picture. Major US insurers have already contracted a number of
companies to scan areas affected by natural disasters in order to record
property damage on their claimants’ homes. In one such operation, in 2016,
the firm Acorn surveilled large swaths of northern Florida following
Hurricane Matthew for an unnamed underwriter.

Working with CRI, the insurance industry has also explored the idea of
using the technology for sniffing out common fraud schemes, such as sham
medical clinics that file insurance claims on behalf of car-accident victims.
From the air, it is fairly easy to distinguish the sham clinics, which dispatch
employees to accident scenes in the hopes of finding victims to dupe, from
legitimate medical institutions, which wait for victims to come to them.
Since these cases often involve organized crime groups, neither CRI nor the
insurers are willing to go into detail about the pilot programs they have
already run in several “hot spots.” No one wants to wake up to a horse’s
head in their bed.



Wide-area surveillance also has the potential to be a powerful business
intelligence tool. In June 2016, for example, the citizens of Wilmington,
North Carolina, became the unwitting subjects of a three-week wide-area-
surveillance test by Acorn, a contractor with deep military ties hoping to
demonstrate how the technology could be used to track traffic patterns at
retail stores. The company believes that it could sell this information to
retailers hoping to better understand where their customers live and work.
As of this writing, the company has not replicated the operation in
Wilmington, which it says was a test.

Meanwhile, large energy and utility firms want CRI and other wide-area
surveillance firms to fly daily flights along certain underground pipelines
searching for construction machinery that could be digging dangerously
close to the buried infrastructure. A laboratory at the University of Dayton
is developing computer-vision algorithms that can do this automatically.

An airborne-surveillance company such as Acorn could provide the feed
from a single camera to a range of customers simultaneously: an insurer
might settle a who-hit-whom dispute at one intersection while a real estate
developer tracked foot traffic around a commercial lot. A bank could
analyze that same foot-traffic data to decide whether or not to give said
developer a loan for the property.

And then, of course, there are all those companies and people who will
figure out how to use the all-seeing eye in ways nobody has yet imagined.
In various conversations, WAMI was described to me as being like Google
Maps or the iPhone—a technology with far more uses than its creators
could have possibly imagined themselves. Some of the eventual uses that
will be conceived could be dangerous and harmful. But the industry is
convinced that many others would no doubt be of great benefit to society.
Some might be very profitable. Others, they all say, will save lives. And if
they do, those men and women who spent so many years toiling in
obscurity to bring WAMI to light may yet have their own day in the sun.
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What’s Next for Wide-Area

Surveillance

A� �� ����� to explore the many possibilities, both peaceful and not so
peaceful, of the all-seeing eye, we must keep in mind that we have so far
witnessed only the beginning of what will very likely be a long
technological evolution that unfolds in incredible and even frightening
ways.

When Gorgon Stare was completed, Michael Meermans, the Sierra
Nevada executive who helped launch the program, felt proud that his team
had, as he put it to me, “fundamentally pushed, not broken, but pushed at
the bounds of physics.” But, he said, “At some point, is that the end?

“No. When it comes to the world of actually collecting information and
creating knowledge, you can never stop.” One must always strive to watch
more targets, more persistently, more clearly, and at greater fidelity.
Surveillance is a long road.

Here’s what we know is coming next: The cameras themselves are
becoming more powerful. Their size and cost is shrinking while the number
of countries and organizations that possess them is growing.

Most important of all, though, the technology is becoming intelligent.

Bigger, Better, Smarter, Smaller

Early proponents of the all-seeing eye often found themselves arguing with
officials who were certain that the one million pixels in the Predator’s
camera was more than enough for the Pentagon’s counterterrorism
surveillance needs. Why would anybody need 100 million pixels? they
would ask. A commander in 2018 has almost certainly said the same of



Gorgon Stare. Two thousand million pixels? Surely that’s more than
enough! But, the long road . . .

Indeed, the pixel-count record set by ARGUS has already fallen. Under a
separate DARPA program called AWARE (which stands for Advanced
Wide FOV Architectures for Image Reconstruction and Exploitation),
researchers at Duke University and a number of other labs built a series of
progressively more powerful cameras, culminating with AWARE 40, which
has 40 gigapixels and 27 times the acuity of a human eye.

There are many factors that go into the making of a more powerful
camera. One of the most important is the size of each pixel sensor on the
photographic chip. With smaller pixels, you can collect higher-resolution
images without having to make the chip itself—and the camera, in turn—
any bigger.

To give you a sense of what that means for future eyes in the sky, here’s a
little math. The individual pixels on the cell phone chips used in ARGUS
and Gorgon Stare are 2.2 microns wide; with five million pixels, the chips
are about five millimeters wide. If the pixels are reduced to 1.22 µm, which
is the size of the pixels in an iPhone 8 camera, you could, theoretically,
build a Gorgon Stare that’s roughly the same size as the original but five
times more powerful.* The computers that process all of these pixels are
also becoming cheaper and smaller. In 2012 it took one of Livermore’s
famous supercomputers to run the lab’s processing software for Gorgon
Stare. Now, the program could be handled by a single Apple laptop.

As a result of these advances, WAMI systems have been shrinking. The
first wide-area-surveillance cameras alone, without any supporting
components like the computers and gimbals, weighed between 100 and 200
pounds. The first version of Constant Hawk was so large that it barely fit in
an airplane designed to carry 39 passengers. Gorgon Stare was so heavy
that the Reapers installed with it had to forgo their usual complement of
precision missiles and bombs; the crew had to rely on other aircraft to strike
targets identified in the footage.

The most recent WAMI cameras are, by comparison, tiny. The Marine
Corps is preparing a WAMI system with the code name Cardcounter for a
small “tactical” drone, probably the RQ-21 Blackjack. The camera will be
capable of watching a 16-square-kilometer area—as much as the first
Gorgon Stare—during the day or night, but it will do so from a drone that is
more than 40 times lighter than the Reaper. Logos Technologies’ Redkite, a



70-megapixel camera capable of surveilling 12 square kilometers, weighs
just 23 pounds.

Eventually, though, attempts to further miniaturize pixels will hit a wall,
as they will always need to be large enough to at least absorb individual
photons. So researchers are turning to less direct ways of getting more out
of their cameras. One option is to use a low-resolution camera that scans the
entire surveilled area between each frame, creating a composite image,
much like when you take a panoramic photograph with your smartphone.
Agile Spotter, a 3.2-megapixel unit designed by Logos, takes 35 individual
adjacent images each second, allowing the relatively humble sensor to
generate a seamless 115-megapixel mosaic of footage covering a broad
area.

Another technique, a trick known as “superresolution,” which uses
computer-vision algorithms to correct blurriness and graininess in image
frames, can turn small indecipherable blobs in a low-resolution aerial video
into crystal-sharp cars, buildings, and people. The effect is similar to the
fictional “enhance” feature seen in action films and TV shows, where a
character (usually of the nerd archetype) is magically able to sharpen grainy
images with a few keystrokes. A real-life superresolution tool developed at
the University of Dayton’s Center of Excellence for Computer Vision and
Wide Area Surveillance Research can turn 40 pixels, which looks like
nothing more than a smudge on the screen, into 640 pixels: a nice, crisp
image of a car.

The Dayton Vision Lab and other groups are also creating software that
automatically sharpens shadows in airborne footage, which further
enhances the clarity of the image. The results are striking even to the
untrained human eye—targets become easier to track and enemies become
easier to find.

Another, much more radical, approach is to essentially give each pixel a
tiny brain. That’s the idea behind something called the digital-pixel focal
plane array, an infrared video chip in which every pixel is attached to a
converter that digitizes the incoming light right on the spot. (Traditional
cameras, by contrast, digitize the entire image on a single converter.) At the
moment, DFPAs can only be used for infrared cameras, which have,
according to the engineer Bill Ross, hit their own miniaturization wall at the
10-micron mark, but as converters get smaller, the technology will find its



way onto daylight cameras, too—eventually, it may even become a feature
on regular smartphones.

Since each pixel can more quickly digitize what it’s seeing, you can put
the camera on a fast-spinning mount that turns across the whole field of
view between each frame, like the Agile Spotter but on a much larger scale.
One DFPA camera, the infrared AirWISP, developed by the MIT Lincoln
Laboratory with support from the CIA, spins a thousand times a minute,
enabling it to monitor an area the size of Pittsburgh in a single frame—far
more than equivalent infrared cameras of the same size and weight.

With roughly the same computing power as the systems that guided the
first mission to the moon, each pixel can also correct motion that would
otherwise blur the image, eliminate the image background so as to better
capture fast movements—one test showed that it can even catch a bullet
speeding through the air—and pick up extremely faint signals that would
have been invisible to an ordinary pixel. All of which is useful if you’re
trying to watch thousands of elusive targets moving quickly across a wide
area from thousands of feet up in the sky.

Going Global

In 2017, a few months after Logos revealed that it had successfully
mounted its Redkite sensor on a Boeing Insitu Integrator drone and flown it
from a snowy airfield in Oregon, Redkite was named “Best New Product”
by Aviation Week & Space Technology, an award that is as close as anything
to an Oscar in the aerospace industry. The industry has good reason to
celebrate the Redkite. Unlike the large and expensive drones that were
traditionally required to carry a WAMI, the Integrator is small and
(relatively) cheap. Since it can be launched by catapult, it doesn’t require a
runway, so it can be operated from ships and remote areas.
 



A Boeing Insitu Integrator catapult-launched drone equipped with Redkite,
a miniaturized WAMI system, during testing in Boardman, Oregon, in
2017. Redkite is 40 times lighter than the early WAMI units, but just as
powerful.
Insitu Communications

 
More importantly, because the Integrator is relatively benign compared to

something like the much larger Reaper, which is equipped with sensitive—
and lethal—technologies, the United States is happy to sell it to a long
roster of even distant allies. Canada, the Netherlands, Poland, and the
United Arab Emirates already operate Integrators. Afghanistan, Cameroon,
the Czech Republic, Iraq, Kenya, Lebanon, the Philippines, Pakistan, and
Tunisia—all countries that may never be allowed to buy Reapers—have
acquired fleets of ScanEagles, a drone similar to the Integrator
manufactured by the same company. Previously, WAMI would have been
off-limits to these militaries. Not anymore.

As the barrier to entry in wide-area surveillance continues to fall,
international demand is rising. There is certainly no shortage of regimes
that would welcome the opportunity to acquire the technology, not always
to noble ends. The Philippines could use it to hunt members of the jihadist
organization Abu Sayyaf. Myanmar could track Rohingya refugees.
Turkey’s government might want an all-seeing eye to monitor protesters in
Istanbul or direct airstrikes against the outlawed militant group PKK in
Kurdistan. Hungary might adopt it to watch over its borders, looking for
migrants fleeing the violence in the Middle East. A “wide-area surveillance
capability” is an increasingly standard requirement in military tenders for
new spy planes.



The principal wide-area surveillance companies have long been
positioning themselves to meet that demand beyond the US market. As of
the spring of 2018, Logos was aggressively pushing to provide sensors for a
fleet of surveillance blimps destined for Saudi Arabia and the UAE. Since
at least 2015, Harris has been pitching the CorvusEye 1500 to countries and
law enforcement agencies of the European Union. Though CorvusEye is
subject to export restrictions that the US government imposes on sensitive
military technologies, it could nevertheless be purchased by up to 47
foreign governments. (Meanwhile, PV Labs, a Canadian outfit, sells a 300-
megapixel camera that the company notes is completely free from US
export restrictions.) At least one European airborne-surveillance firm—the
Dutch company Vigilance—maintains an aircraft equipped with a
CorvusEye to “quickly respond to threats.”

The Israeli defense firm Elbit Systems, a relative newcomer to the wide-
area market, sells a unit called SkEye that it claims can cover an 80-square-
kilometer area, unblinkingly, for hours on end. It is already reportedly in
use by several undisclosed militaries. Shortly after a run of terror attacks in
the UK in the spring of 2017, the company went on a marketing offensive,
telling news outlets that its system was ideally suited to investigating such
events. “Wide-area surveillance” has become such a buzzword in the field
that it is even used in marketing copy for traditional soda-straw cameras.

Various governments are also taking steps to develop their own wide-area
airborne-surveillance capabilities in-house. The UK Ministry of Defence
has quietly begun investing in wide-area surveillance technology, and has
already sponsored a number of (unpublicized) test flights tracking cars
along major roadways like the M1 for a computer-vision-based program
that autonomously develops pattern-oflife portraits from wide-area-
surveillance data. The German Aerospace Center is developing a wide-area
airborne-surveillance system called, perhaps not coincidentally, ARGOS, a
48-megapixel camera array that will be used for traffic studies and to
monitor natural disasters and large events. The governments of Germany
and the Netherlands have likewise sponsored their own research initiatives
in imagery processing for wide-area footage. Singapore is working airborne
wide-area surveillance into its plans to become the world’s first major smart
city.

Farther south, the Australian Department of Defence has its WASABI
plane. Aside from exploring the technology’s potential for disaster



response, engineers are using the system to develop image-processing
software, while combat units are using it to hone their techniques for urban
warfare operations. In 2017 and 2018 it brought the aircraft to Contested
Urban Environment, a yearly counterterrorism exercise held by the member
states of the Five Eyes intelligence partnership: the United States, the UK,
Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. (The Pentagon also appears to be
sharing its work on Project Maven—see chapter 8—with its Five Eyes
counterparts.)

Meanwhile, as of this writing, General Atomics Aeronautical Systems,
the American drone maker, is seeking to equip the fleet of Reapers it is
building for the Australian DOD with a wide-area sensor made by Sentient
Vision. Unlike Gorgon Stare, the Sentient Vision camera weighs only a few
pounds, leaving plenty of space for the drones to carry missiles—the first
known armed all-seeing eye.

Those who lack such cozy relationships with the United States will seek
to replicate its progress by less legitimate means. In 2015 the Russian
hacking group Fancy Bear, which is better known for its intrusions into the
2016 US presidential election, targeted dozens of current and former
Pentagon officials and defense contractors involved in the development of
airborne-surveillance technologies, including General Jim Poss, who was
hacked after opening a fake Google security notification email while
attending an airshow in Paris. Another target of Russian hacking attempts
was Clarifai, a software startup that worked on Project Maven. None of the
targeted organizations and individuals is willing to disclose what
information may have been filched, as most of the stolen material is
classified.

Russia’s campaign mirrored ongoing Chinese efforts to steal secrets from
a number of America’s largest defense contractors, including General
Atomics. Although there has been no evidence directly linking these efforts
to WAMI technology, China is, in any case, in a strong position to become a
global leader in the field, with or without the help of economic espionage.

China’s surveillance-technology sector is already experiencing a growth
spurt that is unprecedented in the history of the industry. Hangzhou
Hikvision Digital Technology, a Chinese firm with government ties that
develops artificially intelligent CCTV cameras, has already sold
surveillance systems, including high-resolution wide-angle ground sensors,
to customers in more than 100 countries, including the United States.



Scientists from the National Laboratory of Pattern Recognition at the
Institute of Automation of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, a government
laboratory in Beijing, have been publishing extensively on autonomous
analysis systems for wide-area-surveillance footage, a clear indicator that
the country soon plans to generate its own wide-area surveillance in need of
analysis, if it doesn’t covertly do so already.

China would certainly have a healthy domestic demand for the all-seeing
eye. In the last decade, the Communist Party has blanketed the country with
more than 200 million CCTV cameras and a wild assortment of other
surveillance systems. It would also be in a position to find a healthy market
among foreign militaries and regimes that would be forbidden from
purchasing something like Gorgon Stare. Already, thanks to its looser
export rules, China is fast becoming the world’s largest military drone
exporter; Chinese firms have already sold large armed drones (which would
be capable of carrying WAMI sensors) to Turkey, Pakistan, Nigeria, the
United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Jordan, among others.

Indeed, Jordan only turned to China after the United States rejected its
requests to buy small fleets of American Predator drones for fighting ISIS.
The next item on Jordan’s surveillance shopping list might just be a Chinese
Gorgon Stare knockoff.

Going Local

Someday, even your neighbor might be able to buy a WAMI system, as the
technology will soon be small enough to fit on regular commercial drones
that can be bought online for a few thousand dollars and flown with little
more than 10 minutes of training.

One especially ominous portent of this future is the DragonFly, a 90-
megapixel 360-degree camera built by the MIT Lincoln Laboratory that’s
mounted on the kind of commercial multicopter drone commonly used by
the film industry for aerial cinematography. The camera is powerful enough
to spot vehicles at distances of up to three miles in any direction; the drone
itself is attached to a portable ground station via a thin tether, so it can
remain airborne indefinitely. (The DragonFly was tested alongside



Australia’s WASABI plane in the Contested Urban Environment exercise in
Adelaide in November 2017.)

Steve Suddarth, the engineer who developed Angel Fire, has an even
more ambitious system in the works. He has built a drone-mounted 30-
megapixel camera that’s 1/1,000th the size, cost, and weight of Constant
Hawk, and is developing software that stitches the footage from multiple
such drones spread evenly over an area, the same way ARGUS stitches
footage from its array of 368 camera chips, to produce a single video. With
76 drones, he has estimated that one could cover the whole of Manhattan.

As the footage would originate from multiple vantage points, the
software will produce a highly detailed three-dimensional, video-game-like
view of the ground, rather than the less intuitive map-like imagery produced
by a solitary high-altitude camera. And since the drones would fly under the
clouds, they could operate even when it’s completely overcast.

The Pentagon is already experimenting with a similar concept under a
program called Perdix. A Perdix drone is about the size of a hamster and
carries a camera with the same number of pixels as a single imaging chip
inside ARGUS. But Perdix drones can be launched by the hundreds from
the belly of a fighter plane, and they are programmed to fly in a dynamic,
intelligent swarm. Such a swarm could effectively serve as a single gigantic
camera capable of scanning enormous areas.

When I approached the Air Force about its use of swarms as a distributed
wide-area-surveillance system, I was told—firmly, but politely—that it
would provide no information on the matter beyond what has already been
made public, which is pretty much nothing.
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It Takes a Million Eyes

N� ������ ��� fast, sharp, or light you make your tools of surveillance,
they all still rely on one crucial, invariable component: the human.

For the first 150 years of airborne surveillance, from the blimps of the
American Civil War to wide-area systems that grew out of the war on terror,
it has always taken a human to turn the pixels, codes, and pulses generated
by the tools of spycraft into knowledge. Though there are a wide variety of
mechanical ways to spy from the air, only a human can determine whether
the tall man wandering around Tarnak Farms is, in fact, Osama bin Laden
and not a tall bearded civilian who merely resembles him.

This task has never been quick or easy. During the Cold War, it took
thousands of photographic interpreters to make sense of the images
captured by the US government’s fleet of spy satellites. Video analysis is an
even more labor-intensive process. A single soda-straw-view Reaper
requires eight video-imagery analysts to constantly review its feed. These
analysts must pay unwavering attention to their screens. According to
Steven K. Rogers, a senior Air Force scientist, they are told that they must
ask permission to turn their eyes away for any reason—even just to sneeze.
As one defense researcher who studied the issue extensively put it to me,
“If someone makes a mistake, someone gets killed.”

The more pixels and pulses you generate, the more humans you need,
and no single surveillance device ever created generates as much data per
mission as wide-area motion imagery. In its first few months in Iraq,
Constant Hawk filled so many high-capacity Hitachi DeskStar external hard
drives that the shipping container used to house them buckled under the
weight of all that information. There were rumors that, back home, after the
Army’s covert acquisition of several thousand DeskStars from a wholesaler
outside Chicago, the price of the hard drives went up by a couple of dollars
nationwide.
 



Nathan Crawford pictured at an undisclosed location in Iraq organizing
Hitachi DeskStar hard drives for Constant Hawk imagery, which was
shipped by courier to various secret analyst cells in Germany and the
United States.
Consolidated Resource Imaging/Nathan Crawford

 
Even if that is pure Army mythos, what is true is that the data repository

generated by Constant Hawk was one of the densest the National
Geospatial-Intelligence Agency had ever managed. The later, more
powerful systems generated even more data. Gorgon Stare likely produced,
in a single mission, several dozen terabytes of footage, enough to fill up the
memory of more than a few hundred modern MacBook laptops.



Nathan Crawford, the contractor who deployed with the Constant Hawk
mission to Iraq, was the one who personally loaded the DeskStar hard
drives into the shipping container that collapsed. When colleagues joked
that they were building Big Brother incarnate, he would disagree: “It really
takes a million people to watch a million people,” he liked to say.

This is only a slight exaggeration. If you wanted to display every single
pixel from a Gorgon Stare on an iPad, you would need 2,358 iPads. A
highly caffeinated team of 20 analysts will be able to process only about
one-tenth of what a single system collects. To be sure, when you record
such a large area, not all of the footage is necessarily relevant to the
mission. But it is inevitable that large volumes of significant information
will wind up on the cutting room floor, unseen by human eyes.

The Pentagon has been aware of the problem since the beginning of our
story. In 2008, shortly after the first WAMI systems were deployed, it even
put the Jasons on the case; in their report, the group recommended that the
Pentagon tackle the issue with a series of “Grand Challenges,” a type of
open competition reserved for the government’s most complex
technological goals (it was a DARPA Grand Challenge in the mid-2000s
that catapulted the development of self-driving vehicles into the realm of
the possible).*

Simply hiring more staff to watch all the footage is not an option.
Researchers at RAND Corporation, which the Air Force contracted the year
after the Jason study to figure out ways to help the service keep its head
above the coming data flood, calculated that the service would need
117,000 analysts if it wanted to scrutinize every inch of Gorgon Stare video.
It would, of course, be impossible to recruit so many people for any Air
Force intelligence job, let alone an assignment that was described by one
Predator pilot as like playing “the most boring video game in the history of
the world.”

The Pentagon turned to the commercial world for ideas. In 2011 the Air
Force and the NGA hired an engineer at a major US broadcaster with
experience wiring up live coverage of major sporting events. The engineer,
who asked to remain anonymous, brought groups of intelligence officials on
a series of tours of more than a dozen NASCAR races and football games,
as well as the broadcaster’s studio in New York City; the experience was
eye-opening for many participants, and though it inspired some
improvements to the Pentagon’s video transmission and archiving



techniques, it was clear to all involved that the challenge posed by WAMI
was in a league of its own.

Concurrently, the Joint Forces Command paid Lockheed Martin and a
group of subcontractors $29 million for a software program similar to the
one ESPN uses to catalog its vast archive of game-day footage. The
software gives analysts access to a large searchable archive of surveillance
material, but it requires the footage to be meticulously tagged by hand,
which, again, requires an enormous amount of human energy. (Have you
ever wondered how, when you’re watching a baseball game on TV and the
pitcher throws for a double, the network is able to magically conjure a clip
of a similar play from five games ago? It’s because an analyst in Major
League Baseball’s office in Manhattan’s Chelsea Market, using a similar
computer program, is tagging every single play manually. From what I’ve
been told, it’s not a great job.)

Ultimately, in what was either a remarkable feat of lateral thinking or an
act of sheer desperation, the RAND researchers began to study reality TV.
They hoped that by visiting an actual reality TV set in Hollywood and
watching how the crew handled large volumes of mostly very boring video
footage from a network of multiple cameras, they might glean some tips to
help the Air Force handle its own barrage of mostly very boring video
footage from the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.

RAND signed a nondisclosure agreement with the production company
that accepted its request for a site visit, though a study later published by
the research team detailing how the Air Force could manage aerial-
surveillance video as though it were Big Brother (the show, that is)
acknowledges two TV producers who worked on Rock of Love: Charm
School (featuring Bret Michaels) and Boob Jobs and Jesus. This was a
detail that the RAND team probably left out of the PowerPoint presentation
they delivered around the Pentagon to promote the concept in 2012.
Unsurprisingly, after an initial flurry of interest in the study, the Air Force
decided to take a pass on the idea.

There is, of course, another solution—give your eyes a brain of their
own.

After all, we are already surrounded by machines that have become
frighteningly adept at mimicking what Darwin described as the many
“inimitable contrivances” of the human vision system. Google Street
View’s algorithms are capable of collecting the street number of every



property in France in less than an hour. Self-driving cars can—usually—tell
the difference between a pedestrian and a plastic bag blowing in the wind.
Even cheap consumer drones come with a computer-vision-based “follow-
me” feature, equally effective for filming yourself skiing down a mountain
and following your neighbor to the gym.

Surely if a computer can do all this, it could do at least some of the work
of an intelligence analyst.

Using computers to watch video in the manner of trained human analysts
would have profound consequences for airborne spycraft. You could greatly
expand the volume of surveillance you collect without needing new
personnel to process it. Computers could watch the equivalent of thousands
of screens of video at once, like an army of unblinking, artificially
intelligent desk soldiers. They wouldn’t get bored, tired, or distracted. They
wouldn’t need to sneeze or take bathroom breaks. But is it really possible to
remove the human component?

The Track Pack Goes to War

In 2015 two researchers from Michigan State and Pennsylvania State who
analyzed thousands of pages of photo-interpretation manuals from 1922 to
1960 found that imagery analysis essentially comes down to two core
activities. The first, identification, refers to the simple task of identifying
what you see in the image: when you see a tree, you call it a tree; when you
see a squirrel, you call it a squirrel. The second is recognizing the
significance of what you’ve identified, a much more complicated task we’ll
get to in the next chapter.

Identification continues to be one of the fundamental tasks of aerial
spycraft in the 21st century, often in the form of tracking roving targets as
they move around the battlefield. In wide-area imagery, “tracks”—the path
of a vehicle or person between different locations—are like the metadata
that the NSA collects on telephone calls. Like metadata, a track doesn’t, on
first impression, appear to tell you all that much about your target. It
doesn’t reveal the type of car that’s being followed, who’s inside it, or what
they’re saying. But it does tell you where the car went, for how long, and
how it got there. This information can reveal whether the target is



associated with other known combatants, as well as the physical location of
the nodes where he prepares for his attacks and hides in the aftermath, all of
which is crucial for “attacking the network.”

To follow a single vehicle, wide-area imagery analysts click on the target
as it moves in each frame of the footage—one click per frame. When the
footage is played back, the vehicle’s path is overlaid on the imagery as a
brightly colored line that looks something like a fluorescent worm. “Brute
force tracking,” as it’s known in the spy community, is relatively easy.
Many of the Gorgon Stare analysts who spend their shifts brute-force
tracking insurgents in Afghanistan and Syria are fresh out of high school.
 

Airmen assigned to the Indiana Air National Guard’s 181st Intelligence
Surveillance Reconnaissance Group analyze surveillance footage from a
Gorgon Stare mission over North Carolina as part of the response to
Hurricane Florence. Imagery analysis is difficult, tedious, and labor-
intensive, especially when it comes to wide-area surveillance, and the
margin for error is minimal. Hence the coffee cups.
The appearance of US Department of Defense (DOD) visual information
does not imply or constitute DOD endorsement. US Air National Guard
photo by Staff Sgt. Lonnie Wiram

 
The task is mind-numbingly tedious. But the stakes are high. You have to

be sure that the car at the end of the track is the same car you started
following at the beginning, so you can’t skip a single click. Otherwise, you
might be putting an innocent civilian in the crosshairs of an operation while



the real target slips away. To follow a vehicle that traveled for 30 minutes in
a Gorgon Stare feed, you would need to click through 3,600 individual
frames. A single frame of wide-area airborne surveillance might include
thousands of moving vehicles, including dozens of targets of interest. As a
result, the analysis of footage from a mission often takes much longer than
the mission itself. Monitoring a single node on the off-chance that it might
receive a significant visitor is an even more tiresome exercise.

If it was possible to track vehicles and nodes automatically, the work that
took Gorgon Stare analysts days might require only a few seconds of
computer processing. Virtual perimeters—“watchboxes”—could be set
around nodes of particular interest to automatically alert users whenever a
visitor is detected. Thousands of targets and nodes could be tracked at once.
The analysts’ time could be spent on more complex tasks, like deciphering
the meaning of a single vehicle’s journey from the site of an ambush to a
residence on the other side of the neighborhood.

The teams at Livermore, MIT, Los Alamos, and DARPA all began
working on automatic-analysis software almost as soon as they began
building the cameras themselves.

Many of the scientists involved had backgrounds in automated image
analysis. Bill Ross, the Lincoln Laboratory engineer, spent years developing
object-detection and -tracking algorithms for classified airspace and missile
defense. Steve Suddarth had worked in artificial intelligence and machine
vision since the mid-1980s. On a Pentagon exchange program in France, he
collaborated with Yann LeCun and Léon Bottou, pioneering computer-
vision experts who both eventually took positions as senior researchers at
Facebook. Later, at the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization, Suddarth
participated in an effort to build a sugar-cube-sized computer that identified
incoming cruise missiles using sophisticated tracking algorithms. Guna
Seetharaman, an engineer on the Angel Fire project, based some of the
system’s software on algorithms that he had originally developed to help
guide early self-driving-car prototypes.

Some of the most groundbreaking early work was carried out by Sheila
Vaidya, the Livermore engineer who used graphics cards from Xboxes to
build powerful imagery-processing computers. For half a decade starting in
the mid-2000s, Vaidya ran a program, sponsored by the Air Force and
NGA, called Persistics, a neologism combining “persistence” and
“integrated circuits” (“ICs,” for short), which she founded with the goal of



using computers to extract as much information as possible from the
imagery being generated by her colleagues on the wide-area-surveillance
team.

Exploiting the same qualities that enable graphics chips to generate huge
virtual worlds in video games, Vaidya’s team built software that could
establish the precise location of physical features that are immobile, like
buildings, trees, and the ground itself, and then pin the imagery to these 3-D
models, creating a stabilized view of the environment.

Employing a similar method several years later, a camera built by Logos
generated such stable imagery that a moving clock had to be added to the
footage because, absent moving targets in the imagery, the screen appeared
to be frozen.*

Once the imagery was stabilized, the Persistics computer would simply
isolate and track the moving vehicles, which stood out sharply against the
unmoving background. With this tracking ability, according to an article in
Science & Technology Review, Livermore’s in-house journal, an analyst
would simply have to feed the system instructions, like “Give me the
frames that recorded this vehicle from one to two o’clock this afternoon,” or
“Show me all the vehicles that stop at this location today.” If a vehicle
passed through a watchbox, the software would automatically begin
tracking it both forward and backward in time (the engineers working on
Sonoma had previously built a similar tool).

That wasn’t all. The software could increase the video’s resolution so that
analysts could get a better lock on suspicious vehicles. The team found that
if the ground was partially obscured by weather, their algorithms could even
sometimes pick up and accentuate the faint contours of the target through
the miasma—that is, they could see through clouds.

In 2011, when Gorgon Stare I was deployed to Afghanistan, the Air
Force began providing footage from the operations to Livermore’s
engineers so that they could test Persistics on real battlefield data. How the
Air Force managed to channel all those terabytes of video from each
mission across 9,000 miles from Afghanistan to California, Vaidya refused
to say, but she did note that it took less than a day.

Once the imagery arrived at Livermore, the team would run it through the
processors and experiment with their automated tracking systems. This was
not just lab work. If the software uncovered any actionable intelligence, the
engineers would send the findings to Beale Air Force Base and a number of



other units, where analysts would validate the intelligence and channel it
back to Special Operations Command and intelligence units in the United
States and in the field. (A Livermore spokesperson disputed a number of
these details but declined to go into specifics; the Air Force does not discuss
Gorgon Stare operations.)

Though Vaidya’s researchers were accustomed to working on sensitive
projects, it was unusual to have such a direct hand in life-or-death missions
on the battlefield. They tracked vehicles from points of interest and
explored patterns in the traffic. They watched soldiers conducting raids and
studied how the beat of a city changed in the aftermath of major events like
bombings. They hunted for IEDs and their emplacers. In some cases, they
saw people die on the screen.

Vaidya told me that she found the experience thrilling. “Here were the
guys at Livermore, basic researchers, seeing, ‘Oh my God, they just shot
this guy, and I have imagery that I need to mine to be able to figure out
when he planted the IED.’ How cool is that?” She grew excited. “A kid that
just came out of graduate school!”

At the height of the program, Vaidya was managing about 30 engineers.
The researchers with no security clearance worked on the algorithms
without ever seeing even a single frame of surveillance footage. Midlevel
engineers with secret security clearances would wrangle the data, while
senior Livermore engineers like Vaidya who held top-secret security
clearances would conduct the analyses based on the tracks the algorithms
turned out.

By the time Persistics was drawn down, in 2014, the Livermore team had
processed Gorgon Stare imagery from more than 2,000 operations in
Afghanistan. The software was transferred to Sierra Nevada, the defense
contractor that built Gorgon Stare, and Vaidya moved on to a new project
applying similar automated analysis techniques to classified intelligence
collected from North Korea.

Persistics was not the only program of its kind at the time. DARPA and
Lincoln Laboratory both built similar tools in the mid- and late 2000s, as
did several contractors. These early efforts were not always embraced.
Some hardened commanders had no patience for the sophisticated
analytical tools developed for programs like Persistics, preferring to rely on
the human eyes of their trusted soldiers over an algorithm developed in a
faraway laboratory by scientists who had never set foot in battle. Though



Constant Hawk had a watchbox feature, the analysts who worked on the
imagery rarely used it.

But as the programs have improved, they have also grown in popularity.
As of 2018 there were at least 14 “state of the art” known detection and
tracking programs in existence, most of which were developed with funding
from either the Pentagon or the intelligence community. All military wide-
area-surveillance systems on sale as of this writing have automated tracking
features. Even Gorgon Stare’s teenage analysts may not be so bored
anymore; in 2017 the Air Force spent several million dollars integrating a
new, unnamed algorithmic processing system aboard its entire fleet (more
on that in chapter 8).

Beyond simply helping you follow targets more efficiently, a reliable
tracking device could enable a number of sophisticated analytical tricks, the
kinds of things that only a seasoned analyst might otherwise be capable of.
Say you are watching a single node. “Is that building a weapons cache?”
said Vaidya. “Or is it a meeting point for a bunch of bad guys? Or is it just a
pub?” The software can track how many potential targets enter and leave
the space, and at what times—patterns that may point to the building’s
function. A similar program developed by the Air Force Research
Laboratory can track, according to the engineers who built it, every visitor
to a known “drug house” in order to map out a network of users and
dealers.

Building on these ideas, programs like DARPA’s Wide-Area Network
Detection sought to automate the type of attack-the-network analysis that
the CIA would previously carry out by hand with Constant Hawk footage
from Iraq. In one particularly revealing research paper discussing the
concept, a notional schematic of the enemy is plotted on a satellite view of a
US city. On the eastern edge of the city, there is the tipoff point, which is
connected by a track to a known cache site, which is, in turn, connected by
another track to a “suspect neighborhood,” and so on. It looks like a
detective’s bulletin board mapping out the members of a mob family.

Tracking and detection algorithms can also allow one to extract much
more information out of each pixel, reducing the need for large, expensive,
high-resolution cameras. The camera that surveyed an area the size of
Wales in 55 hours had only nine megapixels. For the human observer
looking at its grainy footage, it is all but impossible to distinguish the
people and rafts floating in the water from the whitecaps and multitudinous



specks of light reflecting off the surface of the sea, but that doesn’t matter,
as the camera comes paired with a sophisticated motion-tracking software
developed by the Australian firm Sentient Vision,* which detects all
potential targets of interest—such as pirate dinghies or shipwreck survivors
—automatically. The US Coast Guard is interested in buying the device for
search-and-rescue missions, and it isn’t hard to see why.

Reading Between the Lines

Remember—simply finding a target and tracking it from point A to point B
is only half the battle. Whenever a brute-force analyst working on tracking
vehicles with Gorgon Stare sees something that may be actionable—“a
possible,” analysts call it—the finding is forwarded to the more experienced
team members for further analysis. This is where the second main task in
imagery analysis comes in: “signification,” the process of decoding the
significance of what you are seeing. It is what you are doing when you
notice a slick of oil on your driveway and deduce that your car is leaking, or
when a CIA analyst watches a man visiting a known terrorist safe house and
surmises that he, too, may be a terrorist. It’s what Sherlock Holmes is
talking about when he tells Watson, “You can see everything. You fail,
however, to reason from what you see.”
 





An illustration showing how vehicle tracks in wide-area surveillance are
used to map the “social network graphs” of adversary organizations. Each
line on the map represents the route of a suspect vehicle that was tracked
from one node to another.
Emily Wissemann

 
Because a smart adversary will never lay all his cards on the table, most

advanced imagery analysis requires one to reason from what one sees.
During the Cold War, the Russian nuclear-submarine facility at
Severodvinsk carefully timed its launches to avoid detection by US
satellites. But the CIA’s photographic interpreters—masters of signification
—didn’t need to see a submarine itself to know when something was afoot.
They could predict each imminent deployment by merely noting the
presence of keel blocks in the facility’s launch basin—a sign as telling as an
oil slick on a driveway. By counting and measuring the blocks, the analysts



could even figure out exactly what kind of submarine was about to slip into
the Barents Sea.

Such analytical gambits were standard practice at the CIA’s imagery-
analysis headquarters at the Navy Yard in downtown Washington, DC. A
senior analyst who worked on the Severodvinsk case later boasted that his
team could spot a new missile silo site “before they ever dig a shovel of
dirt”: a fence cutting across a remote forest usually meant that a new launch
site was about to go up; a series of flattened pegs in the ground indicated a
survey project. A good analyst could look at a column of tanks and decode
the adversary’s battle plans just by noting how far the vehicles were
dispersed from one another.

None of this is easy. Any nineteen-year-old with basic analysis training
can spot a row of keel blocks or a vehicle traveling between two nodes—
even a fairly simple algorithm can follow a pixel as it moves across a
screen. But if you want to know what it all means, you need an expert—or a
very advanced computer.
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Ghost in the Stare

O�� ��� �� the spring of 2008, Colonel John Montgomery walked into a
ground-control station at Creech Air Force Base in Nevada for his regular
shift flying a Predator over Iraq. As vice wing commander of the 432nd
Expeditionary Wing, Montgomery kept a busy schedule, but he made a
point of flying every week. The mission that day was an open patrol over
Sadr City, a densely populated neighborhood in northeastern Baghdad. The
Army was engaged in heavy fighting in the neighborhood, which had
recently become a hotbed of insurgent activity, and Montgomery’s squadron
had been watching the area for weeks.

As Montgomery settled into his seat, his sensor operator, who was
staying on from the previous shift, turned to him. “There’s something
wrong in this city,” he said. “I don’t know what it is, but things just don’t
feel right to me.” Montgomery sensed it, too. “It was a vibe. It just wasn’t
right,” he later told me of the mission. Montgomery’s crew had become so
accustomed to watching the streets of Sadr City that they understood the
rhythm of the neighborhood; they even committed to memory the exact
spots where local women hung laundry from their balconies. When
something was off, it was obvious.

Fifteen minutes into the shift, the sensor operator pointed to a man on the
screen. “This guy does not make sense to me,” he told Montgomery. The
man was wearing a suit, and he was speaking on a cell phone. From 15,000
feet, he wouldn’t have appeared particularly unusual or suspicious to the
untrained eye. But the sensor operator was an experienced airman and
Montgomery trusted his instincts. He agreed to drop the planned patrol. On
the basis of a hunch, the man in the suit became a target.

For more than three hours as the Predator orbited overhead, the man
didn’t once set foot inside a building. He seemed to be walking aimlessly, at
times strolling down the middle of busy roadways. He kept his cell phone to
his ear the entire time.



Eventually, the man made his way into a quiet side street and a Toyota
pickup pulled into the frame. Three men emerged and, together with the
man in the suit, the group took a mortar tube out of the truck’s flatbed tray
and fired two shots toward a nearby US base. After dumping the barrel in
an abandoned lot, the three men got back into the Toyota and drove away,
and the man in the suit went on walking as though nothing had happened.

An intelligence team was dispatched to follow the Toyota, and a second
team crossed the neighborhood to retrieve the mortar. The Predator crew
continued following the man in the suit, who disappeared into a house a few
blocks away. Montgomery said that he met his Maker shortly thereafter.

Even a simple tracking system could have followed the man in the suit
around the city, but it would not have been able to tell that he was, in fact, a
member of the insurgency. In the operation over Sadr City, the mission
hinged on a decision based on subtle cues, lots of experience, and a heavy
dose of intuition. Surely a computer wouldn’t be capable of that.

Unknown Unknowns

In January 2017 I drove to the headquarters of Kitware, a few miles north of
Albany, New York, to find out how the software-development company was
creating computers seemingly possessed of all the faculties of an experience
human analyst.

Kitware has an outsize influence in the world of software development.
One of the company’s specialties is what’s known as visualization. Prior to
joining the Angel Fire project in 2005, it worked with Los Alamos, building
software to visualize simulated nuclear explosions. (The US government, as
a signatory to the Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty, has not been
able to conduct actual nuclear trials since the treaty went into force in 1992,
so it has had to test its warheads virtually.) Combining a vast range of data
points, including the megatonnage of the nuclear device, the location of the
hypothetical blast, and the weather, the simulations were so detailed and
complex, it would often take a Los Alamos supercomputer several weeks to
process a single imaginary detonation.

When Angel Fire was transferred to the Air Force Research Lab and
Kitware was dropped from the program, Charles Law and Bill Hoffman, the



company’s founders, felt that the Air Force had missed an opportunity. Not
only was the system unfinished and glitchy, it was also wasting perfectly
good data that could be mined for intelligence.

Determined that their work on the concept not end with Angel Fire, the
company formed a computer-vision group that would focus, among other
areas, on developing automated aerial-surveillance software. To lead the
program, Hoffman and Law picked Anthony Hoogs, a soft-spoken engineer
with a PhD in computer vision from the University of Pennsylvania who
had previously worked on intelligence programs for Lockheed Martin and
GE Global Research.

At the time, wide-area surveillance was based on a “right of boom”
concept of operations, meaning that an investigation into a network could
begin only after an explosion had occurred, since the explosion provided
the initial lead in tracking potential targets and, hopefully, preventing future
attacks. When John Marion pitched the initial concept for wide-area
surveillance around the Pentagon, officials would say, “Well, we don’t want
to start with the IED going off to figure out who all is involved. We don’t
want the IED to go off at all. How are you going to do that?” The whole
point of the vast, Manhattan Project–like effort was to get “left of boom.”

But a single 10-hour Gorgon Stare mission generates 65 trillion pixels of
information. To borrow a popular analogy in the intelligence community,
finding an insurgent without an explosion to tell you where to begin your
search is like trying to find a needle in a haystack, in a field full of
haystacks, in a county full of hayfields.

One day Hoogs was watching a sample of video footage from a wide-
area camera when he happened to spot activity on the screen that to him
seemed suspicious enough. He wouldn’t tell me what it was but he said that,
had the footage been live video, it probably would have merited some kind
of action. Understanding that the action was suspicious required
signification. Hoogs wasn’t watching a man literally planting a bomb or
firing a mortar but rather something that suggested such an activity was
about to occur. And yet the activity itself was simple and obvious enough to
be reliably identified by a computer.

This led to a revelation. An all-seeing camera flying over Baghdad or
Kabul would capture all manner of activities that the defense and
intelligence communities would want to take a closer look at—meetings
between combatants, men loading IEDs into trucks, emplacers digging



holes by the side of the road—all things that, without an explosion, would
go unseen until it was too late. If it was possible to automatically spot
indicators of an imminent attack, could human operators be alerted with
enough lead time to intervene? Simply put, could a crime be stopped before
it happened?

Hoogs’s idea for using computer vision to preemptively detect criminal
acts tapped into an increasingly popular theory of spycraft. Known as
activity-based intelligence (ABI), it had grown out of a series of special-
operations missions against “dynamic targets” (another term for people with
ignition keys) in Iraq and Afghanistan. Like the man in the suit, these
adversaries bore none of the traditional markers of a belligerent. They wore
no uniforms, they didn’t drive tanks; typically they didn’t even carry
firearms. Their only weapon might be a cell phone. They blended
seamlessly into the local population.

Practitioners of ABI regularly invoke former secretary of defense Donald
Rumsfeld’s widely pilloried remark about “unknown unknowns,” made
during a press briefing on Saddam Hussein’s links to terrorist groups. This
is because, when seeking out dynamic insurgents, you often don’t know
exactly what you’re looking for. Letitia Long, a former director of the
National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency, described the task as “like
looking in a global ocean for an object that might or might not be a fish. It
might be anything and it might be important, but at first, we are not sure it
even exists.”*

According to a report by a senior Pentagon intelligence official that has
not been publicly released, ABI often looks for “nontraditional” markers of
participation in an armed group, including a number of indicators that might
not, on any level, appear to have anything to do with being a combatant.
These include name, gender, age, weight, religion, skills, biometrics, values,
race, email address, and even personality traits.*

The most obvious and straightforward marker of an unknown unknown is
an individual’s activity, hence the theory’s name. Innocent civilians don’t
plant IEDs or fire mortars. Nor do they drive between known safe houses in
the dead of night, or place calls to numerous known insurgent leaders. As a
DARPA program manager specializing in intelligence analysis put it in
2009, “Bad guys do bad things.”

The activity that Hoogs discovered in the test footage was precisely this
kind of unknown unknown: nobody knew that it was happening, and



nobody knew the identities of those involved, but it was clearly a bad thing.
The principal challenge of building a computer-vision algorithm for

detecting such activities, and various others like it, was that it would have to
be flexible enough to account for the messiness of war. On a pixel-by-pixel
basis, there are a million ways to commit a crime, and the computer would
have to recognize each variation of that single suspicious action. When
Kitware, along with researchers from the University of Maryland, Berkeley,
and Georgia Tech, set out in 2008 to test a preliminary detection system,
using footage from an actual war wasn’t an option, as some of the
researchers lacked a security clearance. Instead, they set their algorithms
loose on what they considered the next closest thing, a season of Georgia
Tech football game tapes.

Like combat, football is both organized and chaotic. Each play is an
encounter between two meticulously thought-out strategies that may result
in an entirely unpredictable outcome. Like the insurgent groups in Baghdad,
Hoogs said, football players engage in active deception to try to mislead
their opponents. The goal was to build a motion and tracking algorithm that,
when applied to the football video, could read the intentions of the
offensive line before it actually executed its plan.

Since the engineers themselves didn’t know the difference between a
“sweep,” a “bootleg,” and a “quarterback sneak,” they enlisted a Georgia
Tech graduate student who had briefly been drafted as a defensive back for
the Green Bay Packers to help guide the algorithm to look for the early
telltale markers of a range of particular tactics. By the end of the yearlong
initiative, the computer was able to recognize seven types of play within
just three seconds of the hike. To be sure, the human defensive back could
discern a play within two to two and a half seconds, but the algorithm was
still much faster than the average viewer at home.

A U-Turn at 3:00 a.m.

Shortly after completing the football project, Kitware won an $11 million
contract to develop a computer-vision system for DARPA that would
autonomously identify certain activities in grainy narrow-field footage. The
idea was to single out suspects—people like the man in the suit in Sadr City



—who were otherwise impossible to distinguish from the general
population. The manager of the program was the same official who said that
bad guys do bad things.

This initiative enabled Kitware to develop a number of tools that Hoogs
believed could be applied to his wide-area-surveillance idea, and he pitched
DARPA for a seed grant to carry out some developmental work on his
concept. Hoogs and his team spoke to a number of airborne-intelligence
analysts about the types of activities that—like the actions of an offensive
line—presage an adversary’s next move or an imminent attack. After a few
months of work, Hoogs demonstrated that his algorithms could pick up a
handful of these behaviors with a high level of accuracy. This led to yet
more DARPA funding. According to Hoogs, on the basis of the
demonstration DARPA created a program to build an artificially intelligent
all-seeing eye. Officials named it the Persistent Stare Exploitation and
Analysis System—PerSEAS. Perseus is the Greek mythological hero who
kills the Gorgon Medusa.

According to a document outlining the program, the goal was to build
something that could “identify threats early enough . . . to make a
difference,” including things like “driving behaviors occurring before the
detonation of a suicidal vehicle” and events that “highlight ‘patterns-of-life’
associated with a variety of network types, including social, political,
regional, economic or military networks.” (The document noted that any
software capable of “face recognition, gait recognition, human
identification or any form of biometrics” was strictly prohibited.)

It didn’t matter if the computer couldn’t catch everything. As long as it
caught more “unknown unknowns” than one would find with human eyes
alone, and as long as it didn’t produce too many false negatives, according
to Hoogs even a 10 or 15 percent discovery rate on otherwise undetected
activities would be worthwhile.

In 2010 DARPA awarded Kitware a $13.8 million contract to lead the
work on PerSEAS. Hoogs assembled dozens of academics and researchers
from four major defense contractors and six universities, including
Berkeley, Columbia, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and the University of
Maryland.

As a matter of policy, most of the behaviors that Kitware’s computers
were trained to identify remain secret—the intelligence community doesn’t
want insurgent networks finding out which specific behaviors might tip



their proverbial hand, but a few have slipped out. Vehicular events of
interest, listed in a nonpublic Kitware presentation, include “keep distance
far” (when one car follows another from a distance), “keep distance close”
(when a vehicle follows closely behind another), “passing” (when a vehicle
overtakes another), “flip-flop driving” (when two cars pass each other
repeatedly), “approach” (when a car drives toward a fixed location),
“retreat” (when it drives away), “parallel driving” (when two cars drive side
by side), “dropping off” (when a vehicle comes to a stop and leaves a
passenger on the curb), “aimless driving,” and “meeting” (two cars coming
to the same spot within a short time).

When the team turned its honed software on a wide-area feed of a large
city, the results were impressive. A single data set might include 10 million
vehicle tracks and 100 million events. At the click of a button, the computer
could flag the exact locations on the map where every particular event of
interest had occurred. It was as though you could snap your fingers and see
every car that had left a parking spot in your neighborhood.*
 



The results of a test in which Kitware’s activity-detection system looked for
“vehicle-stalking-vehicle” events (when a car waits for another car to
vacate a parking spot, then takes the spot) in a clip of WAMI footage. The
shaded areas indicate locations of all vehicle-stalking events detected by the
computer.
This material is based upon work supported by the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) under contract no. W91CRB-10-C-
0098. The views and conclusions contained in this document are those of
the authors and should not be interpreted as representing the official
policies, either expressly or implied, of DARPA or the US Government.
Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. © 11/06/18 Kitware,
Inc. All rights reserved.

 
One type of activity that is of particular interest to groups that hunt

insurgents is the U-turn. In the early years of the Iraq war, analysts began to
notice that if targets suspected that their vehicle was being followed, they
would often make a U-turn and head back toward the chase vehicle. It
became a telltale sign that the individual being followed might have
something to hide.

As early as 2005, engineers at Livermore and, later, Logos had begun
developing algorithms to automatically detect U-turns. But they soon ran
into trouble. U-turns, like most of the other vehicular indicators of
suspicious activity, were common in Baghdad. Analysts wouldn’t have time



to investigate every algorithmically detected drop-off or instance of
“parallel driving” on a given shift; if they did, they’d probably miss much
more important activities. And this was if the algorithm always successfully
identified what it was looking for, which it didn’t. At one point in a Kitware
test video I watched, a “meeting” that the algorithm detected was merely
two cars parking next to each other in a parking lot.

The PerSEAS engineers began coding the software to recognize when a
single vehicle or set of vehicles engaged in a combination of such activities,
something that was much less common and much more indicative of
insurgent activity. Though analysts would ignore a single isolated U-turn,
they would be very interested in a U-turn followed by a 10-minute stop at
the side of a busy road, a clear indicator, according to John Marion, the
Logos engineer, of a nefarious activity.

But even a U-turn followed by a lengthy stop could be fairly common,
and it might not be basis enough to rationally suspect a vehicle’s occupants
of being terrorists. That is, unless you look at the activity in context. A man
in a suit talking on a cell phone for hours wouldn’t necessarily be a
suspicious sight in Lower Manhattan, but in the middle of war-torn Sadr
City, the visual was a clear anomaly. Hoogs pointed out that while it is very
common for two cars to stop next to each other in a busy parking lot during
the day, the same activity in an empty lot at 3:00 a.m. is much less common.
Likewise, cars stop at intersections all the time, but if a car stops at the side
of a busy highway, it’s possible that its occupants are planting a bomb (it’s
also possible, Hoogs conceded, that the car has simply broken down).

Like the track, the “anomaly” is a fundamental element in spycraft. At
GE Global Research, Hoogs had worked on a system, also for DARPA, that
sought out anomalies in maritime traffic data to detect nefarious shipping
activities (ships with innocuous cargo travel along scheduled, predictable
routes; ships with illicit cargo do not). Credit card companies employ a
similar strategy to detect fraudulent transactions, which is why banks will
often block your card if you attempt to make a withdrawal in a foreign
country.

Using techniques known as cluster analysis, Kitware built an algorithm
that segmented the area under surveillance into patches and generated a
“normalcy model” of the routine activity in each patch. Watching a patch
containing an intersection, for instance, the algorithm would measure the
average speed, size, and type of passing vehicles, how often vehicles



stopped, and the frequency of U-turns. With a model established, the
computer would then single out only those activities that broke significantly
from the model.

Whereas it took months if not years of experience for Montgomery to
learn how to recognize when something was amiss in Sadr City, these
systems would require only a couple of hours to learn the difference
between what’s normal and what’s not in any given area. Using similar
techniques, the defense contractor Harris has built a traffic-speed normalcy
model for the entire city of Rochester, New York; the program can detect
when a car is traveling above the average speed in a particular location or
when a vehicle stops in an area where most cars tend to move quickly.

When I was driving to meet Hoogs at the Kitware office in the winter of
2017, my phone, which I had been using for directions, had run out of
battery. After making several sudden lane changes on the highway, I pulled
off at an exit and stopped at a gas station on the outskirts of Schenectady to
find a charger. When I returned to the road, twenty minutes later, I had to
make an awkward U-turn and retrace my route along that same highway for
about five miles.

As Hoogs described the PerSEAS project, it occurred to me that some of
my behavior on the way to the interview had matched the types of activities
that Kitware’s computer-vision systems were designed to find. Not only had
I been making all sorts of turns and stops during my unintentional detour, I
now realized, but I had also been doing so in a quiet upstate New York
suburb where that type of driving was, in all likelihood, quite rare.

I asked Hoogs how the computer might have responded if it had been
watching me. From the sound of it, Hoogs said, my driving was exactly the
kind of behavior that would have alerted the system. Other intelligence
specialists and engineers confirmed to me that my actions would have
definitely raised eyebrows among both human and robotic intelligence
analysts in the field.

Threat Level: 99 Percent

A couple of years into the PerSEAS program, the DARPA manager who
had been administering the effort left the agency. According to Hoogs, his



replacement reoriented PerSEAS to focus on vehicle tracking. The
autonomous tracking system that Kitware produced, called the Kitware
Image and Video Exploitation and Retrieval system, or KWIVER, for short,
was deployed to the battlefield, though Hoogs would not say where, or by
whom. In 2014 the Air Force Research Laboratory described KWIVER as
the field’s “state of the art” system.

At the time of my visit, Kitware’s work on detection algorithms was
ongoing. The company has been awarded a number of Pentagon grants
from government agencies and labs, including the Air Force Research
Laboratory, to develop the software further. It also built event-detection
software under a broad program run by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense called Data to Decisions, which sought to apply advanced
automated analytics to incoming feeds from a range of surveillance
systems. All told, Kitware has received almost $40 million in government
contracts for this work. From 2009 to 2013 it consistently ranked among
America’s 5,000 fastest-growing companies.

The potential of an effective behavior-detection system like the one
developed by Kitware is lost on nobody in the intelligence community, and
a number of other groups and contractors have developed similar software
to root out unknown unknowns. When combined with the type of tracking
capabilities described in the previous chapter, it could automatically turn a
baffling and overwhelming mass of data into detailed actionable
intelligence about not just individual actors, but complex networks.

A set of researchers, from Kitware, Los Alamos, and the University of
New Mexico, have suggested that a finely tuned anomaly-detection system
could, for example, calculate the probability that two anomalies occurring
in the same neighborhood represent a coordinated effort involving multiple
parties in a single organization, just like how McNutt’s analysts identified
cartel-like force-protection patterns in Baltimore, and even identify the
places in a city where they are likely to regroup so that forces on the ground
can be waiting for them when they arrive.

One particularly revered company working in this area is Signal
Innovations Group. Founded in 2004 by two engineers from Duke
University, SIG applies sophisticated data analytics to a variety of aerial
spying technologies, including sonar, radar, sensors for detecting IEDs, and
WAMI. While neither of the company’s founders responded to multiple
requests for comment, we know from other sources that SIG’s programs



have already seen extensive use in the field, primarily for classified
operations. The company has worked with the Office of Naval Research,
the Air Force Research Laboratory, DARPA, the Army Research Office,
and the Army Night Vision and Electronic Sensors Directorate, in addition
to its undisclosed customers.

SIG has developed its own automated analysis system similar to
Kitware’s. And it’s remarkable. A “Competition Sensitive”* PowerPoint
presentation created by the company in 2013 explains that the goal of the
program is to take quadrillions—in other words, millions of billions—of
pixels of imagery and whittle the data down to a few hundred potential
leads for human analysis.

Among other things, the document claims that SIG’s software could
calculate, based on airborne surveillance alone, the likelihood that a given
location is a terrorist node. It appears that the company demonstrated this
precise capability using data from one of the many secret WAMI test flights
over American soil: the CIA-sponsored exercise over Lubbock, Texas.

The presentation indicates that to begin the process human analysts will
mark known terrorist nodes on a map. The software will then “propagate”
the threat across the city, pointing to new potential terrorist buildings by
tracking vehicles from the original known nodes. The company claims that
the software is capable of identifying the origin and destination of “a large
percentage” of all vehicles moving in the surveilled area; one slide features
a satellite map of Lubbock showing the paths of what appear to be
thousands of tracked vehicles.

The system then moves on to subtler strategies to find further unknown
unknowns. The presentation appears to suggest that the software tracked
vehicles arriving at and departing from eleven different types of locations
around Lubbock, including homes, workplaces, soccer fields, restaurants,
and even barbershops. It then built a normalcy model for the number of
visits that each type of location receives over the course of a typical day,
similar to the normalcy models of vehicle speed generated by Kitware’s
software. The SIG software can then predict the “role” of an enigmatic
location by matching its pattern of visitors to the arrival-and-departure
models from known buildings. If vehicles congregate around a particular
site between 4:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m., the site might be another soccer field.
If a building has a spike in visits at lunchtime and dinnertime similar to



visitor patterns observed for a known restaurant, it could be surmised that
the building is a restaurant.

In addition to matching vehicle activity patterns around unknown
buildings to that of known restaurants, IED cells, and barbershops, SIG
claimed that its software can also identify suspicious nodes when there is
“anomalous building activity” that does not match the normal visitor
patterns for that type of location—say, a restaurant that sees a spike in visits
between 2:00 a.m. and 4:00 a.m.—or if a building receives visits by
vehicles that have exhibited anomalous driving behaviors. Had such a
system been watching me while I was driving through Schenectady, it
might have flagged Kitware’s office for receiving a visit from a suspicious
vehicle.

In 2014 the defense contractor BAE acquired SIG for an undisclosed
sum. BAE now sells software based on the same system that the company
tested using the data from Lubbock. According to BAE marketing
materials, it is capable of both tracking large numbers of vehicles
simultaneously and identifying patterns and anomalies that might indicate
the presence of suspicious groups: autonomously separating the good from
the bad.

Since there are, presumably, no IED cells in Lubbock, the company
appears to have used the city’s medical industry as a stand-in for a terrorist
network in its demonstration. In a second satellite map of the city, a
doctor’s office called West Texas Pediatrics (which is a real business in
Lubbock) is marked with a label indicating a “threat probability” of 99
percent. A second business farther north, Medical Management Solutions
(also real), has a threat probability of just 15 percent. Why SIG’s software
deemed West Texas Pediatrics so dangerous, the presentation doesn’t
specify.

A Little Deep Learning Is a Dangerous Thing

In early 2017, after more than a decade of government investment in
laboratory experiments, a Pentagon task force concluded that advanced
imagery-analysis algorithms “can perform at near-human levels.” Following
the task force’s recommendation, DOD leadership launched Project Maven,



a much-publicized and yet somewhat shrouded effort to take automated
video analysis to war.

The goal of the program is simple: to get the best possible algorithms into
the battlefield as quickly as possible. Like Big Safari, Project Maven
deploys technologies when they’re only 80 percent complete. Also known
as the Algorithmic Warfare Cross-Functional Team, the program’s first
experiment, an automated analysis system capable of recognizing targets
and discovering suspicious activities in soda-straw drone videos, was
delivered to 10 intelligence units working on missions over Syria, Iraq, and
a number of undisclosed African countries in late 2017.
 

The Pentagon’s official seal for the Algorithmic Warfare Cross-Functional
Team, also known as Project Maven, which is looking to build artificially
intelligent surveillance-imagery-analysis systems.
US Department of Defense

 



Among the software’s many features, analysts can select a target of
interest and the software will assemble every existing clip of drone footage
showing that same vehicle or individual spotted in previous missions. Other
features are classified, though they can be fairly easily guessed. One of the
contractors on the project, a computer-vision startup called Clarifai, sells
software capable of analyzing a person’s “age, gender and cultural
appearance” in videos and photographs.

In its second “sprint,” Project Maven turned to WAMI. By the end of
2018 the program will have deployed an “AI-based” analysis algorithm for
Gorgon Stare, which will be available on the Pentagon’s internal top-secret
intranet systems, SIPRNET and JWICS. The Air Force declined to tell me
exactly what kinds of analysis this all-seeing AI would be capable of, but a
Pentagon budget document released in early 2018 noted that it could
perform target identification and recognition. In a presentation to members
of the Royal Australian Air Force, the director of the program showed that
an early prototype of the software was capable of instantaneously
recognizing cars, trucks, people, and boats. He also demonstrated how an
analyst could select an area of interest and the software would generate a
total count of people or vehicles visible in the frame, and suggested that it
would eventually be capable of more sophisticated tasks—the kind of
things one might call signification.

If successful, Project Maven will open the door to a new era of
artificially intelligent spycraft. In its budget request for 2019, the Office of
the Secretary of Defense, which allocated a hefty $109 million to the effort,
called it a “pathfinder” for the DOD’s broader work in AI. Partners in the
initiative include the US national laboratories and all 17 member
organizations of the US intelligence community.

The main barrier to the widespread adoption of this technology earlier in
its history was the fact that even the most advanced of these systems are not
entirely glitch-free. In one 20-minute test, I noticed that Kitware’s behavior-
detection algorithm flagged as suspicious an intersection where a car pulled
away from a stop sign and a second car replaced it from behind seconds
later (“replacement”—when one car replaces another car—was one of the
signatures that the software was designed to search for). In another, it
flagged as an example of replacement a clip of a single car making a three-
point turn.



No soldier would be able to trust a system that makes such glaring errors.
In one test under the DARPA Mind’s Eye program—which sought to build
software that reliably recognizes 48 different human actions, including
“have,” “turn,” “hit,” “dig,” “bounce,” “run,” “snatch,” “throw,” “touch,”
“exchange,” “replace,” and “flee”—a prototype developed by a team at
Colorado State University was able to correctly identify in test surveillance
video the action of a woman turning, “but,” the researchers lamented, the
software, which was supposed to detect whenever a figure on-screen was
holding an object, “missed that [the woman] is carrying a bowl of fruit.”

But such mistakes are becoming more rare. This is thanks in large part to
recent advances in computing in the sphere of machine learning, a
technique that involves sharpening an algorithm’s capabilities on vast
training sets.
 

A screenshot from tests of a computer-vision program developed at
Colorado State University. The computer was able to correctly identify a
woman turning around, “but,” the researchers lamented, “we missed that
she is carrying a bowl of fruit.” No soldier would be able to trust a system
that makes such glaring errors.
Bruce A. Draper, Mind’s Eye PI Presentation,
http://www.cs.colostate.edu/~draper.

 
The profound impact of machine learning, as well as its cousin, deep

learning, which involves a similar training process using an architecture
modeled on the brain’s neural networks, is already apparent in modern life.
Take YouTube’s exquisitely effective video-recommendation sidebar, which

http://www.cs.colostate.edu/~draper


employs a cluster-analysis technique similar to Kitware’s anomaly-
detection software. Just as Kitware’s software determines that a U-turn on a
highway might indicate that something’s not right, YouTube can predict that
a viewer who searches for a video of a Huey helicopter will probably also
be interested in a video about a nuclear submarine or a clip from
Apocalypse Now. The reason that Kitware’s software makes regular
mistakes while a visit to YouTube rarely ends with one video is that
YouTube’s software has been trained on over 100 billion examples of
viewer behavior. It is for similar reasons that Facebook’s facial-recognition
system (which is trained on masses of selfies) is far more accurate than the
FBI’s (which is trained on much smaller data sets).

In the field of automated intelligence, even comparatively little learning,
it turns out, goes a long way. The impact of deep learning, in particular, a
Jason group study concluded in 2016, “is nothing short of revolutionary.”
When paired with a deep-learning system trained on ImageNet—a training
database containing 14 million annotated images of everything from horses
to famous buildings—the Lincoln Laboratory’s automated WAMI-analysis
software’s false-alarm rates dropped to almost zero. A deep-learning-based
tracking and detection system unveiled in 2017 by a team from the
University of Central Florida reportedly outperformed 13 other non-deep-
learning programs by up to 50 percent. Much of Project Maven’s early
success likely comes down to the fact that its analysis software is trained on
over 1 million tagged images.

Skeptics of these efforts say that even such extensive “training” in a
laboratory could never fully prepare an algorithm for the unique chaos of
war—nobody becomes a true expert without having been in the fight. The
repeated mistakes that Kitware’s software made in hunting for
“replacements” were the kind of errors that a human would only make once,
as long as the error was pointed out to him or her. Groups like the Lincoln
Laboratory, the Air Force Research Laboratory, and the Wide-Area
Surveillance Laboratory at the University of Dayton, among others, are
therefore building “active learning” features into their software, which
allow analysts to correct the computers’ work midmission. Under Project
Maven, when the system misidentifies an object or activity on the ground,
analysts can click a “train AI” button and the algorithm will remember not
to make the same mistake again in the future.



Likewise, when the computer is right, the analysts affirm it. This way, the
computer builds an understanding over time of what works and what
doesn’t. (If you’ve ever had to identify road signs or street numbers in a
captcha test while filling out an online form, you’ve participated in a similar
kind of human-supervised learning program for Google Maps; by typing in
what you read on the street sign, you are essentially confirming the
computer’s work, thereby helping to sharpen Google’s AI even as you
verify that you are “not a robot.”) The longer the system is in operation, the
better it will get at its job.

These systems will also become more versatile. “A pilot trained in
Philadelphia should be able to fly the plane in Phoenix,” explained Vijayan
Asari, from the University of Dayton’s lab; computer programs should be
no different. If an operation moves from, say, an urban battlefield to a rural
one, active-learning algorithms will quickly adapt to the new environment,
with only minimal guidance from a human operator.

Some programs will even be capable of learning new tricks on the fly.
Analysts using Project Maven software, for example, can teach their
systems to recognize entirely new kinds of events that they were never
trained for. In one example provided by the program’s director, an analyst
could label an unfamiliar scene as “an emergency” and identify two
vehicles in the frame as a fire truck and an ambulance. The next time a
similar incident occurs and a fire truck rolls into view, the computer sees it
on its own, and knows exactly what it means.

Even people with firsthand experience in the jobs that these algorithms
are designed to replace find it hard to deny the power of the recent advances
in machine learning. When I spoke to Colonel John Montgomery, the drone
pilot who tracked the man in the suit, in December 2016, he still wanted to
believe that the human touch will always be necessary in those kinds of
missions—but with the advent of machine learning, he was no longer so
sure.

The day before we spoke, Montgomery had watched a YouTube video of
a robot learning how to play ball-in-a-cup. At first, the robot, which
employs a form of machine learning, is as hopeless as a toddler. At the 70th
attempt, the ball hits the rim of the cup. After 90 attempts, the ball is
consistently hitting the rim. On the 100th attempt, the robot makes it. “Well,
after that,” Montgomery said, “It never missed. Dunk, dunk, dunk, dunk.”



Silicon Valley Enters the Fray

The undisputed leaders in the type of machine learning necessary to train
computers to match a human analyst are, of course, the firms based in
Silicon Valley. This is in no small part because of the tech industry’s ability
to poach talent from other sectors, including the defense and intelligence
world. Much of the team from Lawrence Livermore’s Persistics project, for
example, left to take jobs at Google, YouTube, and Facebook, among other
firms. According to Sheila Vaidya, this was the main reason the laboratory
had to shutter the effort in 2014.

The Pentagon is eager to put those minds and technologies back to work
on its airborne-intelligence operations, and Silicon Valley has signaled that
it is willing to cooperate. In the fall of 2017 the Office of the Secretary of
Defense selected Google as a partner in Project Maven. Under the
agreement, the Pentagon would use the internet giant’s TensorFlow artificial
intelligence system to power its various analysis programs. Internal
company emails show that senior Google executives predicted the deal
might eventually generate up to a quarter of a billion dollars for the
company.

When the partnership was revealed in March 2018, the story was
circulated widely. Google issued a statement explaining that the company’s
tools would be used only for “nonoffensive” activities. Even so, more than
3,000 Alphabet employees signed a petition urging the company’s CEO,
Sundar Pichai, to call off the partnership, which he did shortly thereafter.

Many observers of the scandal were shocked by the news of the
collaboration, coming from a company that had for years lived by the motto
“Don’t be evil.” But this was not the first time Google has assisted in an
airborne automated spycraft program. In around 2013 Google signed a
cooperative research and development agreement with the Air Force
Research Laboratory focused on data-processing technologies for, among
other applications, aerial surveillance.

A CRADA is a partnership between a government agency and a company
or university intended to foster the development of private sector
technologies and products that the sponsoring government institution
wishes to eventually deploy in active operations. As a result of the AFRL-
Google project, Air Force engineers developed what a webpage posted by
the Office of the Secretary of Defense describes as a “revolutionary”



prototype for automated pattern-of-life analysis in wide-area-surveillance
footage.

This was not a “nonoffensive” technology. Pattern-of-life analysis, you’ll
recall, is the process of studying an individual’s daily activities in detail
from above. It is an integral step in the process leading up to an airstrike.
An Air Force spokesperson I contacted declined to provide further details
about the agreement.

There are other signs that Google’s involvement in the defense world was
more extensive than previously thought. In its 2019 budget request, the
Special Operations Command noted that it needed $4.5 million to purchase
a number of computing services, including, it notes, TensorFlow, for a “big
data analytics” program. The Air Force spokesperson would not confirm or
deny whether the AFRL-Google CRADA was the only case of Google
participating in an Air Force project and noted that the service “will
continue to partner with industry and academia pursuing new and emergent
technologies to enhance our decision-making.”

Following the Project Maven controversy, Google’s leadership did appear
to temper, at least temporarily, its earlier zeal for DOD dollars. In October
2018 the company withdrew from the competition for a Pentagon cloud
computing program known as JEDI (for Joint Enterprise Defense
Infrastructure) that is likely to be worth in excess of $10 billion. According
to a statement, the decision to abandon the program was based in part on the
fact that the company “couldn’t be assured that it would align with our AI
Principles.”

But there are still plenty of others in Silicon Valley with fewer
compunctions about doing business with the military. “If big tech
companies are going to turn their back on the US Department of Defense,
this country is going to be in trouble,” Amazon’s CEO Jeff Bezos said at an
event the week after Google’s announcement, confirming that Amazon
would remain committed to both JEDI and the military as a whole. Bezos’s
words were likely music to many ears within the Pentagon: the company
that you may or may not have used to order this very book already provides
all 17 intelligence agencies with a cloud computing system optimized for
automated analytics under a $600 million contract awarded in 2013.*

A week and a half after Bezos’s speech, Brad Smith, Microsoft’s
president, announced in a company blog post that Microsoft, too, would
stay in the running for both JEDI and other DOD technology ventures,



including some, he acknowledged, that raised troubling questions: “We are
not going to withdraw from the future.”

Looking around at the future that Silicon Valley has already made for us
—a future where you can order a book on a smartphone and then, with a
flick of the finger, access thousands of hours of videos of helicopters and
submarines that an artificially intelligent computer, somewhere, has decreed
you’d want to watch—the tech world’s growing closeness with the defense
and intelligence communities is a bit of a heart-stopping prospect.
Headlines that would otherwise seem benign, even welcome—for instance,
“Finally: An App That Can Identify the Animal You Saw on Your Hike,” or
“Google Uses AI to Find Your Fine-Art Doppelgänger”—take on a sinister
new meaning. All of these marvels could be co-opted for surveillance. In
one way or another, most of them will.
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New Dimensions

A� ������������ ������� smarter, it is finding its way into entirely new
domains of our lives, from satellites up in the exosphere all the way down
to the CCTV cameras on Main Street. Ultimately, there will be few corners
of our planet that are not watched over, somewhere and somehow, by an all-
seeing eye.

Take present-day CCTV cameras that blanket many modern cities. Just
like Predator drones, they suffer from the soda-straw problem. In heavily
secured areas like airports and casinos, the only way to ensure that nothing
is missed is to install large numbers of cameras throughout.

One solution to the narrow-field view is a bigger camera. The first truly
all-seeing CCTV was the Imaging System for Immersive Surveillance, a
single CCTV unit made up of 48 individual imagers. Developed by the MIT
Lincoln Laboratory and the Pacific Northwestern National Laboratory at the
behest of the Department of Homeland Security, it was first tested in 2009
inside Terminal A of Boston’s Logan Airport. With 240 megapixels, it was
capable of reading the name on a boarding pass from up to 200 feet away.

Operators could pan, tilt, and zoom through the footage while the camera
continued recording the entire space. Tracking algorithms allowed the DHS
to keep tabs on particular individuals as they moved through the building,
even during peak times when the images were filled with considerable
clutter. Investigators could track through the footage as far back as 30 days.
“You don’t miss anything,” said Bill Ross, the Lincoln Laboratory engineer.

After the initial tests at Logan, in 2014, the Boston Police Department
installed a series of the cameras near the finish line of the Boston Marathon,
and the Secret Service appears to have deployed one to the area around the
White House. In 2016 MIT transferred the technology to Consolidated
Resource Imaging, the wide-area-surveillance contractor, and the company
sold its first two units in early 2017. In 2018 the company installed a unit at
the CenturyLink Field stadium in Seattle.



Soon after beginning work on the Immersive Surveillance system, the
Lincoln Laboratory began developing an even more remarkable ground
camera called WISP-360, an infrared system built around the computer-in-
every-pixel technology that can generate massive images with relatively
small fast-spinning cameras and track speeding bullets. WISP-360 can
create a full 360-degree hemispheric image composed of hundreds of
millions of pixels every second, allowing one to see several miles in every
direction, including in the sky. It operates much like a radar, except that it
creates beautifully crisp black-and-white video. The exact specifications of
the camera are classified, but when the Lincoln Laboratory flew the same
device over Boston from 9,000 feet in the air, it was powerful enough to see
individual cars driving around the MIT campus.

In 2012 the US Army began installing WISP-360 at a number of
forward-operating facilities in active war zones. After ISIS and other
nonstate groups started experimenting with hobby drones packed with
explosives that could be used as rudimentary cruise missiles, demand for
WISP-360—which, thanks to its broad coverage and intelligent pixels, is
capable of detecting small commercial drones—exploded. To accelerate
production, in 2018 Ross and several of his team members spun off a
private company, Copious Imaging, which will work to further
commercialize the cameras, and continue developing the underlying
computer-in-each-pixel technology.

At home, too, demand for ground-based all-seeing eyes is expanding. In
early 2017 Customs and Border Protection outlined a plan to install over
200 new surveillance towers along the southern border to supplement the
200 that are already there. According to a solicitation for proposals, CBP
was looking for a surveillance device that could watch a full 360-degree
panorama and detect an average adult from up to 7.5 miles in the desert (or
from up to 3 miles in a city).

The Israeli firm Elbit Systems has been pushing its two wide-area
surveillance cameras, the GroundEye and the SupervisIR, for the CBP
contracts, as well as for surveillance programs in “populated areas.” Other
firms have unveiled large-format ground cameras of their own. Soccer fans
at the Corinthians Arena in São Paulo, Brazil, are watched over by an
arsenal of wide-area cameras built by Hikvision, the Chinese firm that is
fast becoming a leader in the field. Logipix, a Hungarian company, sells a
panoramic camera with 200 megapixels. The startup Aqueti sells a



gigapixel camera, the Mantis, based on the design of DARPA’s 40-gigapixel
AWARE system.

The technology is already trickling down the market. The 2017 Little
League World Series in South Williamsport, Pennsylvania, was watched
over by a network of 20-megapixel wide-area cameras developed by Canon
out of many of the same components that can be found in professional
photography cameras. Axis Communications, the company that sells the 20-
megapixel camera, also sells a model that looks like any other CCTV
system but can read the license plate on a car speeding through a
roundabout from three football fields away. Some of these systems are
affordable enough for use at home. Many of the largest CCTV
manufacturers now produce wide-area cameras with relatively high pixel
counts that operate like small-scale all-seeing eyes. Firms like Panasonic,
Pelco, and Hikvision sell tiny high-megapixel 360-degree units that cost
about $1,000.

The automated surveillance technologies discussed in the previous two
chapters are also finding their way into ground-based cameras of both the
wide-angle and soda-straw variety. Thanks to add-on facial-recognition and
activity-detection software, the wide-area camera at the CenturyLink
Stadium can tell the difference between someone placing a soda can and a
large backpack in a garbage bin, or warn security officials if a known
troublemaker is seen in the stands. The cameras at the Corinthians stadium
are also equipped with facial-recognition features, as are many of
Hikvision’s low-end cameras, which come with automated analysis
software that can detect intrusions, track individuals, and even detect traffic
violations.

Meanwhile, firms specializing in computer vision are building systems
that can be simply plugged into existing surveillance networks, a startling
prospect given how much of modern public space is already watched over
by CCTV. Interest in these products is intense. Following terrorist attacks
like the 2017 bombing of an Ariana Grande concert in Manchester, UK,
police manually comb through tens of thousands of hours of surveillance
footage from hundreds of CCTV cameras in a desperate search for clues
that might help to unravel the attacker’s network and prevent an immediate
follow-on attack. An automated system would reduce the time and
manpower necessary for such a search by orders of magnitude.



Since 2016 Amazon has been selling facial- and object-recognition
software to US law enforcement departments for processing imagery from
CCTV feeds and other sources. According to Amazon’s marketing
materials, the software can discern a subject’s emotional state based on their
facial expression. The Orlando Police Department and the Washington
County Sheriff’s Office are already customers, as are a number of news
services, including the New York Times, which use it to identify celebrities
in videos and photos of large events.

Similar systems are being tested and installed across the globe in cities
like Johannesburg and Singapore. In Moscow, officials have suggested that
the technology could be used to track garbage collectors to make sure they
are not slacking on the job.

With strong facial recognition, some of this software is capable of
tracking a single target as he or she moves from one camera feed to the
next. In cities where CCTV coverage is particularly dense—like London,
which has collaborated with the startup SeeQuestor to test a CCTV tracking
capability in its streets and Underground stations—such a program could
continuously track a target for long periods, converting what was once a
multitude of isolated cameras into a single, citywide all-seeing eye.

These systems will continue to grow smarter. IARPA, the US intelligence
community’s advanced-research laboratory, hopes that by 2020 it will have
deep-learning software capable of recognizing 40 simple actions, 20
behaviors, and 12 complex activities in CCTV footage, including events
such as “a person abandoning a backpack” and “people carrying or
brandishing weapons,” “a person throwing a rock or another object,”
“rioting and unrest,” and even “subtle and anomalous behavior indicating
out-of-context transport of unusually heavy objects.”

As with their counterparts in the air, an intelligent wide-area ground
camera could also have more benign applications. According to the team at
Duke University that built the DARPA gigapixel cameras and now runs the
firm Aqueti, one could eventually use gigapixel cameras to broadcast sports
games, allowing viewers to zoom in on whatever interests them most in
much the same way that ground troops can control individual “chip-out”
streams from a Gorgon Stare feed.

The researchers contend that “zoomcast,” as they call it, would be a
much more engaging experience than a traditional broadcast. Maybe you
are particularly interested in a certain defensive player, or perhaps you want



to keep a close eye on the referee to make sure that he is making fair calls.
With multiple gigapixel cameras pointing at a game, broadcasters could,
eventually, create live, moving 3-D videos of the proceedings. This would
permit viewers to navigate through the game as though they are actually on
the field.

The Pentagon has already experimented with somewhat similar
technologies for use on the battlefield, including software that turns aerial
imagery of cities into detailed 3-D digital models that can be used to
quickly familiarize soldiers with the environment they’re about to step into.
Steve Suddarth’s software that turns WAMI video into three-dimensional
moving cityscapes is likewise funded by the Pentagon. Police departments
could use a similar zoomcast setup to navigate through a crowd in order to
get a much closer view of potentially suspicious actors from a variety of
angles.

The Duke team has already demonstrated a reduced version of zoomcast
for the NBC series Premier Boxing Champions, using a large 360-degree
camera installed a few feet above the ring. The cameras generate an
instantaneous 3-D view of the fight. When one of the fighters lands a
particularly heavy punch, you can freeze the frame, rotate around to get a
better angle, and zoom in for the close-up. As journalist Matt Hartigan
points out, it turns the boxing match into a real-life version of the bullet-
dodging scene from the 1999 film The Matrix. The effect is as satisfying as
it is unnerving.

WAMI Writ Large

While it takes root on the ground, wide-area surveillance is also fixing to
break through the final frontier. “All that we’ve learned from WAMI in air,”
Sheila Vaidya told me, “can be transferred to cameras in space.” In practice,
a space-based all-seeing eye represents a technical challenge of celestial
proportions. But it will, eventually, become a reality: one that everyone on
earth—not just those unfortunate enough to live in war zones or crime-
ridden cities—will have to contend with.

There has long been talk of putting WAMI into space orbit. Indeed, the
original all-seeing eye program, at Lawrence Livermore, sought to build a



surveillance satellite, not an airplane. Though all known WAMI systems
produced to date have been mounted on aircraft, the community never fully
abandoned the idea of the Big Daddy satellite as envisioned in Enemy of the
State. While he was developing ARGUS at DARPA, Brian Leininger had
extensive conversations with the National Reconnaissance Office—the
branch of the intelligence community that manages its constellation of spy
satellites—at a top-secret classification level.

Simply putting a camera on a satellite is fairly easy. In 2013 the SkySat-
1, a satellite about the size of a dishwasher, produced incredible high-
resolution video clips of several major cities. In the clip from Beijing,
airplanes can be seen taking off and landing from an airport. In another clip,
cars wind their way through a busy urban downtown.

But since satellites orbit Earth at 17,000 miles per hour, they can watch a
target for only about 90 seconds before crossing behind the horizon, like a
setting moon.* A number of groups are working, quietly, to develop
techniques for extracting as much information as possible from such brief
glimpses of a target, but even with one clip every 90 minutes—which is
about how long it takes a satellite on a particularly tight orbit to make a full
lap of Earth—you’re still not going to be able to persistently track
adversary individuals or groups.
 



The PhoneSat 2.5, a CubeSat built by researchers at NASA’s Ames
Research Center in 2014.
NASA Ames

 
A second problem is that the cosmos has always been an extremely

expensive place to put a camera. A single imaging satellite built by Digital
Globe, an established satellite-imaging firm, costs over half a billion
dollars. Most US government satellites cost well over $1 billion.

Happily—or not so happily, depending on whom you ask—satellites are
becoming much smaller and cheaper. CubeSats, modular satellites made up
of 10-centimeter cubic blocks, cost as little as $40,000 to build and about
$80,000 to put into orbit. A single launch vehicle can loft several dozen
small satellites simultaneously. The contractor General Atomics has
proposed using a giant electromagnetic rail gun to launch CubeSats into
orbit, a technique that has the potential to drive down the launch cost even
further.

As a result, in the coming years the number of tiny US spy satellites
orbiting our planet will skyrocket. The Air Force, the Navy, the Army, and
even the National Reconnaissance Office—which has been flying
multibillion-dollar satellites since 1961—all now maintain lively, and
growing, small-satellite programs. Organizations that would formerly never
have been able to field a satellite can, thanks to the “small-sat revolution,”
launch their own large constellations. Special Operations Command runs a



fleet of satellites with a single job: tracking the tiny tagging devices planted
on its fugitive targets.

Under a contingency plan revealed in 2017 called “Kill Chain,” the
Pentagon proposed launching a large constellation of tiny radar satellites
that can generate images of key targets on the Korean Peninsula on an
hourly basis. Achieving a similar level of coverage using large traditional
radar satellites would have cost nearly $100 billion. Some in the Pentagon
envision that eventually every analyst across the services will have at their
fingertips a regularly updated database of every square inch of the planet’s
surface. DARPA is working to build constellations of dozens of small
satellites that can provide troops on the ground with access to satellite
imagery “with the press of a button” in 90 minutes or less, as well as
satellites weighing around 600 pounds that can be launched with minimal
advance notice in emergencies.

The interest in small satellites has not been confined to US shores. In
2017 a single Russian launch rocket carried 72 small satellites supplied by
five different countries, while India’s space agency is developing its own in-
house launch system for small satellites. China’s largest missile and rocket
manufacturer, China Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation, predicts
that it will be conducting 50 launches a year by 2020.

The commercial sphere is already light-years ahead of the government in
this new space race. With its constellation of about 200 satellites, a Silicon
Valley startup called Planet can photograph the globe’s entire landmass at
least once a day (weather permitting, of course: these satellites can’t see
through clouds or at night, though radar satellites like those being built by
the startup Capella Space, which plans to use a constellation of synthetic-
aperture radar satellites to provide “hourly” snapshots of particular
locations, could do both). In 2016 the National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency awarded Planet $20 million for ongoing access to its global
imagery. Within a month of the program’s launch, analysts had used the
imagery to discover illegal gold mines in Peru and newly constructed
airfields in Honduras.
 



An artist’s rendering of a proposed constellation of US military surveillance
satellites that could be directed to almost any point on the planet in under
two hours.
US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

 
Eventually, the technology and the rate of launches will have accelerated

to a point where there will be enough satellites of sufficient power to
generate one-meter-resolution imagery of the whole planet several times a
week, and of every major city every single day. That means that every
morning, we will have a new image of New York City, or Dubai, or Sydney,
or Madrid, at sufficient resolution to tell who put their trash out and who
didn’t.

Once you have enough satellites to pass over a city daily, why not
hourly? Another small-sat startup, BlackSky, will focus its constellation of
60 satellites on areas with the highest population density. The satellites
would hit Baghdad 42 times a day, Pyongyang and Beijing 52 times a day,
and Seattle 80 times a day. All told, 95 percent of the world’s population
will be photographed on a regular basis.

With a large enough number of satellites, a potential solution to the first
problem of taking WAMI to space—the physics of a 17,000-mile-per-hour
orbit—begins to emerge. Down within the atmosphere, when the Air Force
wants to watch a single target for days on end with a drone, it uses multiple
aircraft. As one drone runs low on fuel, a second drone comes in to take up



the watch duty. With just four drones, the Air Force can watch a target
perpetually. The same principle could be applied in space.

Charles Norton, an engineer who leads a team working on small-satellite
technology at the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, explained how it would
work. One could arrange a constellation of small, inexpensive satellites in a
straight line, “a string of pearls” formation in the oddly poetic lingo of
orbital mechanics. The spacecraft are spaced in such a way so that every 90
seconds, as one satellite dips beyond the horizon, the next enters into view
of the surveilled area, like a tightly choreographed orbital conga line.
Stitching those 90-second clips together would, in theory, create a steady,
uninterrupted view of a single spot on the earth. And thus, WAMI in space.

Other, less obvious obstacles to space-based WAMI are beginning to fall,
too. One curious challenge is how to keep the satellite’s camera pointing at
a single spot on the surface of the Earth as it crosses overhead at 17,000
miles per hour, much the same way Nathan Crawford, the former golf
tournament cameraman turned defense contractor, kept his camera locked
on a gas station in the San Fernando Valley from thousands of feet in the air
in an early test at Livermore. The task is tricky even for an experienced
human, let alone for a small CubeSat with limited onboard space. But in
2013 the Aerospace Corporation, which has been developing small
satellites for over two decades, kept a tiny one-kilogram satellite pointed at
a single small peninsula on the southwestern tip of Australia as it sped by at
full orbital velocity, demonstrating that “attitude control” (the actual
technical term) is eminently possible.

Meanwhile, Lockheed Martin is developing a camera called SPIDER that
consists of little more than a flat array of microchips. By eliminating the
lens, which on a satellite needs to be large enough to focus on very distant
objects, a SPIDER could be up to 100 times smaller and lighter—and, as a
result, much cheaper to launch—than a regular camera of equivalent power.
A single array capable of creating a high-resolution city-size aerial image
would be about 12 inches wide and 1 inch thick.

What we may see even sooner than true-space WAMI is the high-altitude
pseudosatellite (HAPS), a type of drone capable of flying at twice the
altitude of a commercial airplane, right on the very edge of space, for days,
weeks, or even months on end. It, too, is a difficult technology to master—
Facebook and Google have both tried, and failed, to develop such systems
—though not an impossible one. In one test flight, the Zephyr S, a HAPS



developed by Airbus, flew for 25 days, 23 hours, and 57 minutes without
refueling. (The UK Ministry of Defence already has three Zephyrs on
order.) Such an aircraft, if equipped with WAMI, could provide a watching
capability similar to that of a constellation of CubeSats with no need for a
Russian rocket booster, a giant rail gun, or any “attitude control.”

The tactical advantages of wide-area space surveillance, once attained,
would be significant. Unlike the first generation of WAMI systems, which
could not operate in defended sovereign airspace, Reaper drones and
civilian airplanes being easy targets for antiaircraft missiles, a satellite can
fly over anywhere on the planet with total impunity. Because satellites don’t
run on gas, a single constellation could watch an area for years. And since
the satellites operate at such high altitudes, the surveilled views would be
much wider and, as a result, even harder to evade.

Because of the massive scale of this data collected from orbit, truly
astonishing feats will be possible when this space-based WAMI is parsed by
the kinds of AI described in the previous chapters. Even satellite
photographs can be frighteningly revealing when put through the right
algorithms. Orbital Insight, a San Francisco–based startup, is able to
regularly tally global oil reserves by running satellite imagery of the entire
planet through deep-learning software that measures the level of every
crude oil storage tank visible from space.

Using the same technology and the same imagery, the company can
count every car in every department-store parking lot in America, predict a
season’s crop yields for entire continents, and monitor each of the hundreds
of thousands of properties covered by a large US insurance firm. Naturally,
Orbital provides services for a number of defense and intelligence agencies,
though the firm declines to name them, or say what exactly they are looking
at.

The CIA and NGA are working to develop similar AI programs in-house;
to test and train them, they have assembled a database of images of
hundreds of thousands of buildings around the globe—including much of
Paris, Rio de Janeiro, and Khartoum. Meanwhile, the Defense Innovation
Unit, a Pentagon startup incubator based in Silicon Valley, and the NGA
launched, in 2018, an open competition for automated satellite analysis. The
prize for the best algorithm: $100,000. Work is also already underway to do
the same for satellite video. Researchers from Kitware are actively working
on software for satellite video for the Air Force Research Laboratory using



many of the same algorithms developed for tracking insurgents from within
the atmosphere.

With automated WAMI from space, one would be able to detect
anomalous behaviors and map networks of terrorists, criminals, or anybody
else across entire countries. One could pick up the very earliest signs of a
protest in Tehran, or of a battalion of tanks taking up an attack formation in
the Baltics, or a forest fire in Australia, long before the news reached you
by traditional channels. Companies like Orbital could mine the data to track
all variety of economic and intelligence indicators—not on a weekly basis,
but an hourly one. All this, and more, on any spot on the planet you want.

It’s clear where this story is headed. Together, these kinds of
developments, the engineer Bill Ross, who was involved in satellite
surveillance programs at Lincoln Laboratory, told me in 2016, “start to get
at wide-area motion imaging writ large, worldwide, or at least all the
important cities.” A system that would truly see everything.

At the time, I agreed with Ross in the way that I might agree with
someone who tells me that someday everybody will get around in flying
cars—they’re probably right, but that someday could be a very distant one.
Then, in the spring of 2018, a startup by the name of EarthNow announced
that it would soon be launching a satellite constellation capable of
generating “real-time, continuous video of almost anywhere on Earth”—
that is to say, finally, just like the satellite in Enemy of the State. Initially,
footage from the satellites, which are being built by Airbus, will only be
available to governments and large companies. But eventually, EarthNow
hopes to provide the service to a mass market, accessible, like Google
Earth, to anybody—good guys and bad guys alike.

As of this writing, EarthNow has been evasive on the technical details of
its scheme. Even though the venture is backed by a number of high-profile
investors, including Bill Gates and SoftBank, there is good reason to be a
little wary of its promises. But the story that the company hopes to advance
to its final chapter is an inevitable one. Even if EarthNow doesn’t succeed
in watching the entire globe, perpetually and unblinkingly, we know how
this all ends: sooner or later, someone else will.
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Watching in Every Sense

C���� ���� �� say that you need all five senses to cook well. When you
panfry a steak, the sound of its sizzle is the best indicator that your skillet is
hot enough, and a reliable way to tell when it’s done is to poke it with your
finger. If something starts to burn, your nose will likely tell you well before
your eyes.

Similarly, the US government has at its disposal a variety of different
ways of sensing the world. Among the Air Force’s 500-plus intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance aircraft are radar systems that can detect
all moving objects across an area the size of Slovakia, hyperspectral sensors
that see electromagnetic radiation emitted by hundreds of different types of
materials, and radio-frequency interceptors that can key you into your
adversary’s radio chatter on the ground from six miles overhead.

The story is no different in the intelligence agencies. The NGA owns
laser imaging sensors that can generate 3-D maps so detailed they will even
detect certain invisible aerosols floating through the air. The NSA’s
Gilgamesh airborne cell-phone interceptor can pinpoint the location of a
mobile to within a couple of meters, while another of its aerial systems,
Shenanigans, can reportedly absorb the data from every WiFi router,
internet-connected computer, and smartphone in a medium-size town in one
fell swoop.

At the highest classification levels, some of the tools are truly sci-fiesque,
bizarre even. In an unusually candid briefing in 2007, an official at the Joint
Special Operations Command, the Pentagon division that oversees the
military’s black operations, noted that the organization would soon be
fielding self-deploying listening devices, biomimetic drones, and even
synthetic dog noses that can pick up the scent of a human from miles away.

This is all in addition to social media, arguably the greatest source of
intelligence the world has ever seen—and a self-seeded one, at that. A
single Facebook profile may include a target’s detailed biographical



information, large collections of images showing what the individual looks
like, updates on their evolving political views, logs of where they spend
their time, along with a roster of family members, friends, and associates
with profiles equally rich in data. It is a source that the spy community
monitors in fervid and increasingly sophisticated ways.

Take just this one example: a DARPA effort by the unsubtle name of
Worldwide Intelligence Surveillance and Reconnaissance, which went black
around 2014, set out to turn millions of YouTube and Instagram videos into
3-D reconstructions of places and events where the United States has no
access to the airspace—think countries with air defenses, like China,
Russia, Iran.

The US government is at its most inescapable when it uses all of these
technologies and sources of information together. While WAMI excelled at
hunting and tracking insurgents in Iraq, Afghanistan, and elsewhere, the
Pentagon has always thought of it as just one part of a much larger
surveillance apparatus, an approach referred to as “layered sensing.” In a
single mission, the Air Force intelligence unit responsible for processing
Gorgon Stare imagery may also use data from a range of different types of
radar, photographic cameras, cell phone interceptors, and spectral
thermographic chemical detectors.

This diversity of eyes in the sky enables a truly unblinking view of the
ground. Using WAMI technology, when you’re following a car, a cloud
might block your view every so often. But radar can see in all weather
conditions. If you can’t quite make out your subject in detail in the Gorgon
Stare footage or via radar, the soda-straw camera on a nearby Reaper is
powerful enough to show operators not only what kind of hairstyle the
subject has, but also whether he or she is holding a cigarette. A cell phone
interceptor will reveal only the general location of a suspicious device; if
you want to see the specific vehicle in which the phone is detected, you
have to revert back to WAMI.

Combining data from different sensors is at the heart of how the
Pentagon finds targets in the first place. In a process known as “cross-
cueing,” a broad-area sensor like a WAMI or a ground-tracking radar will
scan the entire battle space for suspicious activities, and then hand the
coordinates of any unusual actors to an aircraft with a soda-straw camera,
which could confirm whether the driver in question is an insurgent or
merely a civilian who got lost when his cell phone ran out of batteries.



Customs and Border Protection uses a similar technique over US borders.
Whenever one of the agency’s Arizona-based Reapers detects something
moving with its VADER ground radar, which can monitor vast stretches of
land, the crew will slew a telescopic camera over to the given coordinates
of the action to identify those involved.
 

Analysts from the 362nd Expeditionary Reconnaissance Squadron
managing multiple intelligence feeds at a deployed intelligence cell at
Camp Liberty, a military installation north of Baghdad, in 2009.
The appearance of US Department of Defense (DOD) visual information
does not imply or constitute DOD endorsement. US Air Force/Senior
Airman Jacqueline Romero

 
Using multiple sensors in this way is particularly important when the

findings are made by algorithms. If a single camera with a less than perfect
algorithm identifies a particular blob on the screen as an enemy tank, you
can’t rule out the possibility that the suspected tank may actually be a
refrigerated truck. But if a second sensor also detects a tank, then you have
much more reason to believe that you are, in fact, dealing with a tank. The
automated behavior-detection developed by Signal Innovation Group that
was tested on Lubbock, Texas, has the best results when fed with multiple
surveillance feeds in parallel.



The process of meshing all of this information is difficult, tedious, time-
consuming, and expensive. Each different type of intelligence requires
different analysts with different expertise, sometimes from different
agencies. In a large, complex operation, you may need a CIA interpreter for
the radio chatter, an NSA cyber expert for the WiFi data, and an Air Force
imagery specialist for the video footage. Even though they are all looking at
the same set of targets, each analyst will produce a complicated data set that
might not make any sense to the others.

Such an arrangement is like a team of chefs who each possess only a
single sense: one chef is limited to smelling the food, another to tasting it, a
third to touching it, and a fourth to seeing it. In time-sensitive military
operations, teams working on distinct sources of intelligence for a single
target often have to literally yell at each other across the floor of the
intelligence center—or, if they’re not in the same room, yell at each other
over the chat boards—to share their findings. If one team loses sight of its
target because, say, the target has parked under a cloud, analysts must rush
to turn the track over to a second sensor capable of seeing through that
cloud. If they’re not quick enough, the target might launch an attack, or
disappear from view entirely, becoming untraceable by any of the teams’
sensors.

A core tenet of the Pentagon’s intelligence strategy for the 21st century is
to offload the melding of this disparate intelligence to computers.

The idea, known as automated sensor fusion, is that a single piece of
software—fueled by AI—would collate data from a range of different
sensor types to produce a single intricate portrait of the target. Instead of
multiple agencies staffed by thousands of employees, each staring at
distinct types of pixels, trying desperately to build a common picture out of
the chaos, you have a single app, accessible from anywhere, that does all of
that for you.

Given how many types of intelligence-collection tools now exist in the
Pentagon and intelligence community’s arsenal—not to mention,
increasingly, among law enforcement agencies at home—and given how
widely they are used in every corner of both the physical and digital worlds,
the payoff of this technology, if it works, would be massive. Groups that
previously managed to slip away unnoticed may not get so lucky anymore.
And, hopefully, those who would have been targeted accidentally under the
traditional manual method of analysis will live to see another day.



Letting the Computers Take Over

Take Hydra, a software system built by BAE. Hydra uses Bayesian logic to
automatically correlate information from all of the types of sensors that the
Air Force processes alongside WAMI in its Gorgon Stare analysis cells, as
well as half a dozen other sources of intelligence.

If a signals-intelligence sensor detects a suspicious call but isn’t able to
pin it to a specific vehicle, the software will check the data against a video
feed and employ probabilistic reasoning to highlight the likely target. Once
the correct vehicle is located, the program will then use the same correlation
techniques to ensure that it never loses sight of the party of interest. As a
target slips out of view in one sensor, the software instantaneously turns to a
different sensor to pick up where the first system left off.

Under the same Air Force program that funded Hydra, researchers at
Sandia National Laboratories have built software that cross-checks the
identity of a target across multiple spectra in the lead-up to a strike.
Theoretically, the system would help ensure that when the Air Force pulls a
trigger, it’s aiming at the right person, rather than, say, the intended target’s
grandmother, who, on the basis of cell phone intelligence alone, might
match the profile of a hardened combatant.

Some efforts are focused on fusing various sources of intelligence right
onboard an aircraft equipped with a multitude of sensors. Bright Eyes, a
system under development at Logos for an undisclosed intelligence agency,
incorporates day and night wide-area cameras; a hyperspectral sensor,
which detects chemical emissions; a Light Detection and Ranging unit that
generates precise 3-D models of the target; a telescopic camera; and two
classified sensors.

The aircraft will automatically take close-up images of every target
tracked in the wide-area footage, while also determining whether those
targets are transporting explosives and (probably) intercepting their
electronic communications. Rather than beam down multiple separate
surveillance feeds for analysts on the ground to fuse manually, such systems
produce a single multifaceted view of any targets they are watching. The
British Ministry of Defence is building a multisensor drone modeled on the
same concept designed for what it describes as “fully autonomous target
detection.” Appropriately, they call it Project Omniscient.



These programs can condense giant volumes of surveillance into
interfaces that are simple and intuitive. Working with Carnegie Mellon and
several private firms, the Air Force Research Laboratory is developing a
program called Tentacle, which autonomously identifies and tracks vehicles
and individuals across hundreds of video feeds, then combines these tracks
into an immersive 3-D model of the area. Instead of having to monitor
dozens of videos at once, the analyst would have a single commanding view
of the ground, explorable from any angle. In unclassified simulations, it
looks just like a video game, simple enough for even a child to understand.

In traditional intelligence regimes, there is a constant risk that, with so
many different types of information segregated among so many different
agencies and disciplines—“stovepipes,” in spy speak—important pieces of
the puzzle may get lost in the scrum. Two analysts in two different places
staring at two different intelligence feeds might have information that, if
combined, would point to an as-yet-unknown threat, but never have the
chance to share their intel. This lack of coordination among disparate
agencies has been the root of many of the major intelligence failures of
recent years.

Insight, a DARPA program focusing on this very issue, will
autonomously collate intelligence from wide-area imagery, electronic
communications, radar data, soda-straw video from drones, and human
sources so that no two tidbits about a single target ever float in isolation.
Designed to be “rich” and “interactive,” like a user-friendly smartphone
app, the program will generate something resembling a Facebook profile on
every target (software like Insight will also, obviously, draw heavily from
social media data). When these collated crumbs of intelligence point to a
possible anomaly or threat—say, a visit to a known safe house, as seen
through Gorgon Stare, followed by a rumor, picked up by a local informant,
about an attack on a nearby market—the software will put two and two
together and alert its human operators.

Among other ambitious promises, DARPA insists that Insight will be
able to build pattern-of-life models that account for what DARPA calls
social and cultural “dynamics” that vary from region to region, and even
predict where a given target will travel based on their previous routes and
communications. In the same vein, the NGA has software that tracks what
people are saying on Facebook and Twitter in the areas being watched with
systems like Gorgon Stare, putting the airborne imagery in the context of



information that could be useful for analyzing factors like a city’s “stability
dynamic”—the intelligence community’s term for the likelihood that mass
violence might erupt at any given time.

Building on similar principles, an Air Force initiative seeks to build a
deep-learning system so smart that it can fuse data to find “targets of
interest” and suspicious activities under circumstances that would flummox
a human analyst, including “deceptive conditions, electronic warfare,” and
environmental conditions such as bad weather that degrade the quality of
the information itself.

As the Air Force envisions it, the software won’t even need to be told
what to look for. Instead, it will simply read the chat-room communications
between intelligence analysts and infer the types of information they might
find of interest. If two analysts are chatting about a particular individual in
the morning, the program might gather intelligence on that person from a
separate agency and have it delivered to them by lunchtime.

All Together Now

What happens when all of this work comes together? In an article published
in 2018 called “An Orchestra of Machine Intelligence,” a team of engineers
from BAE, two satellite imagery-analysis firms, and the Kostas Research
Institute for Homeland Security at Northwestern University provide one
possible vision of this unified, futuristic approach to surveillance.

In the authors’ scenario, an intelligence analyst sets out to locate Osama
bin Laden. He opens his artificially intelligent fusion system and asks,
“Where is Osama bin Laden?” as though it were Siri. The software begins
sorting through vast quantities of available intelligence information to
identify the sources most likely to yield tips relevant to the query—again
like Siri, which often performs a Google search to answer your questions.
After determining that bin Laden is probably somewhere in Pakistan or
Afghanistan, the software runs a voice-recognition program on all recorded
cell-phone conversations from the area and discovers a number of calls
between some of bin Laden’s associates. The software identifies one call,
from a public phone booth, as being of particular interest.



In order to identify the unknown caller at the other end of the line, it
cross-checks footage of the area from a hacked web camera as well as an
all-seeing eye flying overhead. Motion-tracking software then follows the
caller both forward and backward in time through the footage. The caller
stops at a mysterious residential compound, which a little googling reveals
to be owned by a senior military officer whose recent social media posts
indicate “fervent” support for bin Laden. The software returns to the human
analyst with the compound’s address and a score reflecting its confidence
that it has the correct answer to the original question.*

Though it will be a few years before the Pentagon can pair analysts with
digital assistants that can autonomously find the most wanted men on earth
upon command, some automated sensor-fusion weapons are already making
their way onto the battlefield.

Advanced fighter jets like the F-35 Lightning II and the newest F/A-18
Super Hornet, for example, come equipped with software that blends data
from the aircraft’s various different sensors into a single view of its
surroundings. In 2017, after at least half a decade of development, the Air
Force appeared to begin installing the BAE and Sandia software, along with
similar programs for air-to-air targets, on its Reaper drone control systems.
Meanwhile, a tool developed under DARPA’s Wide Area Network
Detection program that extended the length of vehicle and dismount tracks
in WAMI data by fusing them with signals intelligence was transferred to
Special Operations Command in 2013. A source confirmed that it is
currently in use in the field for imagery captured by an ARGUS camera.

Among the intelligence agencies, a number of these tools have already
been in use for years. NGA’s Map of the World, which looks a bit like
Google Earth, compiles intelligence from a variety of sources for every inch
of the planet’s surface, allowing users to access troves of imagery for any
location of interest, both within and beyond areas of active hostilities. The
agency’s Multi-INT Analysis and Archive System and another program
called QuellFire, which is owned by an undisclosed intelligence
organization, automatically draw on a broad set of databases to assemble
Facebook-like case files on known terror suspects. By 2020 the NGA
predicts that any analyst in the agency will have at their fingertips almost
every data type produced by the intelligence community, all in one place,
like some kind of all-seeing superspy.



Other fusion products are already on sale in the open market. BAE sells a
software suite called Movement Intelligence that’s similar to the DARPA-
developed Wide Area Network Detection system, as well as a commercial
version of the Hydra software. (BAE, which also built ARGUS, is an
industry leader in this space. It was the prime contractor for both the Map of
the World and DARPA’s Insight. As of 2018, the company had received
over $400 million in contracts for work on the two programs.)

SRC, a New York–based research corporation, sells software that blends
drone footage into Google Earth, along with signals intelligence from
sources such as phones and radios. The Virginia-based defense firm Leidos
offers a product called Advanced Analytics Suite, which is capable of
automatically fusing visual and textual intelligence; the company boasts
that it is particularly well-suited for discovering high-value targets. The
defense giant Lockheed Martin, meanwhile, sells a product that pulls
together information from satellites, drones, and human analysts to create a
giant, immersive 3-D simulation of the battlefield. In a brochure, the
company notes that because the program was developed in Canada, it can
be exported to pretty much any country on the globe.

This software does come at a price. A license for BAE’s Hydra costs
$144,000, while the company’s tracking software for WAMI footage is
$287,000, plus $49,000 for one year of maintenance. Lockheed Martin’s
software, at just $9,000, seems like a bargain in comparison.

It Takes a Swarm

Once computers become smart enough to work alongside humans as
collaborators, it’s only a small leap to have them team up with other
computers.

Imagine that in some not-too-distant future a team of drones is dispatched
into adversary territory in a surprise attack against a series of antiaircraft
radar sites, a mission that may be too dangerous for regular piloted
airplanes. In order for the drones to evade detection, there can be minimal
communications between them and the operators at home base. The drones
are on their own.



In the hypothetical antiradar mission, which comes from a simulation
published by DARPA, the drones behave much like a team of Air Force
analysts chasing a target in 2018. One drone is equipped with a wide-area
sensor. When it detects a possible radar site, it cues a second drone with a
soda straw to take a closer look. Because the weather is bad, the soda-straw
image isn’t particularly clear, so a third drone scans the site with a
synthetic-aperture radar, which, when added to the video footage, sharpens
the image enough for the swarm’s target-recognition algorithms to confirm
the target, which they then destroy. DARPA notes that the drones will
strictly follow the DOD’s rules of engagement.

Each drone understands the importance of the data it’s collecting and
knows when and how to share it with its teammates. When one device has
trouble identifying a particular object, it will confer with the other drones
and robots in the group, just like an Air Force imagery analyst might turn to
a colleague for a second opinion as to whether the pixels on their screen
represent a motorbike or a donkey. If another drone detects an antiaircraft
missile launcher in the area, it will convey that information to the others,
and they will reroute to remain out of its range.

Such a system would keep human pilots out of harm’s way and cut down
on the need for human intelligence analysts. It could also speed up the pace
of battlefield decisions by taking the sometimes frail, wavering link that is
the human mind out of the equation. And because drone swarms of this
kind don’t need to have a constant communications link to the home base,
they could be particularly useful for conducting autonomous covert
missions behind enemy lines.

A second, more nightmarish DARPA swarming effort called OFFSET,
for OFFensive Swarm-Enabled Tactics, is focused on building similar teams
optimized for urban battle spaces. In one notional mission proposed by the
agency, a swarm of more than 100 drones instructed to “assault and clear” a
building will collaborate to find the optimal entry points to the structure,
locate its occupants, build a map of the space, and pinpoint the source of
radio emissions and chemicals. All told, the mission would be over in less
than two hours.

At the very least, software like this would make a swarm of drones very
difficult to outrun. A program called Bedlam is a case in point. Developed
with funding from the Army, it is designed to optimize swarms for chasing
targets on the ground. In a publicly released simulation, a single drone



equipped with the software pursues a vehicle through the winding streets of
what looks like a Middle Eastern city.

The video is worth watching. Each time the vehicle makes a turn, the
drone instantly changes its course and calculates the target’s new possible
escape routes. If a swarm were equipped with this type of reasoning
capacity, when one drone detects that the vehicle has changed its course, it
could communicate directly with the other drones to get ahead and cut it
off, like a pack of wolves outflanking a caribou.

These programs become even more inescapable when the swarms
incorporate surveillance systems on the ground. In 2017 researchers at
Cornell announced a plan to conduct live trials of an automated fusion
system using teams of surveillance drones, robots, and ground cameras on
the university’s campus in Ithaca, New York. Using deep-learning
algorithms and Bayesian logic, a drone that spots what looks like a group of
people fighting might turn to a ground robot with a clearer view of the
action. A ground camera that notices somebody leaving a backpack in a
crowded square will pass the tip over to a drone that can track the “suspect”
away from the scene. There is already talk of incorporating certain features
of the Cornell product, which is being paid for by the Navy, into the
university’s campus security system.

Why Does Fusion Matter?

The world today is full of sensors. On a short walk through any modern city
or university campus I might pass dozens or even hundreds of cameras; the
cell phone in my pocket beams out my location constantly. License-plate
readers scan my car’s tags without me even knowing it. Occasionally I
volunteer my political views on Twitter. I probably post a selfie online just
regularly enough to keep the facial-recognition software up to scratch.

For the most part, these sensors don’t currently talk to one another. When
I walk past 50 cameras, they aren’t smart enough to piece together that the
individual crossing each of their frames is the same person. They don’t
know my Twitter handle, or the license number of the last car I drove.
Although Taekwon Hart’s assailants undoubtedly have shown up on
thousands of CCTV screens in the years since his shooting in Brooklyn,



none of those cameras can connect them to the crime. The men are
anonymous pixelated ghosts—unknown unknowns.

Sure enough, the principles of automated sensor fusion are already
catching on in the domestic sphere. About 80 local law enforcement
agencies in 49 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the US Virgin
Islands, and Guam operate so-called fusion centers modeled on military war
rooms that serve as a clearinghouse for information collected by a range of
different agencies and private organizations.

According to guidelines drafted by the Department of Homeland
Security, these centers, which provide local agencies with access to
“national threat information,” are geared toward fighting “violent
extremism.”

Meanwhile, a number of US law enforcement departments, including the
Los Angeles Police Department, the Metropolitan Police Department in
Washington, DC, and the Virginia State Police operate fusion software
developed by the Silicon Valley firm Palantir that collates and analyzes
criminal records, gang-member databases, number-plate rosters, social
media archives, and even jailhouse telephone records to pinpoint
individuals who are at risk of committing future violent crimes. (The
company has worked extensively with the Pentagon and the intelligence
community, and is rumored to have provided data-analysis services that
assisted in tracking down Osama bin Laden.)

Meanwhile, New York, Singapore, and a number of undisclosed cities
operate an elaborate fusion system built by Microsoft called Aware that
links both imagery and textual intelligence drawn from both municipal data
repositories and live surveillance systems. A representative I spoke with in
2017 said that the company was working on plans to bring Aware to various
new markets. When I asked which markets, specifically, he declined to go
into more detail either on or off the record and abruptly ended the
conversation.

You could imagine how such a system might have helped investigators
looking into the shooting of Taekwon Hart. A gunshot detector could have
directed the CCTV cameras dotted around the neighborhood to begin
tracking any suspects departing the corner of Lewis and Van Buren. The
cameras would, in turn, run the images of all passersby against a mugshot
database to see if they have a criminal record. By the time the police arrive



on the scene, the system could know exactly where the assailants are
hiding, and who they are.

In the months leading up to the 2022 World Cup, Qatar’s security
agencies plan to use a fusion system called ARMED that will comb through
social media posts, text messages, and intelligence reports on known
terrorist networks, searching for people who might be likely to commit an
attack. When a prototype of ARMED was run against a trove of data from
the days leading up to the 2013 Boston Marathon, it placed the Tsarnaev
brothers, perpetrators of the bombing that killed three people and wounded
more than 260 others, in the top 100 individuals deemed most likely to
commit an atrocity. If, during the World Cup, the software establishes that a
particular suspect is indeed planning an imminent attack, it will fuse data
from aerial drones, ground cameras, and cell phone trackers to lead police
to the individual’s location before any damage can be done.

In China, a company called Dahua Technology sells a system that can
recognize your face in a CCTV video and then automatically trace all of
your movements across all other connected cameras up to a week back in
time. It is even smart enough to figure out what car you own. The company
has claimed that in cities with particularly dense CCTV coverage, its
software will be able to identify those citizens, or dissidents, whom a target
interacts with most frequently. Those people, in turn, can be tracked and
matched with their associates. And so on, ad Orwellian infinitum.

In a fully fused city, there may be nowhere to hide. An aerial camera may
autonomously detect my U-turn and then track me to wherever I park. A
license plate reader will check if I have outstanding violations in another
state. Once I am on foot, the ground cameras pick up the slack. If I upload a
photograph to Instagram from a street corner, my identity and the
arrangement of pixels representing me in the imagery can be correlated, and
my whole social media past will be laid bare to whomever considers me a
subject of interest, or suspicion.

It doesn’t help that we continue to willingly produce and upload volumes
of fusible data from the most intimate corners of our lives. Just consider the
internet of things (IoT), the networks of personal devices, vehicles, home
appliances, and other previously inert electronic tools that are able to send
and receive data.

Though these systems might add convenience to our lives, they will paint
an incredibly detailed portrait of every one of us. By some estimates, there



will be 80 billion smart devices in operation by 2025, with 150,000 new
devices coming online every minute. The Pentagon already has designs to
take advantage of all this free surveillance. “This immense, sparsely
populated space of interconnected devices,” explains one Pentagon
document, “could serve as a globe-spanning, multi-sensing surveillance
system.” The document quotes legal expert Julia Powles, who wrote in
2015 that the IoT will be “the greatest mass surveillance infrastructure ever
conceived.”

We therefore need to think about all-seeing surveillance in the context of
all of the other technologies that surround us. Wide-area surveillance is
significant not simply because it can record our every move or track
thousands of cars at once. It matters because it is emerging at a time when
much of our lives is already subject, in one form or another, to the
unblinking gaze of a sensor, whether it’s a CCTV camera, an aerial-
surveillance plane, a satellite constellation, an email surveillance tool, or
our own personal Instagram feeds.

WAMI is arguably the “Big Daddy” of all of these systems, but rather
than any single device, it is the fusion of these technologies that will carry
us inexorably toward total surveillance. That is, unless we take action.
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Another Long Road
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One Hell of a Fight

F�� �� ���� as wide-area surveillance has been publicly known, there are
those who have tried to stop its encroachment into civilian life—or at least
slow it down. Among them, few have worked against the all-seeing eye as
unswervingly and forcefully as Jay Stanley, a senior policy analyst at the
ACLU, who has been a vocal critic of the technology since 2013.

That year, Stanley discovered WAMI while watching an episode of the
PBS documentary series NOVA that featured a short segment on ARGUS.
In the segment, the lead engineer for ARGUS, Yiannis Antoniades, his face
half-shrouded in darkness, describes some of the system’s specifications
while carefully leaving others out. “It is important for the public to know
that some of the capabilities exist,” he says. In the background the camera
sits hidden under a blue tarp.

These capabilities, Stanley knew, had ominous implications. Eighteen
months earlier, a team of photographers in Vancouver had created a 2-
billion-pixel photograph of a large crowd of hockey fans by stitching
together 216 individual images taken from a building overlooking the event.
In the image, which is still available online, the faces of crowd members are
more than detailed enough to feed into a facial-recognition system. A riot
had broken out among the fans later that day, and Stanley, along with a
number of his peers, noted that such a high-resolution image could be used
to identify individuals who might have been involved in the violence.

Stanley realized that ARGUS represented the marriage of high-resolution
surveillance and drone technology, which he had also been following, and
opposing, for years. “Even in our most pessimistic moments, I don’t think
we thought that every street, empty lot, garden, and field would be subject
to video monitoring anytime soon,” he wrote in a blog post after watching
the NOVA documentary. “But that is precisely what this technology could
enable.”



Stanley started tracking developments in the field closely. “We have a
technology now to create the nightmare scenario of surveillance, where in
the sky over every city they’re tracking everybody’s movements,” he told
me in 2017. “I was thunderstruck at the choices that this technology would
be presenting us as a society down the road as it played out, as it probably
would.”

It wasn’t long until Stanley had occasion to witness, and influence, one
such choice. The summer before he discovered WAMI, Persistent
Surveillance Systems had carried out a one-week operation over downtown
Dayton, Ohio, and had submitted to the Dayton City Commission a
proposal to conduct 120 hours of surveillance in the summer of 2013 under
a program that PSS founder Ross McNutt and his team called “Trusted
Situational Awareness.”

When the proposed program was announced in January 2013, a group of
local residents, with assistance from the ACLU of Ohio, pushed back. After
meeting with the group, the Dayton Police Department issued a revised
policy for the surveillance operation with stricter privacy protections, but
the ACLU spurned the revision, as it did not include a warrant requirement
or a detailed provision on data retention and sharing.

“In America,” Stanley wrote in a post on his blog, “we do not allow the
government to look over everybody’s shoulders (literally or figuratively)
just in case they engage in wrongdoing.” One anonymous reader
commented, “I live in Dayton and I find this absolutely despicable and
Orwellian. Somebody needs to get fired. This is evil, pure and simple.”

Two weeks later, the Dayton City Commission abandoned McNutt’s
proposal. “While we believe there are real potential benefits to the strategic
application of this technology,” the city manager said in his announcement,
“we heard enough confusion over how it would be applied to concern us.”
According to materials that McNutt showed me in Baltimore, the
commission’s rationale was that the policy needed “further clarification and
refinement.” But the commissioner was clear that the city was unlikely to
revisit the proposal anytime soon: “With the reaction we got, it’s clear the
citizens aren’t ready for it.”

McNutt was, and remains, furious. He felt that the whole program had
been derailed by “twelve protesters” who didn’t understand how WAMI
works. “It’s a little hard to argue with people who say, ‘Drones kill people,
you fly drones, therefore you kill people.’” But he was also undeterred.



According to one of the people who participated in the council meetings,
McNutt said that if Dayton was going to block the program, “he was just
going to go to another city.”

A few months later, at a conference in Orlando, Florida, McNutt
approached Stanley—whom he noticed was wearing an ACLU badge—and
introduced himself. He pressed his point that the technology posed far less
of a threat than Stanley claimed, but the discussion was amicable, and the
two men agreed to remain in touch. In early 2014 McNutt and Stanley met
again at the ACLU’s offices in DC. McNutt explained that the company
worked within a set of strict self-imposed boundaries. Political dissidents
and vulnerable groups were protected under company policy. The camera,
he said, couldn’t recognize faces or read license plates.

Stanley was unconvinced. As technology improved, he wrote in a post
about the meeting, those limitations would be overcome, and even McNutt
admitted that just because he didn’t choose to abuse the technology didn’t
mean that someone else wouldn’t: eventually “someone is going to do this,”
he reportedly told Stanley.

For the advocacy community in which Stanley operates, the dangers of
wide-area surveillance are both manifold and obvious. When I asked
Stanley what specific dangers wide-area surveillance technology posed, he
seemed a bit nettled by the question. “You’re asking, ‘Why do we care
about privacy?’”

“There is a long and unfortunate history in this country of law
enforcement using surveillance powers and tools for political purposes,” he
continued. “Not necessarily where there is a good reason to believe that
somebody is planning to break the law, but where law enforcement officials
disagree with the political substance of people’s views.”

On this point, Stanley has since been joined by a growing chorus of
academics and advocates from across the political spectrum who share his
position. Figures such as Jake Laperruque, a privacy expert and senior
counsel at the Constitution Project, and Matthew Feeney, a policy analyst at
the Cato Institute, the libertarian think tank, have argued that the technology
could be used against political dissenters and minority groups just as
effectively as it is currently used against criminals. “Persistent surveillance
allows users to track mosque congregations, protesters, abortion clinic
visitors, Alcoholics Anonymous members, and gun show attendees,” wrote



Feeney in 2016. If ARGUS were ever used by police, Laperruque declared
the following year, “it will mark the end of anonymity.”

Others have focused their critiques on the lack of transparency that
attends most WAMI operations in the United States. “It’s especially
galling,” wrote the Atlantic’s Conor Friedersdorf following the revelation
that Los Angeles had conducted a secret wide-area-surveillance test
program over Compton, “to see law enforcement professionals betray the
spirit of democracy by foisting these tools on what they know to be a
reluctant public because they deem it to be prudent based on a perspective
that is obviously biased.” (The commander who oversaw the program was
unsympathetic to these concerns: “With the amount of technology out in
today’s age, with cameras in ATMs, at every 7/11, at every supermarket,
pretty much every light pole, all the license plate cameras, the red-light
cameras, people have just gotten used to being watched.”)

For Stanley, the greatest danger of wide-area surveillance is not the
potential for isolated instances of abuse. It’s that the all-seeing eye sees all;
to use the privacy community’s term of art, it’s a dragnet. He concedes that
WAMI could help solve certain crimes. But, he asked, “do we want to allow
the government to record everything we do just in case it happens to be
useful later on down the road?” By watching everything, the cameras will
transform the very meaning of public space, to say nothing of the sacrosanct
relationship between the citizen and the democratic state.

He went on: “It’s just too much power to give to the government, because
the ability to press ‘rewind’ on somebody’s life is probably the ability to
ruin them, in many, many cases. People say, ‘Well, I’ve got nothing to
hide.’ But some people do, and we don’t want to live in a society where
activists who are challenging authorities have to worry about such a system,
and even if you think you don’t have anything to hide, you might be the
victim of a mistake, and a determined prosecutor per chance can find
something that you’ve done wrong, because the laws are so complicated
and discretion in applying them is so wide.”

Stanley’s position on surveillance technologies, old and new, is based on
the Fair Information Practice Principles, a set of five rules for electronic-
information collection and use developed by the Federal Trade
Commission. “There shouldn’t be information collection going on about
which you are unaware,” Stanley explained, paraphrasing the principles. “It
shouldn’t be going on without your permission. Information shouldn’t be



used for purposes other than the ones that you gave permission for them to
be used for. Information should be kept as securely as possible, and people
should be able to access the information that’s held about them.”

As far as he’s concerned, the all-seeing eye could violate all of these
precepts at once, and he’s determined not to let that happen. “I expect that
we’re going to have a hell of a fight over it,” he said.

The Creators’ View

The view from the other side of the field is, unsurprisingly, almost exactly
the opposite. Everyone I’ve met who has been involved, even peripherally,
with the all-seeing eye believes that they have created a force for good.
Many seem to see their work—from their early efforts combating terrorist
networks in Iraq and Afghanistan to their more recent campaigns to bring
the technology back home—as a sort of righteous quest.

These figures approach their work with considerable zeal. While running
the Community Support Program in Baltimore, McNutt and his wide-area-
surveillance team investigated sexual assaults, burglaries, and traffic
accidents even when nobody in the police department had instructed him to
do so. Nathan Crawford, the founder of CRI, says that he will hang up his
hat in what he calls “his journey” the day he is able to stop a child
abduction in progress. One Persistent Surveillance Systems document
claims that the company had already, as of 2012, been involved in
kidnapping investigations for various private clients.

Yet the creators of WAMI also know that the line between good and evil
is a blurry one. Initially, when the groups focused on IEDs, there were few
ethical questions. “But it wasn’t a big leap for people to think, Well, wait a
minute,” Bill Ross, the former MIT Lincoln Laboratory engineer, said,
“what happens when these systems are turned on inside the US?” The
question wasn’t just, “How do we plan to use this?” Ross explained, but
also, “How will others use it when we’re done?” After all, the technology
was inspired by a movie about the dangers of an overly powerful
surveillance state. How could they be sure that the nightmare scenario of
Enemy of the State wouldn’t become a reality?



Crawford said that during the brief collaboration between the two earliest
WAMI programs, the engineers on the beach all agreed that if they were
going to put this technology out in the world, they would have to do it, he
recalled, “the right way.” In a later conversation, he added, “if it’s not truly
a capability that serves the interests of society, then it shouldn’t exist.”

He paused. “If it gets turned into that, I’ll be one of the first people to
speak out against it.”

Until now, most of the engineers and officials responsible for the creation
and development of wide-area surveillance technology have not spoken
publicly about the moral consequences of their work. One gets the sense
that, after so many years of silence, they are itching to get something off
their chests. With few exceptions, they raised the issue of ethics in our
interviews before I did.

In one conversation, with Michael Meermans, the former congressional
staffer and current Sierra Nevada executive, I asked about the civil
applications of a camera like Gorgon Stare. After listing a few examples, he
stopped. “Now, there will always—there will always—be the issue of
privacy rights.” When I asked the ARGUS engineer Yiannis Antoniades,
who was born in Greece and emigrated to America as a college student,
whether he had thought much about privacy when he was working on the
program, he explained, “We all love our freedom. That’s why we’re in this
country. So, ‘yes’ is the answer.”

When Crawford gives demonstrations to potential customers or sponsors,
people often ask him to zoom in on their own neighborhood or even their
home, and he always complies. In many cases, the individual who has made
the request instinctively starts following cars and figures on the screen.
“And all of a sudden they get this immediate feeling in their soul,”
Crawford said, “‘I don’t want to do this.’

“Good,” Crawford will tell them. “You just learned the first lesson of
wide-area.”

Not everyone who operates WAMI will have someone like Crawford at
their side, and that, the developers I spoke to concede, is part of the
problem. In 2016 William Ray Walters, an amateur musician and vlogger,
learned from a friend that his wife had been meeting with another man
before work. And so, in one of the first known instances of what is likely to
become a commonplace occurrence, Walters used his personal quadcopter
drone to follow and videotape his wife, without her knowledge, as she



walked to work. As long as Walters wasn’t breaking any airspace
regulations, this was completely legal.

Walters posted the video to YouTube, where by late 2018 it had been
viewed some 15 million times. Sure enough, Walters’s wife, whom he later
identifies as Donna, approaches an SUV in a pharmacy parking lot. Walters,
in a shaky, sometimes teary narration, declares, “There’s the guy that my
wife is cheating on me with.” Walter’s wife walks up to the vehicle and
gives the driver a kiss. She then gets in and the car drives off. “There it
goes. Boom,” says Walters, now screaming. “Eighteen years and you just
throw it away like that.”

In an interview with Inside Edition shortly after the video was posted,
Walters said that he was “one hundred percent sure that I was going to kill
that man.”

One year after posting the video, Walters announced that he and Donna
were back together, and all, it seems, was forgiven. In a video responding to
questions from subscribers, Walters said that he regretted posting the
surveillance video online. “Yeah, I probably shouldn’t have put that video
up there,” he says—although he stops short of expressing remorse for
spying on his wife with a drone in the first place.

All of the aerial-surveillance developers interviewed for this book were
unambiguous about how WAMI might be used to similarly nefarious ends.
Ross McNutt suggested that one could use his cameras to “follow
politicians from their houses to the gay bars and blackmail them.” Walmart,
he said, could track its employees to union meetings. Suddarth said that the
technology would be “a stalker’s dream.”

But they all mostly have little patience for the idea that the American
government would actually use the technology to intrude on citizens’
personal lives in those ways. McNutt, who claims to be a libertarian—a
somewhat puzzling political position for a man who sells surveillance
equipment to government agencies—told me, “Sometimes people think,
‘Hey, we’re a big deal, you’re going to follow us, figure out who we are,
and send the police after us.’” He went on, “I’m sorry, but I don’t have time
for that. If you’re not killing people, not burning houses down, not shooting
people, not robbing people, not kidnapping people, not hit-and-running
people, I don’t really care. Because that’s all we have time to look at.”

“The fact of the matter is,” Meermans told me the first time we spoke,
repeating a line that he has honed from years of operating in the



surveillance industry, “the US intelligence community has the ability to spy
on you, but it does not, because . . . and here’s the secret, listen closely”—
he paused for effect—“the US intelligence community doesn’t care about
you!”

In Enemy of the State, Thomas Brian Reynolds, the fictional deputy
director of the NSA, echoes this sentiment. “Look,” he tells a privacy-
conscious senator who refuses to support a broad new surveillance bill, “I
don’t care who bangs who, what cabinet officers get stoned.” All he cares
about are the people trying to hurt Americans. (Ironically, Reynolds then
proceeds to kill the senator for refusing to support the bill.)

When I asked the WAMI creators how they would feel about living under
an all-seeing aerial eye themselves, their responses were uniform: no
problem. “I have nothing to hide. I have no issues with anything that is
going to provide some level of protection and defense of the country and
where I live,” said DARPA’s Rick Nichols, who helped steer the ARGUS
program for nearly a decade. “They’re going to overlook what we’re doing.
Privacy concerns are there for a reason, but the government needs to have
access to certain pots of information to make sure that the bad guys aren’t
planning ill will.”

Only one of the figures offered a dissenting view: the Lawrence
Livermore engineer Sheila Vaidya, who retired in 2018. Because WAMI
would pick up personal information that has nothing to do with criminal
activity, like the route she drives to her surfing lessons on the beach, it
reminded her of the NSA’s mass collection of telephone records, which
came to light in 2013 via the Snowden leaks. “The fact that you are making
a call to your grandmother, do they have the right to know that?” she asked,
without offering an answer. “I’m not saying it’s a good or a bad idea,” she
said. “I could live with it, but I don’t want to embrace it.” In an earlier
discussion, she said that she would rather the technology be restricted to
border security and certain limited homeland-security operations.

Another common argument is that we already lost our privacy long ago,
so the aerial eye doesn’t really matter. Anthony Hoogs, the Kitware
engineer who is developing behavior-detection systems, pointed out that
cell phone data can already be used to track us in our day-to-day routines
far more closely and accurately than visual surveillance systems. Bill
Hoffman, the founder of Kitware, said that he once reviewed a map of cell
phone usage from an urban center and noticed large groups of devices



speeding down the runway of the local airport—people ignoring the “no
cell phone” rules enforced by commercial airlines.

If you walk through a public space or into a store, you’re on a CCTV
camera. If you’ve ever been arrested, even if you were never found guilty of
a crime, your face may be in a federal facial-recognition database. Over the
course of reporting, I was told numerous times that the real villains I should
be focusing on are Microsoft, Facebook, and Google, all of which have
proven to be relentless in the collection of ever more detailed information
about their users. When we’re being watched by so many entities already,
what difference does one more eye make?

If anything, the creators say, the fact that we have become accustomed to
life under watch is strong evidence that people will inevitably grow
comfortable with the idea of being watched from above, too. Someday, they
say, these concerns won’t loom so large anymore.

Paul Boxer, the founder of Sentient Vision, the Australian automated-
surveillance startup, wagers that if a wide-area surveillance system were
deployed over Melbourne, where he lives, the city’s population “would
adapt, become apathetic, and wouldn’t care.”

If this was the case, I asked, why hadn’t the technology been adopted
already in a city like Melbourne? Because, he explained, the government
isn’t calling for it, and “it’s probably seen as being too advanced, and too
much like 1984 and the government having too much in the way of
surveillance power.

“But it’ll happen,” he added breezily.

Laws and Order

This all being said, proponents of WAMI do generally concede that it and
other surveillance technologies should be used only in accordance with
certain rules. “There has to be a discussion,” Bill Ross told me. “There has
to be some level of regulation.”

But the group is generally evasive about what these rules should be. For
Ross, any regulations we do adopt need to pass a kind of Goldilocks test
(my term, not his): “It can’t be, ‘Oh, we’re never going to do [WAMI] over



the US,’ because that’s not even realistic,” he said, “but it can’t be the other
extreme, either. I don’t think it can be the complete Wild West.”

Antoniades said, vaguely, that the government should “come up with
legislation about the uses of this information that we shouldn’t have, just
like every other evidence that is presented in a court.” Meermans said that
existing US laws would “probably” need to be tweaked if the police wanted
to use the technology for targeted persistent surveillance of particular
individuals. Crawford would only say that law enforcement agencies should
have to go through a subpoena process if they wanted to fuse wide-area
surveillance with other sources of data.

For some, this vagueness appears to be a matter of company policy.
When I asked John Marion, who became president of Logos Technologies
in 2013, what limitations he’d support, a media relations consultant sitting
in on the call interrupted before Marion could offer an answer. “Because
we’re the contractor, we leave it for the customer, the police, the
government to come up with rules,” said the consultant, who asked that his
name be withheld. “We can broadly say that there should be a public
discussion about this, and the police are going to have to come up with
some specific rules,” he continued, “but we don’t really make up the rules
with regard to how the system is used.” (Minutes earlier, Marion did say
that he “strongly disagreed” with Baltimore’s decision not to engage with
the public before launching its program.)

Ross McNutt appears to be the only individual within the wide-area-
surveillance community who has come up with specific privacy rules. His
company, Persistent Surveillance Systems, maintains a strict internal policy
for all employees, which is attached to any contract the company signs with
a public agency.

McNutt admits that these policies are partly about protecting business.
“We think we could have a pretty good value proposition, but people worry
about the cost, the cost of privacy,” McNutt explained when I visited the
CSP operation in Baltimore, which was still secret at the time. “So by
putting in the privacy policy, we lessen the perceived downside.”

Nevertheless, many of these rules are reasonable. To wit: analysts must
refuse all requests for surveillance that are not directly related to an
investigation or a call for emergency service; in order to conduct persistent
surveillance of a single location, an analyst must seek permission from a



supervisor; the company does not use infrared surveillance cameras without
a warrant.

As a general rule, PSS also embraces a philosophy of radical
transparency. “I would like to invite all of the newspapers in here to show
them what we do,” he told me. “I want them to know what we do. I want
them to see the imagery and say, ‘I’m not worried about that.’”
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A Murder in Baltimore, Redux

R��� M�N��� ��� I spoke several times in the weeks after I visited
Persistent Surveillance Systems’ surveillance operation in Baltimore in the
summer of 2016. He told me repeatedly that he disagreed with the city’s
decision to keep the program a secret. It would later emerge that McNutt
had been emailing his primary contact at Baltimore Police, Lieutenant Sam
Hood, urging the department to announce the existence of the program as
soon as possible.

Each time we spoke, McNutt sounded more anxious. He decided that if
the BPD didn’t make its announcement by the last week of August, he
would take matters into his own hands. A reporter from Bloomberg
BusinessWeek, Monte Reel, had heard about the program. McNutt had
brought him in to visit the analysis center, and he was preparing a major
feature. McNutt invited me to run a short news story revealing the existence
of the program before Reel went live with a more in-depth profile.

On the morning that the news was set to break, McNutt had made a final
plea to Lieutenant Hood, urging him to make an announcement before I ran
my story. Hood did not respond.

McNutt told me when I was in Baltimore that he would prefer it if the
public didn’t think he had something to hide. But that is exactly what it
looked like when Bloomberg BusinessWeek published its 4,000-word profile
of the operation. (Having caught wind of my story, which I had placed at
Wired, the editors at Bloomberg ran their piece ahead of schedule, scooping
me by a few hours.) Most city council members and state legislators only
learned about the program from the Bloomberg story. The city’s public
defender had been previously unaware of the program, as had the state
attorney, Maryland’s congressional representatives in Washington, DC, and
privacy advocates like Jay Stanley, with whom McNutt had previously been
so open. Baltimore’s mayor, Stephanie Rawlings-Blake, knew about the



operation, but had only been briefed on its existence several months after it
began.

The reaction to the news that the city had been secretly spied on for
nearly nine months by an all-seeing surveillance plane was swift, negative,
and ultimately fatal to the project. Trust between the public and its
supposed guardians was already at a historic low. The city was still reeling
from the Freddie Gray protests the previous year, and the BPD had been
under investigation by the Department of Justice for discriminatory policing
practices. “It wasn’t the right time to do it, probably,” Don Roby, a former
Baltimore police officer, told me.

State and city representatives were furious. “I’m angry that I didn’t know
about it and we did it in secrecy,” City Councilman Brandon Scott told the
Baltimore Sun. “We have to be transparent about it and we have to make
sure that we’re using it in the right way, especially given all of the things
that have come out about the police department.”

“Widespread surveillance violates every citizen’s right to privacy,” Paul
DeWolfe, Maryland’s public defender, told the paper. “The lack of
disclosure about this practice and the video that has been captured further
violates the rights of our clients.”

None of the individuals implicated in CSP’s investigations was aware
that they had been scooped up in a surveillance dragnet the likes of which
no American city had ever seen. Carl Cooper, a suspect in the shooting of
an elderly couple, had not been told that detectives had secured a warrant
for his arrest using footage from the all-seeing camera. Neither had Kevin
Kemp, who was charged with a series of crimes after McNutt’s analysts
tracked him riding around the city on a dirt bike for nearly two hours.

Jay Stanley pointed out that the program was violating the BPD’s own
CCTV data-retention policies. The ACLU of Maryland issued a statement
calling on the city to end the program immediately and “prohibit use of this
surveillance technology.”

Congressman Elijah Cummings, whose district includes much of the city,
summoned the police commissioner, Kevin Davis, to his offices. According
to Cummings, Davis “apologized profusely” for keeping the program secret
for so long, before launching into an explanation of its crime-fighting
benefits. Cummings agreed that it could potentially reduce crimes, but he
stressed that such an operation should be allowed to go forward only with



the support of the legal community, civil liberties groups, the religious
community, and the public as a whole.

Some Baltimore residents, who had been unwitting bystanders to the
operation, were similarly shocked and outraged. One man told a video crew
the day after the news broke, “We’ve seen what this kind of behavior leads
to in the past, especially in other nations, and when it gets to this point it
ceases to matter that you’re actually a criminal.” He added, “I hate to say
that I am scared, because that’s exactly what they want. Fear keeps people
docile.”

As McNutt had predicted, however, some members of the public
welcomed the news. Another resident said that although she felt “a little
violated,” she generally approved of the initiative. “I think there’s more
crime in this city than the cops can keep up with, and I don’t know if it’s
such a bad thing, because there are a lot of sketchy people doing a lot of
sketchy things in this city.” Councilman Scott noted that although he
disapproved of the program’s secrecy, his constituents were constantly
asking him for more CCTV cameras on their blocks.

Post Mortem

By and large, those who expressed approval for the Baltimore surveillance
program received relatively little airtime. In the face of the backlash, BPD
suspended the daily program immediately, keeping McNutt’s team on call
solely for large events, such as the Baltimore Marathon.

Two months after the program was revealed, the Judiciary Committee of
the Maryland General Assembly convened a hearing to discuss the city’s
use of advanced surveillance technologies. CSP would be the main topic of
discussion. T. J. Smith, the Baltimore Police Department’s spokesperson,
addressed the chamber on behalf of the program.

Smith presented a passionate defense. There had been 255 homicides in
Baltimore since January 1 of that year (2016), and the open-case rate was
hovering at around 62 percent, he said. “We’ve been tasked to be creative.
We’ve been tasked to do something more. We’ve been tasked to try to get
these criminals off the street that are committing these acts at record pace.”



The surveillance appears to have had a measurable impact. Over the
course of the program, there were 21,243 calls to 911 inside the surveillance
plane’s coverage area. In total, McNutt’s team submitted investigative
briefings for 105 crimes, including 5 murders, 15 shootings, 3 stabbings, 16
hit-and-runs, and 1 sexual assault. In shootings and murder investigations
alone, the company had tracked 537 targets, and had identified 73 people
and vehicles thought to be “primary” suspects in these incidents.

All told, leads collected by PSS had helped investigators advance at least
10 shooting investigations. In the murder case of Robert McIntosh, the 31-
year-old father of three who was shot in Madison Park, the analysts’ aerial
investigative work had helped lead to the arrest of a 28-year-old man named
Deonta Turner, the presumed triggerman. The BPD confirmed that without
the eye in the sky, the case would have almost certainly gone cold. A
similar shooting had happened the same week that Turner was arrested, and
because the PSS plane wasn’t flying at the time, the investigation had
stalled. Smith said he had been receiving calls from family members of
other murder victims wanting to know if the plane had been flying when
those homicides took place, too.

The surveillance program’s deterrent effect appears to have been even
more pronounced. In the final two months of the program, there had been
an average of six daytime shootings in Baltimore every week, Smith said.
In the week after it was revealed, there was just one.

Smith also raised the specter of domestic terrorism, noting a recent string
of bombings in New Jersey and New York City. “If the technology is up at
the time someone decides to carry out something like this, then it allows us
to go back and take a retrospective look at who could have done this, and
potentially taking us to a terrorist cell. And I don’t think that’s extreme in
2016 America to say something like that. Because we all know that they
exist.”

Testifying alongside Smith was David Rocah, a senior staff attorney for
ACLU Maryland. In his view, Smith’s insistence on the positive impact of
persistent surveillance was both misleading and misguided. In an interview
with the City Paper a few days after the hearing, Rocah said, “The concerns
that we’ve raised about the technology is not that they are useless. It would
be ‘useful’ if the police didn’t have to get a warrant. It would be ‘useful’ to
the police if they didn’t need reasonable suspicion.” But if “usefulness” was
the only criterion by which to judge a surveillance technology, he remarked,



“what the hell is the point of having a Fourth Amendment in the first
place?”

As Rocah looked on skeptically, Smith assured the panel that the
technology wasn’t capable of the kind of privacy violations that would
concern most citizens. He brought up a series of PowerPoint slides showing
screenshots of the camera footage. “Certainly can’t see Will Smith on top of
a building. Can’t see his face,” the BPD spokesperson said, referring to the
actor who played the central role in Enemy of the State. “As you can see,”
he had said, “you can make out buildings, you can make out vehicles, but
you certainly can’t make out people.” (This wasn’t strictly true. During the
investigation into the murder of Robert McIntosh, as well as many others,
the analysts had tracked several people on foot.)

When Representative Charles E. Sydnor asked why there weren’t more
crimes solved, given that the all-seeing eye appeared to be so good at
catching criminals, Smith noted, again, that the technology wasn’t entirely
all-seeing. Lor Scoota, a well-known local hip-hop artist, had been
murdered 100 yards outside the field of view of the camera, Smith said.
“We only capture about 32 square miles.”

Describing why the surveillance did not require a warrant, Smith told the
committee about the gap in US law that leaves citizens open to aerial
observation. “This is public space,” Smith asserted. “You can go outside
with your camera right now and take pictures as much as you want,” he
explained, “and it’s not against the law”; the air is no different.

The following month, the Baltimore Police Department published a
“Memorandum of Law in Support of Constitutionality of Wide Airborne
Surveillance,” which appears to be based on the legal memo that McNutt
had shown me when I visited Baltimore in 2016.

Citing three Supreme Court cases that serve as the basis of US aerial
privacy-protection precedents, the memo asserted that “photographs taken
from a manned aircraft flying within publicly navigable airspace do not
constitute a search, and do not run afoul of the Constitution.” The memo
also asserted, like McNutt’s memo, that a multimillion-pixel military-grade
camera constituted a “publicly accessible” technology, declaring that “the
cameras are available to, and routinely used by members of the public.”

The memo further asserted that “no infrared, telephoto, or zoom lenses
are utilized,” and yet in the hearing, Smith seemed confident that, once the
controversy had died down, CSP would grow into a “24/7 program.” “There



is infra-red available, of course, that you could do something like this
through the night.”

“But you would want to run it through a commission first?” one of the
representatives asked.

“Of course,” said Smith.
In a report published in January 2017, the Police Foundation, which had

agreed to serve as conduit for the donation that funded CSP on the
condition that it be allowed to conduct an evaluation of the technology’s
effectiveness, concluded that “persistent surveillance holds potential for
helping solve crime.” But ultimately, it too left a number of lawmakers
unconvinced.

While the authors of the report wrote that the foundation “highly
recommends that a rigorous evaluation of persistent surveillance be
conducted before American policing employs it on a wide scale basis,” they
defended the BPD’s decision to move ahead with the program without
seeking broader approval:
 

The police do not always have the luxury of waiting until research
yields scientific evidence about the efficacy of a particular
approach. When people are dying the police must act to stop the
violence—even when doing so carries a degree of political risk.

 
The authors felt that the Baltimore Police Department’s decisions “to

place its personal and professional self-interests aside” and push forward
with a program that might not have been all that popular with the public
represented “the hallmark of courageous leadership.”

Representative Sydnor and two other representatives introduced a bill
calling for the establishment of a task force to review the state’s current and
planned use of novel surveillance technologies. But after a scathing report
from the House Judiciary Committee, the bill was ultimately withdrawn.

Miami’s Vices and Voices

The next time I spoke with McNutt, a few weeks after the hearing, he was
still fuming. The outcry over CSP, he said, was “just a couple of reporters



that were hyperventilating.” He explained, “It was just the media that was
saying, ‘Oh my God, you didn’t tell us.’”

McNutt told me about an online poll from Baltimore Business Journal in
which over 82 percent of 128 respondents registered approval of the
program “as long as it’s keeping people safe.” A similar poll from the
Baltimore Sun asked respondents, “Should the Baltimore Police Department
have disclosed plans to conduct aerial surveillance over the city before
doing it, even if it put the program at risk?” Four-fifths of the 316
respondents said no.

McNutt took comfort in those numbers, and found much reason to be
optimistic. He told me that he was working to replicate Baltimore’s
program in another city, somewhere in the South, an effort that was looking
particularly promising. His confidence, as it turned out, was ill founded.

In the late spring of 2017 the Miami-Dade county government in Florida
quietly published a short document describing a $1.2 million grant
application that it had filed with the Department of Justice to establish a
wide-area-surveillance test program over the city with Persistent
Surveillance Systems. According to the operational plan drawn up by
McNutt, a plane equipped with the company’s camera, capable of covering
up to 30 square miles, would spend 10 hours orbiting over the city every
day.

The city hoped to focus the operation on Miami’s Northside
neighborhood, which had experienced a “precipitous” increase in crime in
recent years, according to one document outlining the plan. “In this
neighborhood, families rooted in the community for decades wake up to
increasing crime and violence,” the grant application explained, noting that
it was becoming less common for witnesses to cooperate with investigators.
“There are multiple shootings every week. The fabric of the community is
eroding.” The Miami-Dade Police Department’s hope, according to a memo
from the mayor to the board of commissioners requesting retroactive
approval for the initial grant application, was to use the system to
“maximize convictions” and “prevent crime.”

Like the operation in Baltimore, the Miami-Dade program was kept from
most government officials, including the members of the county board, until
after the Miami-Dade Mayor’s Office had submitted the grant application.
McNutt claims that he urged officials to disclose the program before
submitting the proposal but was told that doing so would contravene city



policy. In its memo to the board, the Mayor’s Office claimed that it hadn’t
had time to notify the members of the board prior to the grant-application
deadline.

In May 2017 the city uploaded the memo to its website without
announcement—hoping, it seemed, that it would go unnoticed. Within days,
it was discovered by a reporter from the Miami New Times. Here, too, the
furor was what one might also call precipitous, and the administration’s
efforts to defend the program mostly didn’t land. “You have no expectation
of privacy when you walk outside,” Carlos Giménez, the mayor of Miami-
Dade County, who had authorized the grant application, told the Miami
Herald. “I have no expectation of privacy in my backyard.”

In short order, a number of local officials came out against the program.
Miami mayor Tomás Regalado told a local blogger that the county
government had “no jurisdiction” to conduct surveillance over the city
itself. “I’m certainly not going to be in favor of having silent drones flying
over Homestead spying on people,” Jeff Porter, the mayor of another
Miami-Dade city, told the same blogger. “You can’t cast that large a net.
Don’t spy on all of us.”

Like other regional chapters of the ACLU, the ACLU of Florida issued a
statement reiterating many of the concerns that had been raised over the
operations in Dayton and Baltimore. A number of local and national
advocacy groups published a joint letter condemning the program. “We do
have the expectation that our movements will not be tracked and recorded
around the clock by our local police department,” it read. “Communities of
color, immigrants, religious minorities, political activists, and LGBTQ
people have all been disproportionately targeted by government
surveillance.”

Some in the community were supportive of the proposal. “At this point,
anything that’s going to help get the killings down, I’m going to support,”
one Northside resident told the Miami Herald. “You can be going to the
store and not make it home. You could be going to the gas station, and not
make it home.” But there was no concerted effort to counterbalance those
protesting the program, and the day before the proposal was set to go before
the county board, the application was retracted. Explaining the decision,
Juan Perez, the county police director, told the Miami Herald, “I hear the
voices.”



The Kill Pattern

Despite these setbacks, McNutt continues to hold an unyielding belief that
someday he will fall on the right side of history. In the spring of 2017 he
doubled down on his campaign to restart the Community Support Program
in Baltimore. Compared to the behind-the-scenes dealings that led to the
first iteration of CSP, the new effort felt more like a political campaign. He
launched a website with detailed pages for law enforcement agencies and
elected officials describing WAMI’s benefits. He gave a series of radio
interviews, and began delivering briefings at community centers around the
city.

That summer, McNutt found an unlikely ally—Archie Williams, an
energetic community organizer who had spent more than a decade in prison
on drug-related charges. Williams had initially been outraged by the news
that BPD was secretly conducting a military-style surveillance operation
over the city. Nevertheless, in May 2018 he attended one of McNutt’s
presentations at Simmons Memorial Baptist Church, a few blocks from
where Robert McIntosh was gunned down almost exactly a year earlier.
McNutt recalls that Williams had spent most of the briefing with his arms
crossed defiantly until, after walking through his more rehearsed arguments,
McNutt had started talking about how the cameras could watch the city’s
notoriously corrupt police force to verify their claims regarding shootings
and warrant applications. This, Williams found compelling.

During the pilot program in 2016, the camera had recorded two police
shootings, and it had occurred to McNutt that the data could be used to
validate the official police department accounts of the incidents. He told me
that Persistent Surveillance Systems had already helped a public defender
contest charges against a client who was arrested after police obtained a
warrant claiming they had seen drug-related activity at his home. The
camera footage showed that just two people had visited the address in the
period cited in the warrant.

Engineers and officials who know WAMI often talk about being
“converted” or “drinking the Kool-Aid.” The presentation at Simmons
marked the beginning of Williams’s transfiguration. After the event, the
church’s pastor, Williams, and several other audience members decided to
launch a nonprofit organization, Community With Solutions, that would
support McNutt’s campaign through grassroots activism.



McNutt and members of Community With Solutions approached a
number of city leaders, including Baltimore’s newly elected mayor,
Catherine Pugh. McNutt was confident that the John and Laura Arnold
Foundation, which had backed the original surveillance program over
Baltimore, would provide enough additional funding to keep PSS airborne
for a full year. According to the Baltimore Sun, Pugh agreed to consider
approving a rebooted CSP as soon as McNutt and his Community With
Solutions advocates could demonstrate that the idea was widely supported
among city administrators, community leaders, and law enforcement
officials. “When things bubble up from the community,” Pugh told the
paper the following year, “I think you have to listen.”

Community With Solutions set up dozens of meetings for McNutt and
Williams, including discussions with several chambers of commerce and
the Baptist Ministers Conference. During a phone interview in May 2018,
Williams told me that he had personally held more than 100 meetings with
community organizations and city leadership. According to the Baltimore
Sun, Williams would tweak his pitch according to whom he was addressing.
If he was speaking to a business group, he might talk about reducing crime;
in discussions with an advocacy organization, he would focus on how CSP
would monitor police.

Both McNutt and Williams said that Community With Solutions did not
receive money from McNutt’s Persistent Surveillance Systems. The
company did, however, provide a web developer to build the activist
group’s website and produced videos for Williams and his peers to use in
briefings. McNutt also allowed Community With Solutions to conduct
briefings in the very same office it had used as its base of operations in
2016, and provided, according to Williams, “input in how we can come
about in an impactful way.” (In my conversation with Williams, I noticed
that many of his arguments echoed McNutt’s main talking points, often
almost verbatim.) Williams also acknowledged that McNutt had supported
him “personally” with items for his one-year-old son, including a car seat.

When I asked Williams about the privacy concerns, he admitted that the
technology raised “policy issues,” but said that McNutt would address those
issues with the company rulebook. “As for me? I’m cool with it,” he said.
“Right now it’s a kill or be killed mind-set,” he told me. “If somebody
comes up and shoots me today in broad daylight, they don’t believe they



will be caught. The changed mind-set is, ‘Oh, wait a minute, I heard that
plane might be running, I don’t think we should do this today.’”

“That saves two people,” he continued. “The person who’s going to get
killed and the person doing the killing.”

Later in the call, Williams asked if he was still on the record. I said that
he was but that we could go on background if he wanted. “No, keep me on
record, because I think this is important,” he said. “Anybody who has an
idea to save life, whether they be pink, purple, brown, or black, should have
a chance to do it.”

He grew animated. “People always say, ‘Well, OK, what if the cameras
get better? Ross will tell you, ‘Listen, if my cameras get better, I will look
at more. I want to keep on being able to solve unsolvable crimes.” In the
background, his son started to cry. “We don’t want people thinking that they
can kill someone and get away with it,” he said. “As long as you can disrupt
that, I’m cool. I’ll feel like I have accomplished something, a disruption in
the kill pattern.”

When McNutt and I spoke a few days later, it had been close to two years
since the first iteration of the Community Support Program had come to an
unceremonious end, and there was still no word from Mayor Pugh’s office
as to whether she intended to give it a new green light.

I asked why McNutt remained so motivated in spite of the setbacks in
Baltimore and Miami. He said that in 1993, as part of a volunteer program
called Fifty for Colorado, he had spent time in a run-down neighborhood in
Denver: “I got to see what it was like and it pissed me off.” He described
witnessing a racially charged encounter between a police officer and a
resident that had stuck with him ever since. “When I had the chance to see
what impact the system that I built had, or could have, on the inner cities,”
he said, “I thought that this would make that life better.”

It was clear that McNutt wasn’t banking on Baltimore to make him rich.
Nor was his financial security entirely dependent on the city’s decision. He
told me that he subsidized PSS with revenue from a successful aircraft-
leasing business he owned. Not long after we spoke, he was awarded a large
grant from the Ohio Research Network for a project to develop autonomous
passenger drones, which would operate like aerial taxis to shuttle people
from place to place.

Once the program in Baltimore was relaunched, he said, he would only
charge the city at cost. “From a business standpoint, I ought to close



Persistent Surveillance Systems and forget about it,” he said. “But I think it
has too much potential impact to help cities, and I’m not willing to give up
on it.”



13

Where Power Meets Fury

O� �� ����� day in New Mexico with Steve Suddarth in June 2017, we had
secretly surveilled the city of Albuquerque. We had watched students
exercising on the sports field at the University of New Mexico and tracked
cars darting along the downtown thoroughfares. Orbiting over Sandia
Heights, I had learned the first lesson in wide-area surveillance. On the
second day of my visit, I would stay on the ground and become the target.

Suddarth lives in a residential community with its own airstrip, about 30
minutes outside Albuquerque. He can taxi his white Cessna right up to the
driveway of his home, which is adjoined by a hangar that is larger than the
house itself. The hangar serves as the headquarters and workshop for his
company, Transparent Sky, which builds a range of WAMI cameras and
software systems.

The sky on the morning of that second day was perfectly clear. Suddarth
would be flying in the Cessna with his assistant, a taciturn man who used to
work as an electrical engineer on fast-attack nuclear submarines. I would be
accompanied on the ground by Suddarth’s business partner, Greg Walker;
Suddarth’s wife, Deborah; the company’s intern, Vanessa; and the
Suddarths’ dog, Duke.

When the airplane reached cruising altitude, I stepped out onto the
driveway with Vanessa and Duke. To the naked eye, the Cessna was nothing
more than a tiny white speck against the vast desert sky. But the camera on
the plane could make us out clearly, our shadows cutting diagonally across
the tarmac in the midmorning sun. Over the radio, Suddarth suggested that
we drive to the local Walmart a few miles away and do some tracking
exercises in the store’s large parking lot. I bet him a beer that he couldn’t
keep us in his sights the whole way there.

As Walker drove Vanessa and me in his truck (Deborah and Duke stayed
home), I stuck my head out the window to try to spot the airplane, but I



couldn’t see it anymore. From time to time, Suddarth would call out our
exact location over the radio.

The area was sparsely populated and the houses were slung low to the
ground. It felt like there was nowhere we could hide. I asked Walker if we
could turn down a side street and do a U-turn to try to throw Suddarth off
the scent, but he demurred. He said that he didn’t know the area very well
and didn’t want to get lost. Vanessa suggested we take the second entrance
into the Walmart. Steve, she said, wouldn’t be expecting that.

When we pulled up to an empty corner of the lot, I stepped out of the
truck and tried, again, to spot the airplane. Again, I couldn’t find it. Again,
Suddarth came in over the radio; he still had eyes on me.
 

Left: The author standing in a parking lot at the Walmart Supercenter in
Edgewood, New Mexico, as Steve Suddarth’s wide-area surveillance plane
(not pictured) circles 10,000 feet overhead. Right: The author, seen through
Steve Suddarth’s wide-area surveillance camera, standing in the Walmart
parking lot.
Courtesy of Transparent Sky, LLC

 
That afternoon, Suddarth passed the footage to a group of researchers at

the University of Missouri who ran it through a computer-vision processor
that tracked our forms in the footage wherever we went. I could have driven
a hundred miles in any direction and it wouldn’t have made a difference. In
other words, I had finally come face-to-face with “the instrument of
permanent, exhaustive, omnipresent surveillance,” as Foucault had put it in
his famous text on the Panopticon, “capable of making all visible.”



This is where the theory of wide-area motion imagery and automation
meets the reality. Where the race-against-the-clock heroics of the national
laboratories, the armed services, and the intelligence agencies ends and the
long road of the technology’s routine use in everyday life begins. Where the
engineers’ resolve to make a positive impact comes up against the fact that
no tool of raw power is intrinsically good or evil in its essence, but that,
rather, everything depends upon how we choose to use it.

Wide-area motion imagery opens our lives to a view from the heavens
that had, from the dawn of civilization until not so long ago, been reserved
for the gods and the stars. It is impossible to deny that such power could be
used as a force for good. If the NYPD had possessed the technology at the
time I witnessed the shooting of Taekwon Hart, I would have wanted it to
be used in the effort to apprehend Hart’s assailant. Under an all-seeing eye,
organized crime networks can be unraveled, kidnappings can be resolved,
hurricane survivors stranded on their rooftops in the dead of night can be
found and delivered to safety.

But there is no single widely used surveillance technology in history that
has not, at some point, crept too far beyond its original purpose or given
rise to unintended consequences, causing harm as a result. While we have
only just begun to discover what they may be capable of, both for good and
for evil, it is already clear that the twin furies of WAMI and automation
have the potential, if mismanaged, to make surveillance much more
invasive, unscrupulous, mysterious, and unfair. Any harm that was to arise
from the technology’s improper use would, in turn, undermine efforts to use
it, in the words of the engineers, “the right way.”

So we’re going to have to establish ground rules to make sure that its
potential dangers can be averted. And that begins with an honest appraisal
of why the all-seeing eye, in certain circumstances, poses serious risks of
harm.

The Road to Hell

The engineers who developed WAMI are right when they point out that
widely embraced technologies like CCTV and social media have already
laid our lives bare. But private spaces do still exist. And by design, wide-



area surveillance is a tool for intruding upon those spaces. One such
“space” is the track of our movements across large areas. WAMI uncovers
that track and reveals both where we go and who we associate with—
something that, as you now know, is difficult to achieve with any other
technology that could be used without a warrant. If anything, the total
encroachment upon our digital lives, in particular, makes this little privacy
we have left in the physical world all the more precious.

The simple and unfortunate fact of the matter is that the history of
surveillance technology is full of stories of intrusion into sacrosanct private
spaces for ignoble ends. Shortly after the invention of wiretapping at the
turn of the 20th century, police in New York began listening in on random
calls from restaurants and poolrooms in the hopes of catching criminals
who would have otherwise escaped detection; more often than not, they
heard instead discussions that were none of their business. It was also not
all that uncommon for police to intercept residential wires just for the fun of
it. More recent tools like social media monitoring software, cell phone
interceptors, visual and electronic airborne surveillance, and facial-
recognition systems have all been used against US advocacy groups that
were doing little more than exercising their constitutional rights.

Wide-area motion imagery represents a maximalist approach to
intelligence and surveillance. It is capable of embodying, without caveat,
the spymaster’s mantra—Collect it all—and it, too, could creep beyond its
original intended purpose and be misused if those using it are left to their
own devices. From chasing sexual predators and violent offenders, it is a
small jump to tracking traffic violations and illegal dumping activities, and
an equally short jump to following demonstrators, members of opposing
political parties, or deviant religious groups.

In part this is because, in the absence of clear laws restricting the
technology’s use, what counts as fair surveillance is largely a matter of
opinion. A few hours after Suddarth tracked me to the local Walmart in
New Mexico, he and Deborah took me to a grungy roadside bar at the base
of Sandia Peak. It was still gorgeously sunny, and we sat outside on the
bar’s terrace overlooking a small gravel parking lot filled with Harleys and
large pickup trucks. After buying him the beer I owed him from our wager,
I asked Suddarth to tell me why he thought we shouldn’t be afraid of the
prospect of domestic wide-area surveillance, or, as he at one point
somewhat jokingly called it, “toutveillance,” the surveillance of everything.



“If you’re insecure,” said Suddarth, who was wearing a DON’T TREAD ON
ME hat, “there’s nothing else that matters in your life but making sure that
you are secure.” If, on the other hand, you had security, he explained, you
could engage in higher, more productive pursuits. Liberal democracy, he
said, savoring his beer, was predicated on security. “People can only talk
about privacy because they feel secure. If they feel insecure, they’re going
to drop the privacy argument pretty fast.”

To illustrate his point, Suddarth offered what he warned me probably
wouldn’t be taken as the most politically correct example. India, he argued,
is only a successful society today because of several hundred years of
colonial rule that had imposed a strict order upon the country’s complex
patchwork of historically adversarial ethnic groups. Suddarth believed the
ultimate purpose of Angel Fire was, similarly, to support what he described
as the US military’s “real reason” for being in Iraq; he took General
Abizaid’s 2003 memo warning the Pentagon about the threat of IEDs to
mean that quashing the IED problem was, like British rule in India, key to
establishing an order that would put a lid on the millennial ethnic and tribal
alliances that formed the basis for the country’s unrest. Imagined or real, it
was an objective that he appeared to have been happy to get behind.

The previous day, Suddarth had told me that in the summer of 2015 he
had flown his surveillance plane to Ferguson, Missouri, to orbit over the
protests and riots that erupted after the fatal shooting of an African
American teenager, Michael Brown, by a white police officer. The goal of
the operation, he had told me, was to collect sample footage to test
automated tracking and analysis algorithms. Even so, the technology gave
Suddarth astonishing power over those on the ground. He said that if he had
recorded any suspicious activity, he would have passed the information on
to local law enforcement authorities. In other conversations, Suddarth, who
is white, and Deborah, who is black, had told me that they fervently oppose
the Black Lives Matter movement. Steve referred to some of the protesters
in Ferguson as “thugs.”

Suddarth was not alone in appearing to allow his politics to seep into his
work. Ross McNutt, who had told me that political surveillance was one of
the foremost perils of WAMI, said that Persistent Surveillance Systems
“doesn’t do protests,” but then conceded that the company would fly over
“a World Bank type thing” if contracted to do so. He explained that his



analysts would focus only on “agitators”—the “20 idiots who are out there
to cause anarchy.”

Suddarth and McNutt never gave me any reason to believe that they don’t
genuinely want to make the world a more peaceful and harmonious place
for everybody. But of course, to the British Raj, Mahatma Gandhi was an
agitator trying to cause anarchy, and the colonial occupiers would have
undoubtedly used an all-seeing eye to identify the participants in Gandhi’s
Salt March, just as the FBI would have used a Vigilant Stare over the
Selma-to-Montgomery March in 1965. Those conducting the surveillance
would have been certain, like Suddarth and McNutt, that they were serving
the just cause of peace and security, but where would we be today if the
watchers had had their way?

The Dragnet

Of course, surveilling peaceful demonstrators and political enemies is an
egregious abuse, and any true democratic society is already enshrined with
rules to protect these groups from intrusion, even if those rules aren’t
always followed. But even the constrained use of wide-area surveillance
could have subtler, if no less troubling, corollaries.

Because wide-area surveillance collects it all, and because everybody can
be perceived as potentially suspicious when they are little more than a
single pixel from 10,000 feet in the sky, the all-seeing eye will push up the
number of encounters between law enforcement and citizens. While in
many cases this means more criminals will be found, WAMI will also
sometimes lead police to innocent citizens who merely happen to make a U-
turn in the wrong place.

That could be harmful to the relationship between law enforcement and
the general population, a relationship that is already fraught. Worse still, the
technology could engender a style of relentless activity-based intelligence
that treats all individuals as unknown unknowns—possible criminals who
can only be discerned through persistent surveillance.

This would be hard to reconcile with the community-based policing that
some regard as necessary to salve law enforcement’s relationship with
communities in the areas where it has been most damaged—areas like



Baltimore and Ferguson, where WAMI is also most likely to be used for
crime fighting.

At one point during the 2016 CSP pilot program, Baltimore began using
the technology to identify people who had witnessed crimes but hadn’t
come forward to provide testimony, in some cases tracking eyewitnesses all
the way back to their homes. Though the tactic probably wasn’t technically
illegal, it was hard to see how such a coercive strategy wouldn’t further
alienate the city’s residents or chip away at the principles that those same
officers are supposed to protect. The right to refuse to provide testimony is
exactly that: a right, and an inviolable one, to boot.

Even if a law enforcement agency used WAMI strictly in keeping with
the kind of narrow and specific rules laid out in the following chapter, that
does not mean that the power to surveil would never be made available to
someone holding no regard for those rules. Every analyst with the system
password would have access to detailed personal information revealing
thousands of citizens’ routines, social networks, and home addresses. Some
of those analysts might, perhaps, struggle to resist the temptation to spend a
few minutes—or hours, or days—tracking a spouse, say, or a celebrity, or a
local politician.

And because WAMI is particularly useful in forensic investigations,
departments will want to hold on to the data for a long time in repositories
that may or may not be all that secure. Here, the people with the password
are less of a problem than the people who know how to bypass a password
by illicit means. Local authorities have never been known for their strength
in cybersecurity, and if a member of a white supremacist group hacked into
a dataset like Suddarth’s footage of the Michael Brown protests, they could
potentially track demonstrators to their homes. Unscrupulous political
consultants might use WAMI footage for opposition research. Foreign
regimes might track all the employees leaving a sensitive research facility,
the way the Livermore engineers had hoped to use their planned
surveillance satellite to follow North Korean nuclear physicists commuting
from work.

Given how, as we saw in chapter 10, much of the information wide-area
surveillance generates is only actionable when cross-referenced against
other sources, its use will also drive up the collection of other forms of
surveillance that are themselves exploitable and subject to abuse. In
Baltimore, for instance, the use of WAMI in the McIntosh murder



investigation prompted the police to co-opt the camera on a city bus and use
it as a license-plate reader.

The theory of activity-based intelligence posits that it is always advisable
to collect as much data as possible and hold on to it as long as possible in
case it becomes relevant in the context of new information from other
sources; by way of example, Dave Gauthier, the National Geospatial-
Intelligence Agency’s senior official for ABI, suggests that one might wish
to record every license plate in Baghdad, seeing as how “some of them will
be relevant in the future when an event happens.” This so-called “mosaic
theory of intelligence” has served as the basis for the dragnet techniques
that largely define today’s surveillance paradigms abroad and—increasingly
—at home.

The more effective fusion gets at linking disparate pieces of information,
the more it will drive the thirst for information from alternate tools that
further implicate citizens in the tangle of data-collection devices that has
already intruded upon so much of our lives. This will, in turn, lead agencies
to more closely scrutinize all of the data that they collect, as every piece of
information, no matter how mundane, could become significant in light of
another datum from a separate source. If carried to its extreme, this dogma
would have just one logical conclusion: a world where everything is
regarded with suspicion.

All of which brings us to the final danger of wide-area surveillance: the
technology has the potential to create fear.

Make no mistake, this is a function of design just as much as it is a
consequence of use. According to a 2005 Pentagon operating paper, a
primary purpose of any persistent-surveillance system is to give “the
impression that we can ‘observe’ even an adversary’s very intent,” so that
he “is constantly looking over his shoulder, sure he is being watched,
followed, tracked, and heard.” Even many of the programs’ names are
unsubtly coded threats: the vigilant Constant Hawk, the hundred-eyed giant
ARGUS, the petrifying Gorgon Stare.

Unfortunately, fear can be an imprecise weapon. Being persistently
surveilled from the sky is often just as discomfiting for people who ought
not have anything to fear as it is for those who do. In war zones, civilians
living under drones have described inhabiting a state of perpetual unease,
fearing they might become an inadvertent target of an operation. While it



could be a good thing if violent criminals thought twice before stepping out
into the open air, that’s no way for everyone else to live.

For my part, I want to be able to make a legal U-turn and not have to
worry that a surveillance system, flagging my action as an anomaly, is now
tracking me as a suspect. I want to be able to buy a drink at a bodega
without fearing that I may be implicated in a persistent counternarcotics
operation. I want to be able to go to a political rally and not wonder whether
some unsavory actor, somewhere, might be watching me from above.

It is true that with time and some attitude adjustment on our part, the fear
of an all-seeing eye might subside. We might learn to steer clear of protests
or political gatherings or bodegas. We’d think twice before parking our cars
in majority-Muslim neighborhoods or interacting with people who, for
whatever reason, have come under government or police scrutiny. We
would eventually come to accept that those sacrosanct spaces are no longer
ours—but that’s probably the scariest scenario of all.

The Bullet and the Brain

Fortunately, none of these dangers are particularly novel. As we’ll see in the
next chapter, many can be protected against with measures that have
already been proven to work for other technologies. The prospect of
automated wide-area surveillance, on the other hand, raises concerns that
are wholly vexing and unfamiliar.

Like regular wide-area surveillance, automated surveillance could, and
should, be used for beneficial purposes. The Vision Lab at the University of
Dayton is using many of the same techniques that could detect
undocumented migrants crossing the border to scan airborne imagery for
construction machinery that might be digging too close to submerged
pipelines. In a test in a South African wildlife park in 2018, a drone
equipped with an AI system was capable of finding poachers far more
quickly than regular human observers. Kitware, the computer-vision
company, has retooled some of its WAMI software for the Human
Connectome Project, which is working to build a complete map of human
brain connectivity.



But again, those applications will be undermined if automation’s darker
possibilities go unaddressed and harm arises as a result. This is particularly
true for law enforcement, which, like the Pentagon, has already embraced a
range of automated technologies. As of this writing, dozens of cities in the
United States use predictive-policing software that runs historical crime
data through sophisticated algorithms in order to identify the likely
locations of future crimes. A number of states and jurisdictions also use
algorithms to automatically generate sentencing decisions in certain
criminal cases. Many law enforcement agencies are actively seeking to
incorporate facial-recognition and fusion capabilities into CCTV
surveillance systems and even bodycams. Much of what you’re about to
read applies to all such forms of automation in policing.

A foremost concern among privacy advocates with regards to automation
is that in a city where an eye in the sky—or every surveillance camera on
the ground—is linked to an automated behavior-detection algorithm, we all
become actively watched.

Good surveillance algorithms like the ones being developed by the
Pentagon are, by nature, alert and suspicious creatures. They regard every
piece of information presented to them as a potential positive that must
either be confirmed or dismissed. Good cops are this way, too. And to be
sure, many of the same behaviors that lead an algorithm to target an
innocent citizen would likely spark a human officer’s suspicion as well. But
unlike CCTV cameras, there aren’t cops on every street corner. For every
time a cop pulls someone over because they have misjudged an innocent
action, there are thousands of people engaging in that exact same behavior
with no cop to see them.

An artificially intelligent all-seeing eye would see every anomaly. Every
behavior within the camera’s view would be regarded as a potential threat
by a mysterious and inflexible algorithmic logic that we don’t truly
understand. Many automated surveillance systems for WAMI already come
with a “trip wire” feature, which automatically tracks every vehicle that
passes through a designated area of interest. In the battlefield, this is useful
for keeping tabs on activities around a remote network node. In a domestic
setting, this means that the eye in the sky will track you for simply driving
along the wrong block.

It doesn’t take much imagination to foresee how being actively watched
at all times by powerful robotic surveillance apparatuses might, just might,



further erode the trust between the surveilled population and those charged
with protecting them—but the dynamic between the people and their
overwatchers is not the only delicate relationship we have to consider. We
also need to think about what goes on between the automated surveillance
system and the human analyst herself.

Imagine that an Air Force targeting specialist is monitoring a drone
operation when an automated activity-detection program informs her that an
individual who has been known to carry out attacks on US targets is driving
a vehicle packed with explosives toward a contingent of US soldiers on the
ground.

The targeting specialist wants to be sure that the computer is positively
certain that it has, for lack of a better term, “positively” identified the target.
If the computer is wrong—and computers are often wrong—the targeting
specialist, who might have only moments to make a decision, could be
ordering a strike on a civilian. So, if the computer is only sort of sure, it
needs to be able to convey that information to the human. But how do you
quantify the degree to which a computer is certain that it is right?

Many automated detection systems that interact with humans employ a
scoring system, usually presented in the form of a percentage, that
quantifies the extent to which the computer trusts its own conclusions.
When Livermore’s Persistics software tracked suspicious vehicles in
Gorgon Stare footage, it would give the probability that the car at the
beginning of the track was the same vehicle in the crosshairs by the end of
the mission.

In one screenshot of a Project Maven algorithm operating on imagery
from a harbor, a boat is indicated as a “boat” with a score of 85 percent. A
large warehouse is labeled as a “building” with 90 percent confidence; a
strange hangar-like structure is also marked as a “building,” but only at a
confidence rate of 40 percent. These scores might be based on factors such
as the quality of the footage and the degree to which the full sequence of the
activity of interest is visible in the frame.

Google’s online computer-vision service, Vision API, employs a similar
technique, and it’s worth trying it out for yourself. When I visited the site in
2016 and uploaded an image of a futuristic military drone prototype called
the X-47B, the software concluded that the picture contained an “aircraft”
with a 92 percent confidence level. It was less sure (85 percent) that the
aircraft in question was specifically an “airplane,” and only 71 percent



certain that the X-47B was a military aircraft. It also concluded that it was
“very unlikely” that the image contained anything pornographic or violent.

The computer took longer to process Jackson Pollock’s Untitled. C. 1950.
It was 85 percent confident that it was looking at art. (Its prejudices seem to
be skewed toward the classical canon: when I gave it Botticelli’s The Birth
of Venus, it was 93 percent sure the image was gallery-worthy.) It identified
the presence of “black and white” with an 83 percent confidence level
(which is oddly low, when you look at the actual painting). It would only
say that it was “unlikely,” rather than “very unlikely,” that the picture
contained pornography or violence.

Such scoring systems are already common in domestic law enforcement.
For instance, the automation company SeeQuestor’s CCTV-analysis
program rates its results on a scale from “likely” to “unlikely.”

These scores, and the disparities between them, can be a matter of life
and death. Say you are a police officer supervising a computer-vision
system attached to a wide-area camera feed of a city. Twenty minutes after a
violent armed robbery, your automated tracking system highlights a vehicle
that it believes fled the scene of the crime. It is 71 percent certain of the
result.* Do you send patrol cars to intercept the vehicle and tell the officers
to expect an armed encounter? Or do you second-guess the computer and
verify the track yourself, potentially delaying the capture of the criminals?

The question is even more fraught when it comes to predictive detection
software. In a paper titled (rather unoriginally, I might add) “Eye in the
Sky,” researchers from the University of Cambridge, India’s National
Institute of Technology, and the Indian Institute of Science described a
computer-vision system they had built that could detect violence in footage
from consumer drones with high accuracy. What if such a system
concluded, with a 71 percent confidence rate, that an armed assault was
about to take place on the corner of Lewis and Van Buren? If the computer
is right, you could prevent a terrible crime.

But if the computer is really just detecting a group of children playing on
the street,* you will be putting those kids in mortal danger by introducing
them to a number of armed police officers who may be expecting a violent
encounter.

On the battlefield, misplaced trust in automated systems has already led
to tragedy. When a US guided missile cruiser shot down an Iranian
passenger jet over the Strait of Hormuz in 1988, killing all 290 people on



board, it was because the ship’s automated radar-defense system had
misidentified the airplane, which was traveling in commercial airspace, as a
military aircraft, and the ship’s crew had not sufficiently questioned the
computer’s analysis before approving the missile launch. In 2003 a similar
error led US forces in Iraq to shoot down a British jet fighter.

Insufficient trust is equally problematic: more aviation accidents than you
might think are caused by human pilots ignoring automated alert systems in
the cockpit. Say, in another instance, that the law enforcement computer is
only 60 percent sure that it has detected an imminent assault. That seems
low, but would you ignore it, given the consequences of doing so if the
computer turns out to be right?

Because breakdowns in trust can result in what Dr. Greg Zacharias, the
Air Force’s chief scientist, described in a lecture in 2016 as “high-regret
actions,” the relationship between a human and a computer can be very
fragile. If a computer makes an inaccurate detection with a 95 percent
confidence rate, the next time it offers a high-confidence analysis it is
unlikely to be fully trusted by its human supervisors. Its algorithms can be
tweaked, but that wouldn’t prevent different types of mistakes that are
equally difficult to anticipate. Once it is lost, this trust is hard to regain.
After Constant Hawk imagery analysts noticed that the program’s
automated tracking features sometimes made errors, they stopped using the
software entirely and reverted to brute-force tracking.

On the other hand, if humans ignore a computer’s 51 percent analysis,
and it turns out the computer had been right, the next time that it reaches a
51 percent conclusion, they are likely to overly trust it.

It will be a long time before any kind of consensus is reached as to how
to account for these issues in either the military domain or the civilian
world. Many countries’ rules of military engagement require that forces be
reasonably certain that the target of a planned attack is a military entity. But
no international body has adjudicated on whether a score of 71 percent
counts as reasonable certainty, reasonable uncertainty, or just a random
number on a computer.

As of 2018, after half a decade of formal debate about lethal autonomous
weapons—machines that can find, identify, and kill human beings without
any human operators in the loop—the international community hadn’t even
agreed on how to define what we mean when we talk about killer robots, let



alone automated video-surveillance systems, which had already begun
proliferating widely.

Present-day civilian legal systems are just as unprepared to deal with
these trust issues. If a 71 percent confidence decision from a computer leads
to an encounter in which an innocent man is killed, who is responsible? Is it
the police officer in the command center who trusted the computer and
dispatched a team to the address? Is it the police officer on the ground who
pulled the trigger? Is it the manufacturer of the system? Or is it the police
department?

What if a family member of a murder victim sues a police department for
ignoring a 71 percent confidence prediction of the assault? Would it be
equivalent to a police officer ignoring a warning from a human colleague?
Would the legal balance shift if the confidence score was higher or lower?
Investigators might run the data through a different automated system and
find that it produces a completely different score—what then?

Not a Game

The issue at hand is not just that computers are sometimes wrong. It’s that
they can be wrong in strange and mysterious ways. When IBM’s Watson, an
artificial intelligence program, appeared on the quiz show Jeopardy! in
2011, it crushed two of the most successful human players in the game’s
history, but it also made some mistakes that neither of its competitors would
have made even if they were on acid.

When presented with the prompt, “In May 2010 5 paintings worth $125
million by Braque, Matisse & 3 others left Paris’ museum of this art
period,” Watson responded, with 97 percent confidence, “Picasso.”

It doesn’t take a degree in art history to know that “Picasso” is not an art
period. Watson had become confused because the question was asking for a
particular Paris museum, and Paris does, indeed, have a Picasso museum
(the correct answer was “modern art”—neither of the two human
contestants got it right, but they were also far less confident of their answers
than Watson).

Although it is usually fairly easy to predict human mistakes (one of
Watson’s opponents answered, very reasonably, “impressionism”; the other



“cubism”), it is still all but impossible to predict exactly what type of
mistakes a computer might make. When I showed Google’s vision system a
bowl of apple slices, it informed me that the image was of a “flowering
plant.”

Police officers sometimes act in crazy and unpredictable ways, too, but
humans generally appreciate the stakes of their decisions. Most police
officers understand that mistaking a banana in a driver’s hand for a cell
phone is not the same as mistaking it for a gun. In one case, the stakes are
low; in the other, they are high. Even if an officer might sometimes fall
victim to passions that cloud his or her judgment, that same capacity for
passion is what gives the officer the solemn sense of responsibility that acts
as a check on his or her decisions, especially when those decisions fall
outside the scope of what’s ordinary.

Software is more like a police dog that knows how to detect drugs but
doesn’t understand that the drugs are illegal. Just as a police dog doesn’t
know that its actions might send someone to jail, a computer could not
comprehend that its confidence level might be a matter of life or death.

Nor do the disinterested analytical-logic sequences of a computer’s
algorithms necessarily countervail the human biases of police officers, both
conscious and unconscious, that, for instance, make black and Latino
drivers far more likely to be searched and arrested during traffic stops than
white motorists. A growing body of research, as well as a few frightening
anecdotes, suggests that algorithms do precisely the opposite.

Take the Nikon Coolpix S630 digital camera, which was released in
2009. One reviewer praised it for its “excellent design” and “very good
feature set.” Among those features was a simple computer-vision system
that alerted the user if it detected that someone in the picture had their eyes
closed.

For most users, the system worked well. Not so for Joz Wong, a
Taiwanese American. No matter how many times Wong took a selfie, the
S630 would offer the same cheerfully racist message: “Did someone
blink?” The camera, it turned out, had not been programmed to recognize
Asian eyes.

Another, even more egregious, example: a “smart” HP webcam released
the following year that appeared to refuse to recognize certain black users’
faces but had no trouble locking on to their white counterparts. More
recently, in 2017, the CEO of a company called FaceApp had to apologize



after the app’s “hot” filter, which employs neural networks to make your
selfie more attractive, appeared to consistently lighten the skin tone of
darker subjects.

Presumably, the engineers who built these systems did not intend to
offend people of color with their work. But because computers behave less
like foils to our passions and more like extensions of our socialized—and
biased—brains, they can perpetuate, rather than alleviate, bias and
discrimination. And because they are unfettered by the emotional and
intellectual counterbalances (not to mention the desire to keep one’s job)
that might hold a human brain’s prejudices in check, they will do so with
unrelenting consistency and abandon.

An FBI-sanctioned study from 2012 found that facial-recognition
systems were “consistently” less accurate for women, blacks, and young
people, a fact made all the more troubling when one considers that 80
percent of the tens of millions of Americans in the bureau’s mugshot
database have never been found guilty of an offense. An in-depth study by
ProPublica found numerous cases of automated sentencing programs
handing down harsher punishments to black citizens than to white people
who committed the same crimes. Biased outputs have been detected in
algorithms used for everything from calculating credit scores to estimating
a person’s employment eligibility.

It’s easy to foretell how similar issues might crop up in a system designed
to autonomously detect behaviors associated with serious crimes.
Something as simple as the extent to which a particular neighborhood has
been surveilled can lead algorithms to treat an area with elevated suspicion,
even when the actual recorded crime levels in that area are low. In one
simulation that explored automated bias in policing, a group of RAND
researchers found that a crime-prediction algorithm trained on historical
data tended to characterize neighborhoods that had been subject to more
surveillance in the past—a factor that is often a function of bias in real life
—as being more “risky” than less surveilled neighborhoods, despite the fact
that the crime rates across those neighborhoods were identical.

If a system builds normalcy models fueled by historical data, it may be
more likely to characterize behaviors as suspicious in poor neighborhoods
that have traditionally been more surveilled, especially if the models on
which it is based are sourced from data taken from more privileged
“normal” neighborhoods. A wide-area surveillance computer might simply



be more inclined to flag a U-turn on the “wrong” side of the tracks as
suspicious than a U-turn on the “right” side.

If a biased wide-area system were fused with other sources of data
generated by other automated programs that themselves might be biased,
the problem could be made worse. Say, for instance, that a WAMI feed is
fused with information about the criminal records of each neighborhood’s
residents. Now imagine that some of those criminal records were set by
automated sentencing software that tends to hand down harsher sentences to
offenders of a certain ethnic minority.

If the WAMI system holds a lower bar for suspicion for those
neighborhoods with harsher sentencing averages, it will lead police to more
flagged anomalies in that neighborhood than in the adjacent neighborhood,
where there are fewer sentences. This will lead to more arrests in the more
surveilled neighborhood, which will further fuel the bias in the automated
sentencing program. What is particularly frightening is that such
algorithmic echo chambers could spring up and perpetuate bias without
anybody noticing it until real damage has already been done. There’s a
reason that some in the field have taken to calling certain algorithms
“weapons of math destruction.”*

But we are not on the brink of a surveillance-based doomsday, yet. We
have a little time to act—and act we will.
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Rules for the Eye and the AI

F�� � ������ of decades following the introduction of wiretapping in the
early 20th century, police generally didn’t need a judge’s permission to
listen to private phone conversations. This is not the case anymore, because
the US legal code prohibits warrantless tapping. If a police department were
to use an infrared camera to record me in my home, I would have recourse
to challenge its actions in the courts, thanks to a Supreme Court ruling that
restricts that tactic. Likewise, there’s a reason the CIA appears to have
tested its surveillance systems on doctors’ offices in Lubbock, Texas, rather
than on a real criminal network in the city: under federal law, intelligence
agencies are prohibited from spying on the domestic population for active
operations.

The legislative branch also serves as a check on surveillance, if there is
sufficient political will. When the Department of Homeland Security, in
2007, established a program that sought to use the intelligence community’s
satellites to conduct surveillance over US soil, the effort was quashed by
Congress.

These checks are a natural, and necessary, response to any surveillance
activity. That’s because in the dogged pursuit of justice, a truly resourceful
law enforcement or intelligence agent will act equally in accordance with
what the law doesn’t expressly forbid as what it does.

As of this writing, there is nothing in the US Code or Constitution, nor in
the laws of most developed countries, that explicitly restricts the use of
wide-area surveillance, be it in the air or on the ground, manual or
automated, fused or unfused, to pursue any individual in public space. So
naturally, law enforcement is going to use it. Baltimore’s memo outlining
the legal basis for its surveillance program, for example, focused primarily
on what standing US law does not prohibit, rather than what it actively
allows.



It might, in other words, be prudent to take our own cue from the film
that inspired this whole story in the first place. “We knew that we had to
monitor our enemies,” Enemy of the State’s fictional congressman Sam
Albert declares after the NSA’s abuse of its Big Daddy satellite and other
weapons is exposed. “We’ve also come to realize that we need to monitor
the people who are monitoring them.”

The window of opportunity to do so, to put the rules ahead of the
technology, is getting narrower, so it would be best to act soon. Catching up
with a new technology and plugging the negative regulatory spaces that it
creates can take time. Police departments in the United States began
publicly acquiring drones in 2009. As of this writing, nine years later, there
are over 600 police departments in the country with unmanned aircraft, and
yet less than a dozen states have passed legislation governing the use of the
technology (ironically, those drone laws that do exist actually create a
loophole for the use of WAMI, since it is generally not used aboard drones),
and the federal government has done little more than issue a set of vague
voluntary best practices.*

There is no reason to wait for every large city in the country to buy a
wide-area surveillance system before we set reasonable limits on its use. We
already know exactly how the technology works and how it would be used.
We know its benefits and we can anticipate its risks. It will be much easier
to set rules in advance than retroactively seek to ban or limit practices after
they become commonplace. Just like programs that raced against the clock
to field these technologies in the mid-2000s, the effort to regulate WAMI
has to be a sprint operation. These things turn real far faster, and more
quietly, than we might think.

The Right Kind of Principles

A cohort of advocacy groups believes wide-area surveillance ought to be
banned completely. But that is neither reasonable nor practical. If the
technology enables us to fight wildfires more effectively, catch hit-and-run
drivers more reliably, and find disaster survivors more quickly, then we
would be remiss in rejecting it whole hog.



(If anything, the cases in Dayton and Miami-Dade, where WAMI
surveillance proposals were grounded by public opposition, suggest that, at
least in the near future, WAMI’s use may end up being naturally limited to
the benign missions described in chapter 5.)

This is not to say that a community that does allow WAMI to be used
specifically for law enforcement must resign itself to an unimpeded
panoptic gaze, either. Law enforcement’s will to reduce crime is never
entirely irreconcilable with the public’s desire for privacy, transparency, and
accountability. The push and pull between the watchers and the watched
doesn’t have to be a zero-sum game.

Take the case of Santiago, Chile, where in 2015 two municipalities
installed Israeli surveillance cameras mounted on balloons over two areas
that had experienced a spike in muggings and assaults. Each balloon
covered an area of about 30 blocks, in high resolution.

A group of local NGOs sued the government, claiming that the use of a
military surveillance technology to monitor civilian populations violated the
country’s constitution. On a first ruling, the court of appeals of Santiago
banned the balloons, but the following year, the country’s supreme court
ruled on appeal that the balloons could fly again, noting that the country’s
constitution, which was written in 1980, does not specifically guarantee a
right to privacy in public space.

Nevertheless, the justices warned, the use of the technology raised
concerns. “It is clear that people living under the balloons could feel
watched and controlled, inducing them to change certain habits or inhibit
certain behaviors within their private domestic space,” the justices wrote.

The court drafted a list of conditions of use for the city government. Any
surveillance activity would need to be strictly relevant to a criminal
investigation. Footage that was not relevant to an investigation would have
to be deleted after 30 days. The programs would be subject to monthly
audits to ensure that the recordings did not capture any private activities
unrelated to criminal investigations. The court also ordered the city to make
the footage available to members of the public upon request.

The city government appeared to have no problem with the requirements.
The mayor of one of the neighborhoods even hired an all-female team of
analysts to prevent voyeurism, though this wasn’t a requirement of the
court.



Such a compromise could be replicated in any city hoping to use WAMI,
or scaled to a national level, as long as a few simple principles are
observed. First and foremost, like any stable structure, the rules and
regulations need to be built on a solid foundation: a definition of the thing
being regulated.

Aside from enabling stakeholders to write rules that are specific and
grounded in reality, a definition is necessary to future-proof those rules
against the technology’s ongoing evolution, which invariably creates new
loopholes for the surveiller to exploit. In the 1930s, soon after lawmakers
clamped down on warrantless tapping of phone lines, engineers developed
magnetic coils that could intercept calls through a wire without actually
touching it, and manufacturers boasted that these devices were perfectly
legal, since the standing laws only restricted physical tapping and said
nothing about magnetic coils.

It would be better if we didn’t have to rewrite the rules every time
someone invents the WAMI equivalent of a magnetic coil—say, when a city
begins using gigapixel cameras mounted on the tops of buildings or swarms
of networked drones, or constellations of CubeSats, thus bypassing any
regulations specifically written for WAMI from an airplane.

The Open Geospatial Consortium, an international organization that
develops technical standards for geospatial technologies, including wide-
area surveillance, defines WAMI as “a system that uses one or more
cameras mounted on some form of a gimbal on an aircraft or blimp to
capture a very large area on the ground, from about once every second up to
several times per second” (emphasis in the original).

That’s a little too narrow. Something like this might stick better: Any
sensor or agglomeration of sensors in the air or on the ground that
generates wide, high-resolution motion imagery of the surveilled area that
allows one to follow individual people and vehicles while still recording the
full area.

The second crucial element for developing rules is transparency, both on
the part of those who used the technology abroad in the past as well as those
who intend to use it back home. As of this writing, most wide-area-
surveillance programs to date, both within and beyond law enforcement,
have been concealed as though they were top-secret. Nobody I spoke to
would disclose which insurance companies have tested the technology for
claims processing and fraud investigations, for instance, and the Forest



Service even declined to share the names of the companies that
manufactured the wide-area surveillance cameras it uses to fight wildfires,
even though its contract announcements are public.
 

A twin-prop U-21 aircraft equipped with Blue Devil prepares to depart from
Kandahar Airfield, Afghanistan, in 2011. Though it looks like any other
civilian aircraft, Blue Devil is credited with assisting in the killing or
capture of over 1,000 people.
The appearance of US Department of Defense (DOD) visual information
does not imply or constitute DOD endorsement. US Air Force/Senior
Airman David Carbajal, 451st Air Expeditionary Wing

 
Such guardedness stifles public and legislative debate around how and

when the technology should be used. Congress didn’t debate a serious
bipartisan bill to manage the use of StingRay cell-site simulators until 2017,
when the devices were already widely proliferated, in part because the FBI
did not clarify whether it requires agencies to obtain a warrant to use them
until 2015 (the 411: it usually requires a warrant, but not always). In the
case of the Community Support Program, Baltimore’s city council never
had a chance to develop rules for WAMI because members never even
knew it was being used over their heads.

A lack of transparency also exacerbates the fear factor. If you know that
the police are watching you from above, but not how they’re watching you,
what they’re watching you with, what they’re looking for, or what they are
and are not allowed to do with the information they collect, you might well
assume that everything you do will be of interest, that even the most minor



infraction could land you in the crosshairs of a military-grade surveillance
apparatus.

A good start toward better transparency would be a fuller disclosure from
the government as to the impact of these technologies in foreign wars.
Information about the various ways in which systems like Constant Hawk,
Blue Devil, and Gorgon Stare led to the capture or death of thousands of
enemy combatants is entirely relevant to the debate on domestic WAMI use,
as tactics and strategies honed on the battlefield can cross over into law
enforcement with frightening ease. When the NYPD embarked on an
aggressive—and likely illegal—surveillance campaign against a series of
mosques in the mid-2000s, its tactics bore an uncomfortable resemblance to
the intelligence community’s “attack the network” operations in Iraq and
Afghanistan, which were still, for the most part, unknown to the public.
New York City’s residents were never told whether “attack the network”
was proving to be a successful strategy for hunting down terrorist leaders
abroad, or whether it was, instead, engendering questionable wartime
activities that one wouldn’t want to replicate domestically.

Likewise, if WAMI has proven itself to be mostly effective for tracking
and targeting large numbers of low-level combatants rather than the high-
level leaders who really matter, that would suggest that when used
domestically, it could be ineffective against the kingpins who keep the cogs
of the drug trade in motion.

On a practical level, better transparency about past operations will cast
light on the technology’s other very real shortcomings. Even the
technology’s relatively brief history in civilian operations suggests that it
doesn’t always rise to the level of its formidable reputation. For instance, in
2016 the Brazilian government spent $7.5 million on four large tethered
balloons equipped with Logos WAMI cameras capable of capturing 40
square kilometers at a time. The operation, which began two weeks after
my visit to Baltimore, was a disaster.

Because of an anticorruption law that prohibits hardware vendors from
providing operations services to government customers, Logos was barred
from teaching even basic imagery analysis to the Brazilian police officers
who had been assigned to operate the devices. Two of the four blimps were
powered by generators, which were often left without refueling. And for
reasons that remain unclear, the authorities opted to keep the blimps at 600



feet, meaning that they were only capable of surveilling a fraction of the
area they were supposed to watch.
 

This official image of an MQ-9 Reaper equipped with Gorgon Stare
undergoing a series of checks at Kandahar Airfield, Afghanistan, in 2015,
prior to an operation, is probably the most detailed public image of the
system ever published. Even so, it doesn’t reveal much.
The appearance of US Department of Defense (DOD) visual information
does not imply or constitute DOD endorsement. US Air Force/Tech. Sgt.
Robert Cloys

 
More troubling, and more telling of the technology’s harmful potential,

was how, according to Logos’s John Marion, the analysts spent much of
their time using the cameras to watch women on the streets below. (This
sort of voyeurism is not, sadly, all that unusual. In 2004 NYPD officers
monitoring a protest with a surveillance helicopter specially designed for
counterterrorism operations spent nearly four minutes watching a couple
having sex on a balcony through the helicopter’s military-type thermal
camera.)

An honest conversation about what WAMI can and cannot do could help
prevent similar disasters elsewhere.

Once wide-area surveillance’s credentials are established, domestic
agencies will want to be transparent about their intention to adopt the
technology. Simply put, agencies should alert residents prior to acquiring



WAMI—or, for that matter, any novel surveillance technology—including
when the acquisition is funded by an outside source, as it was in Baltimore.

Unlike a targeted soda-straw surveillance technology that a police
department can use to watch only one person at a time, WAMI watches
everybody, so it is everybody’s business, and every opinion counts from the
start. If a police department ever adopts WAMI or any equivalent
surveillance system without first submitting the proposal to the public
forum, it is violating the trust of the very people it is supposed to protect
and serve.

Fortunately, all local governments provide a platform for such voices to
be heard. If a loud enough chorus of stakeholders opposes the use of WAMI
in its particular city, as it did in Miami, the administration must not ignore
it. By the same token, if enough residents support the idea of WAMI, they,
too, must not be ignored. The government’s job is to find a compromise.
These discussions must be substantive. Relying on internet polls is no way
to measure whether a community would be willing to live under wide-area
surveillance.

A spirit of transparency and compromise would also help to ensure that
WAMI doesn’t further harm the rapport between citizens and law
enforcement in places where that relationship is frayed. Since residents will
be assured that the police aren’t going behind their backs or over their heads
—both literally and figuratively—they’ll have more reason to trust their
overseers, maybe even enough to cooperate with an investigation.

Finally, along with the public, one might also seriously consider bringing
the technology’s creators into the discussion. Nobody knows better than
they what WAMI can do, how it can save lives, and how it can be abused. If
the creators mean what they say about wanting the technology to have a
positive impact on the world, then they need to have a chance to step up to
the plate and make sure it happens—it is both their right and their
responsibility.

The Right Rules

Lawmakers and their constituents. Tech firms and consumers. Engineers
and privacy advocates. Any detailed regulations imposed on wide-area



surveillance should be the product of a debate that involves all of these
stakeholders—the rules should not come solely from a single chapter in a
single book. But here are a few basic rules that could, at the very least, get
this conversation started.

First, it might be wise to revisit existing legal protections from airborne
intrusion and redraw the line separating “publicly accessible” technologies
—which can be employed without a warrant—from “specialized
technologies,” which can’t. There hasn’t been a Supreme Court case on
aerial surveillance for 30 years, and in light of the technologies that are now
available, these old standards offer scant guidance as to what ought to be
permissible today.

The courts could also determine whether the persistent surveillance of an
individual from the sky amounts to an unreasonable search under the Fourth
Amendment. There is strong legal precedent to suggest that tracking an
individual over an extended period without a warrant is, in fact,
unconstitutional. In two rulings in 2010 and 2012, which both stemmed
from a counternarcotics operation that tried to pin the defendant to a drug
network by tracking his movements with a GPS device attached to his Jeep,
the DC Circuit and the Supreme Court ruled, respectively, that even though
trips on public roads are plainly visible and public, the warrantless tracking
of a person’s journeys over an extended period (a “mosaic approach” to
surveillance) constitutes a Fourth Amendment violation.

More recently, in Carpenter v. United States, the Supreme Court issued a
similar ruling over the use of cell phone trackers for persistent surveillance.
But none of these rulings specifically addressed WAMI, and so the use of
WAMI can, for the moment, go on unchecked.

If the legality of wide-area surveillance can’t be adjudicated through
judicial process, Congress could step in. To date, there has not been a single
congressional hearing that has substantially addressed the topic of WAMI,
and it appears that only one Congressional Research Service report has
touched on the technology’s legal implications. (The study, from 2015, is
primarily about drones; with respect to WAMI, it concludes, rather
unhelpfully, that the use of such systems domestically raises questions
about “personal control, secrecy, autonomy, and anonymity,” without
suggesting any WAMI-specific regulations.)

Capitol Hill could, for example, require that law enforcement agencies
obtain a warrant if they wish to use WAMI to track suspects for extended



periods of time, engage in counternetwork tactics that connect a wide
number of actors across the surveilled area, or surveil people who are not
clearly connected to a known crime, such as family members of suspects or
bystanders who have witnessed an incident.

In cases where police don’t have enough time to obtain a warrant—say,
following an armed robbery—they could nevertheless be required to show
probable cause before tracking a suspect, in much the same way that
officers on the ground are required to show probable cause if they intend to
follow your car, pull you over, or search your trunk.

Agencies using WAMI could also be required to set minimum operating
altitudes so that individuals cannot be watched with enough resolution to be
personally identified or, as with the case in Brazil, spied upon for the wrong
reasons.*

To be truly watertight, these regulations would also need to extend to
fusion activities, given how the aggregation of data from surveillance
activities that individually don’t require a warrant could produce a detailed
portrait of a target that is much more intrusive than the sum of its parts.

Simply following a car that made a series of suspicious U-turns might be
acceptable under the probable-cause requirement, but fusing that track with
a CCTV system equipped with facial recognition to identify the driver and
his passengers may not. Regulations for WAMI should thus account for all
the other information available to today’s police forces that could be fused
with it, including social media, cell phone interceptors, license plate
readers, soda-straw cameras, ground cameras, and human intelligence.

Finally, these policies should, of course, be fully disclosed so that
citizens solely engaged in constitutionally protected acts are reassured that
the state assertively forbids surveillance of their activities.

As a way to enforce these practices, and to ensure accountability among
analysts who might be tempted to, for example, spy on their spouses,
surveillance and analysis activities could be meticulously logged. These
logs could show whether a department watched a target persistently without
a warrant. Or they could show whether an analyst’s actions—say, tracking a
vehicle for several hours—were related to a known crime. After a public
rally, auditors could review analysis logs to make sure that the police didn’t
follow protesters to their homes.

In keeping with the government’s own fair information practice
principles, which assert that subjects of surveillance have a right to access



the data that have been collected on them, police departments that use the
all-seeing eye could establish a process for the public to petition for the
release of logs and imagery that captured their persons or property.
Following major incidents of public concern, such as police shootings, an
agency could release any relevant WAMI footage in the same way that
many departments have begun releasing bodycam footage in the wake of
such events.

To add a further layer of protection against abuse, particularly if the data
are publicly released, measures could be implemented to anonymize the
surveillance imagery. This is an idea that comes straight from the WAMI
industry itself. Steve Suddarth suggested that the same tracking algorithms
and behavior-detection algorithms that are being developed to pursue
adversary targets could also be used to mask people and vehicles that aren’t
directly associated with a criminal investigation.

For example, an algorithm could detect and mask every vehicle pulling
out of or into a driveway or parking lot so that users who don’t have a
warrant are blocked from tracking individuals to a precise location
(effectively preventing them from identifying the domestic equivalent of the
“nodes” that the CIA uses abroad to map insurgent networks). Google
already does exactly this with its cell phone tracking systems, which it uses
to calculate traffic conditions on major roadways.

These are, of course, broad rules. More detailed technical norms would
need to be developed, similar to the Federal Aviation Administration’s strict
aviation safety standards. These standards could govern details like the
altitude at which the aircraft is operated, minimum and maximum camera
resolutions, the length of time that data should be stored, how to track
vehicles reliably, how to encrypt the airplane’s data links, how the data are
protected from hacking, how analysts’ actions should be logged, and how
publicly released imagery can be anonymized.

If these standards could be compiled into a single document or set of
regulations, any new city hoping to use wide-area surveillance could adopt
readymade rules, rather than having to build their own rules from scratch. If
these guidelines are voluntary at the federal level, cities could adopt
municipal ordinances that back them up with the force of law.

To account for those agencies that are particularly creative in their use of
technology, these standards or rules could mandate that users act solely
according to what is permitted rather than what isn’t. For instance, if a law



allows the use of surveillance to track cars and trucks but forbids the
tracking of people on foot, that doesn’t automatically mean that a law
enforcement agency can track bicycles or scooters simply because they
aren’t mentioned in the rules. If an agency wishes to use wide-area
surveillance in a novel way not explicitly permitted by the law, it would
have to seek permission from the relevant authorities or, even better, the
public at large.

Even then, because the temptation to bend or break these rules will be
strong, simply trusting the authorities to adhere to them of their own
volition may not be enough. A case in point: In 2015 the State of California
passed a law that requires police agencies to obtain permission in a public
meeting before buying a StingRay, and to publish their use policies online.
But an investigation by the Los Angeles Times in 2017 found that almost
none of the state’s largest law enforcement agencies were actually following
the law. Seventeen of California’s 21 biggest police forces did not disclose
data about their use of StingRays. Those agencies that did release records
provided only sparse details about how the interceptors were used.

Similarly, as of late 2017 privacy groups in Santiago had been unable to
confirm whether the Supreme Court’s reforms for the surveillance balloons
were being fully enforced. Though the Supreme Court had mandated a
schedule of regular audits for the programs, it did not specify any guidelines
to ensure that the organization that carried out the audits would be fully
independent and unbiased.

Entities using wide-area surveillance could submit themselves to regular
reviews by a national organization that can certify whether these rules and
standards are being met, in much the same way that a variety of state and
federal agencies inspect correctional facilities nationwide, often releasing
the results of those audits publicly. Independent reviews of a wide-area-
surveillance program could determine whether, for instance, the aircraft are
being operated at an appropriate altitude and the analyst logs are being
maintained and secured correctly. Any agency found to be playing fast and
loose with the rules would be given a simple choice: either rectify the issue
or be stripped of its eye in the sky altogether.

Private Eyes



These tactics for reining in the all-seeing eye would be geared toward
public agencies—but the same gap in the law that makes it legal for the
government to fly military aerial-surveillance cameras in our skies can also
be exploited by any private sector company. We should therefore be just as
prepared to respond to the private all-seeing eye as we are to the public one.

In some respects, keeping WAMI in private hands might have its upsides.
If a company operated a wide-area surveillance system as a kind of live
Google Maps accessible to everyone, from the police to traffic management
authorities to investment firms, it would be more cost effective for each
individual user. And it would, by design, incorporate some protections on
our private data, similar to how Google blurs faces and license plates that
appear in its Street View feature.

The private sector would also serve as a firewall between the government
and the data hidden behind these anonymizing features. Companies like
Apple provide private user data to the government only if directed to do so
by a court order, and a WAMI firm could have a similar standard for
revealing aerial information. Tech firms would also be in a much better
position to develop technical privacy protections like the anonymizing tools
discussed above.

There are also, though, serious problems with this proposition. Unlike the
government, private entities will be interested in much more than just
criminal activity. In a city watched over by a private wide-area-surveillance
system, information about your every move could be mined and sold for a
profit.

The possibilities for overstep are legion. Large companies with access to
aerial-surveillance footage of an entire city could develop all kinds of clever
ways of combining those data with other pieces of information to intrude
upon our privacy and unveil details about activities that are supposed to be
protected. Like the large social media firms, they would not always be
transparent about these efforts.

And as we saw in chapter 5, once the data are made accessible to the
public, even in anonymized form, it is impossible to anticipate all of the
different ways that those buying the data might use them. Other forms of
privately run data collection have already been used and abused in
surprising and troubling ways.

In 2016 someone I’ll refer to as Q was involved in a minor parking
mishap that left a dent in his car. Q was very busy with work and family life



at the time, and delayed filing a claim with the insurance company for
several months. When Q did eventually file the report, the company denied
the claim and canceled Q’s policy for violating the company’s terms and
conditions, which require that claims be filed at the time of the accident.
Somehow, it knew that Q’s car was damaged long before his claim was
filed. But how?

As it turned out, the company had looked up Q’s street on Google View,
and had spotted Q’s car parked outside his house. Shortly after this
happened, I, too, visited Q’s address on Google Maps, and sure enough,
there was the car, the dent plainly visible. Even though the license plate on
Q’s car had been blurred, the insurance company knew its make, model, and
color, as well as Q’s address (it was, in other words, doing some simple but
effective spylike fusion). It had irrefutable proof, and it hadn’t broken any
laws.*

The rules governing private wide-area surveillance would therefore need
to be just as strict and comprehensive as those we apply to government
surveillance. Companies would have to be equally transparent about exactly
how the data they collect are used and stored. Entities that buy this data,
meanwhile, could be required to keep detailed analysis logs showing
exactly what they looked at. Hopefully, Q has learned his lesson, but if his
new insurer starts following the dented car around the city as though Q
were an insurgent in Baghdad, Q has a right to know about it.

The Right Rules for Droids

So far, so simple. However, when automated surveillance comes into play,
the questions that policymakers will have to answer are, as we’ve already
seen, far knottier and unfamiliar. To recap: How do we find a balance
between trusting automated systems and second-guessing them? How do
we ensure that algorithms counteract bias rather than perpetuate it? How do
we determine whether a system that helps police catch more criminals is
worth it if it also leads to more encounters between police and innocent
citizens at a time when such encounters too often end in tragedy? How do
we predict and account for the bizarre—and potentially dangerous—
mistakes these systems might make at any given moment?



Answering those questions won’t be simple. But there are a few guiding
principles to set us on the right course.

First, a spirit of transparency on the part of those operating the automated
systems would be well-advised. As with all forms of surveillance,
disclosures about what kinds of systems are in use, how those systems
work, what behaviors they detect, and how they’re being applied could help
keep abuses in check, ease the relationship between the public and the
authorities, and engender a more informed rulemaking process.

It might be worth extending demands for transparency to the companies
building the software, too, so that those using it can know what to expect
and those subjected to it can know what they’re in for. Information of
particular relevance is how the technology works, what its limitations are,
and, most importantly, how it calculates its confidence level. “Never trust
anything that can think for itself if you can’t see where it keeps its brain,”
says Mr. Weasley in Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets—a statement
so unintentionally true of automation that the Air Force’s chief scientist
even used it in formal presentations on the topic.

To further bolster that trust, more work will also be needed to make the
computers themselves less mysterious and more trustworthy. One avenue
for doing so is to have software essentially describe, in human language, the
reasoning behind each conclusion it comes to. (DARPA’s Explainable AI
program intends to do just that.) With this technology, IBM’s Watson might
explain that it came up with the answer “Picasso” on Jeopardy! because
Paris has a Picasso museum. Rather than losing total faith in the computer’s
ability to understand even simple concepts like the difference between a
person and an art movement, the human operator could see that Watson was
just thrown off by a small technicality. In theory, the analyst will be better
prepared to know what’s going through the computer’s mind the next time a
similar situation arises, and adjust his or her trust accordingly.

In order to try to anticipate the kinds of “Picasso” errors that these
systems might make in the first place, they could be submitted to extensive
testing held to common standards developed by a group like the National
Institute of Justice. By extension, if an algorithm in the field ever does
make a high-confidence mistake, the data that sparked the mistake could be
(securely) conveyed to the manufacturer, as well as an independent
oversight body, so that the algorithm can be tweaked and similar future



errors can be prevented—not just for that particular department, but for
every agency that uses the same software.

Another helpful measure in this regard would be standardizing
confidence scoring systems among manufacturers—so that a 71 percent
score from one product means the same thing as a 71 percent score from
another—which could also be useful for settling some of the court cases
that are likely to arise from the use of automated surveillance sooner or
later.

In these inevitable cases, the judicial system would be able to establish
whether a recommendation from a computer should ever be an acceptable
basis for a probable-cause decision, regardless of how well it explains itself.
Currently, a police officer is within his rights to pull me over if I’m driving
erratically. Should the same standards apply if it was a computer that made
the judgment?

When I called Chuck Blanchard, a former general counsel to both the
Army and the Air Force who now works at the DC law firm of Arnold &
Porter Kaye Scholer, seeking guidance on the matter, he suggested that one
could use human performance in decision making as a baseline for how
much or how little to trust computers. Police officers aren’t always perfect
logical beings, he said, and law enforcement has ways of accounting for
that fallibility. He also suggested that groups might look at how trust is
managed when it comes to a number of established law enforcement
technologies such as breathalyzers, which are, after all, a kind of automated
data-processing system.

An agency using a suspicious-driving detector might decide, for example,
that it won’t follow a car unless the system registers a confidence level of at
least 90 percent for a given driver; with anything lower than 90 percent, the
computer’s findings would have to be confirmed by a pair of human eyes.

Or, more simply, one could forbid law enforcement officers from ever
making probable-cause decisions purely on the basis of a computer’s
analysis no matter how high its confidence level, the idea being that every
conclusion drawn by an autonomous system, however small, must be
vetted. This would mean that systems like the Signal Innovations Group
software that autonomously unravel networks by linking buildings based on
whether they have the visitor patterns of restaurants or soccer fields rather
than criminal nodes would be a no-go. (Some formulation of this rule might
also be advantageous for managing automated intelligence in warfare.)



Another route that could mitigate some of the potential dangers of
automation in law enforcement would be to ban its use in any form of
proactive surveillance, limiting its applications to investigative work only.
For instance, a police force could use a vehicle-tracking algorithm to map
the movements of known suspects during a warranted investigation but
would be prohibited from using that same software to try to anticipate
crimes by detecting every car that exhibits suspicious behavior.

Limiting automation to forensic tasks would help solve the issue of
creating more encounters between police and citizens, and, more
significantly, it would smooth some of the trust issues that would make the
use of such a system in proactive time-sensitive surveillance so dangerous.
In forensic investigations, there is less time pressure, rigor is valued more
than speed, and the stakes of most individual decisions are lower. There
would be fewer split-second life-or-death choices made over a 71 percent
confidence rate analysis.

Like the imagery itself, automated surveillance systems would also need
to be secured. A hacking attack might lead a system to mark innocuous
behaviors as highly suspicious—a hacker’s version of a swatting call—or
subtly corrupt the imagery so that it looks normal to the human eye but
becomes completely confounding for the computer. If a law enforcement
agency becomes too dependent on an automated system in place of human
officers, such an attack that renders the system ineffective would be
debilitating.

As for bias, the good news is that thanks to a number of studies,
investigations, and popular books, the issue has become the subject of
intense attention. So much so that even companies like Microsoft are
calling for regulations that address bias in facial recognition and other tools.

When a human police officer displays biased behavior, law enforcement
agencies have at their disposal strategies to identify that bias and, ideally,
correct it through measures like training programs. If an entire agency
appears to have a bias problem, the attorney general has the authority to
step in to evaluate the problem, as was the case in St. Louis following the
Michael Brown shooting and in Baltimore after the death of Freddie Gray.

Similarly, cities that employ automation and artificial intelligence for
policing could be required to submit their programs to review by auditors
who specifically search for indicators of bias in both the results generated
by those systems and in the actions taken by law enforcement in response.



Special care could be taken to vet the man-made data sets used for training
the automated systems, since these records may have embedded biases that
go back generations.

A study by a White House task force that explored the issue in 2014 even
suggested that some of the very same algorithms used for analyzing data
can be used to identify algorithmic bias in the results. Imagine that—
computers watching computers, watching you. What a time to be alive.

One Last Pixel

Putting all of these ideas into practice may seem like a daunting
challenge—but there are many signs that it is, in fact, a wholly realistic
proposition. Dozens of towns and counties around the United States have
already passed binding ordinances requiring law enforcement authorities to
disclose the use of any new surveillance tools and comply with strict
guidelines to limit abuse.

Some local governments are also already taking action on the prickly
issue of automation. In 2017 New York City adopted a bill that establishes a
task force to identify algorithmic bias in software used by city departments
and calls for the city to set up a process by which citizens can access the
data that fed an algorithmic decision by which they were personally and
perhaps unjustly affected.

Meanwhile, cases like the episode in Miami, where the police department
called off a plan to deploy WAMI following widespread public pushback,
lend credence to the idea that the public would and could define the limits
of wide-area surveillance—including, yes, barring it absolutely—and that
lawmakers and law enforcement can and will respect those limits.

The stakes of getting the rules right for wide-area surveillance and
automation are high. If you walk around any security trade show today, you
will find a wild assortment of locked and loaded technologies on sale:
autonomous robotic security guards, facial-recognition software, retinal
scanners, social media trawling tools, computer-vision systems for
bodycams, and a staggering number of fusion systems. All of these
technologies operate on the same underlying formula—to get left of the
crime, collect as much information as possible, and automate the analysis.



Many of the systems have, like WAMI, a secret violent past in foreign
battlefields. All could be abused. None has been regulated. Coming up with
a workable model for wide-area surveillance will prove that these
technologies can be held on a straight line, too.

We should also recognize, however, that rules can be a bit of a poisoned
chalice. They have the potential to legitimize the technology and, as a
result, hasten its proliferation. Shortly after the Chilean Supreme Court
ruling on the continued use of a fleet of surveillance balloons over Santiago,
the city’s newly elected mayor announced a plan to install additional
balloons over three of the city’s “most dangerous” neighborhoods. It was as
though the ruling had fully put to bed the question of whether the balloons
could ever again represent a credible threat to privacy; in fact, it hadn’t.

Many questions remained, and in one way or another they always will.
Even regulations that seem completely watertight at first will begin taking
on water sooner or later. As the technology proliferates, new, as-yet-
unthought-of uses for the all-seeing eye will create new quandaries. Newly
developed capabilities will provoke entirely new questions. Even if the
engineers and commanders behind those new iterations of the technology
have the best intentions, the groups who buy them in the back rooms of a
future trade show may not.

This is where those of us who have been kept out of the first chapters of
the wide-area surveillance story finally come in. And our job is clear. We
need to demand transparency from our own overwatchers and those who
overwatch others. We have to make sure the rules stay ahead of the tools. In
making those rules, we will fare best if we work with, not against, those on
the other end of the camera—whether they be the engineers, commanders,
enforcers, or advocates.

And remember, the surveiller’s quest is a long road. As such, the job of
responding to surveillance, of making sure it’s done right, is also
necessarily a never-ending one. So stay on the case. And always keep an
eye on the sky.
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by Christopher D. Lippitt, Douglas A Stow, and Lloyd L. Coulter (New
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Footnotes

* Named after the Greek hero Jason of the Argonauts.
[back]

* A term that can also, somewhat confusingly, refer to individual members
of a network.

[back]

* Established in 1983 by an alumni organization for former Air Force
intelligence officers, the Hall of Honor is intended “to pay tribute to
individuals who have served with great distinction and contributed
immeasurably” to Air Force spycraft. As of 2018, only 192 service
members have been inducted.

[back]

* To be sure, if they do take precautions, and you intentionally find a way to
circumvent those precautions, then, yes, you are violating their privacy.

[back]

* License plates aren’t visible from bird’s-eye-view cameras. So here’s a
prediction: by 2030, cars will be required to have a third license plate—on
their roofs.

[back]

* The falling cost of high-power digital-imaging technologies, along with
the advent of stitching software, has given rise to a large online community
of hobbyists with, as one site, GigaPan, puts it, “a passion for gigapixel
photography.” Many of the images uploaded to the site, which are created
by stitching together hundreds of small high-resolution images to create a
single gigantic frame, now exceed a hundred gigapixels. A few even have a
thousand gigapixels. Welcome to the age of the terapixel—that is, a trillion
pixels.

[back]



* One of the self-driving car Grand Challenge events, in Victorville,
California, was watched over by, you guessed it, a WAMI airplane.
According to John Marion, the system, operated by Logos Technologies,
was used to help judges track all the competing vehicles simultaneously.

[back]

* There was a second motive for the Persistics stabilization: since the
background didn’t move, the computer would send down only footage of
the moving pixels, which reduced the amount of bandwidth required to get
live footage from the airplane to the ground.

[back]

* The same company that is building the wide-area sensors for Australia’s
armed Reapers.

[back]

* The official literature on ABI is full of esoteric aphorisms that wouldn’t
feel out of place in a volume of Buddhist koans: “Everything happens
somewhere,” write the authors of a 2017 paper describing ABI techniques.
“Nothing can be in two places at once. Nothing can be nowhere.” (Patrick
Biltgen et al., “Activity-Based Intelligence: Understanding Patterns-of-
Life,” in US Geospatial Intelligence Foundation, The State and Future of
GEOINT 2017.)

[back]

* ABI operates on logic similar to that of the controversial “signature
strike,” by which drones are used to strike targets whose exact identity is
not known, but whose actions and/or associations suggest participation in
an enemy organization.

[back]

* As a quick aside, some of these same techniques are also applicable to
social media, which have become a fruitful source of intelligence for the
Pentagon and the intelligence communities. The Defense Intelligence
Agency uses a computer-vision system to discern significant threats in
videos posted online by insurgent and terrorist groups, while IARPA has



funded Kitware to develop software that can autonomously single out
YouTube videos featuring certain activities of interest with remarkable
precision. In one test, it identified videos of “flash mobs” with a 74.3
percent accuracy rate out of an archive of 26,000 clips.

[back]

* A designation used for documents that contain proprietary information.
[back]

* The cloud, which gives paying customers access to some of the most
formidable computing power on the planet, is likely to have a particularly
profound impact on the effectiveness of automated surveillance systems.
The Air Force Research Laboratory found that using Amazon’s cloud
service dramatically improved the speed and accuracy of automated vehicle
detection and tracking in a 140-megapixel video of Columbus, Ohio.

[back]

* While it is true that certain satellites can remain over a single location
indefinitely, in what’s known as geosynchronous orbit, they need to be at a
much higher altitude. While it could technically be feasible to place a
WAMI satellite in geo, with current camera technologies it wouldn’t be able
to pick up much detail on the Earth’s surface from so far away. China’s
giant Gaofen 4 satellite, which currently sits in geosynchronous orbit
staring at 49 million square kilometers of eastern Asia, is said to have some
video-taking capabilities, though it probably can’t pick out anything smaller
than a very large ship.

[back]

* At the time of the actual raid against bin Laden, the CIA, which had
manually found the compound through a similar process, also had a
confidence rating for its analysis: 60 to 80 percent.

[back]

* Some facial-recognition products on the market present operators with a
list of several likely suspects—like a digital police lineup—in place of a
single score, but that does not necessarily solve the problem; if anything, it



could make it worse, since it implicates individuals who ought to be kept
entirely above suspicion.

[back]

* In a clip of test footage from the “Eye in the Sky” study, the actors who
are pretending to fight are almost laughably unconvincing. Some even look
like they’re having fun.

[back]

* A phrase coined by the statistician Cathy O’Neil in a must-read book of
the same name.

[back]

* This lag isn’t unique to drones. Law enforcement agencies have been
using StingRay cell phone trackers since the early 2000s, but by 2018
Congress had still not passed any national laws to regulate the technology.

[back]

* The higher up the plane flies, the wider the area of coverage and the lower
the resolution on individuals on the ground. The lower the plane, the
narrower the area it covers, but it will record individuals on the ground in
much greater detail. Ross McNutt, of Persistent Surveillance Systems, says
that he always favors coverage over detail. The police in Brazil evidently
had the opposite view.

[back]

* Insurance companies also sometimes use drones to spy on claimants who
are suspected of lying about a work injury; in the United States, that, too, is
not illegal.

[back]
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